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I. SUmmary of -Decision - .- " 

In today's decision, we, order several, chanC]cs. to' final " 
Standard Offer 4 and other standard;. otters created''; in··:the . :", . 
consolidated Application (A.) '·82-04-44- e.t ,a1.: Specifica11y,..we 
begin the task ot incorporating consideration ot'non-price,factors, 
such as environmental impacts, in determining'appropriate levels of 
QualityingFacility (QF) development. 'Our goal is·to arrive at 
what has aptly been called "environmental'least'cost" resource 
planning .. 1 

We also order certain adj,ustlDents to· the paYlIlent": and: 
bidding structure of tinal Standard. otter 4. These adjustments are, 
designed to ensure tair competition between different generation 
technologies and to promote economic dispatch of utility 'resources', , 
by providing, accurate price signalsregarding,QFs'running costs. 

A. %he Role 0: the 'O.QdS\,tQ' . • 'I • • '~. I"~ .' 1 

Today's decision is. the' second, xnaj or step:in,:,the current' 
Biennial Resource Plan Update (BRPtT or Update). " Inthc BRPU-,,~ we",::': , 
revise long-term :forecasts and address generic issues related to 
utility purchases of electricity from a broad class of nonutility 
energy producers, called "qualifying facilities" or "QFs." Our 

regulationot these' purchases, r.elies o,n ·two concC:Pts::~. ay?;iCl.~~ 
costs (as to the ·purehaseprice)··andthestandard.:of'fer·(asto, the,' : 
contractual relationship).,. ' 

,:::- ::" ~.,:' ',. '... ~, . ,'.' II ~I:" 

'Avo-idea costs represent the costs a uti:lity.;wouJ;d;'incur,;;/. 
if not tor the presence of QFs, to generate power itself or 

, I " ,'" ""I I 

• .' • I '~.'" '. :, ,. ;,.< '- ',I 

.. ',',' .:' ,'-, 

.' , ,,' . ~ , ,,' ' .. , 

1 Attachment· 1 expla:i:ns:eaeh tecb.niea.lacronym.,'·or.~other::~:', ' '. : .... ;~~" 
abbreviation that appears in this decision. ' ""',> ,:',: ,,' .;,\':. :;:,', ',:;,; . .., . ., 

,1 ... ,,' f' 

- 2' - .. 
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purchase it elsewhere •. 'I'he:-standard-;"offer is,an open utility offer 
to purchase electricity trom a QF, on terms and conditions stated 
in the offer •. " The' contract· terms..: of ,the .·,offer are· developed from 
quidelines adopted by thiscomxnission, •.. :Over the.past ten' years I ',we::. 
have retined, and implemented . these- concepts in ascries of:,., 
decisions. (See- Attac:hment 2-.) 2 

Tbe,BRPt1 provides us with:an industry~wide fOX'Ul'D.rfor 
continuing. our regulatory ovcrsi9'ht> of. utility/QF·,·matters.:··A"major, 
purpose otthe BRPU is to update the prices tor. final Standard·; '. , ,I 

Offer 4, our resource plan-based standard offer. 'I'his involves .. _ 
quantifying the me9'awatts (MWslthat QFs;can fill on ,the basis of 
each utility's.' need for new-. capacity .•. Each, two-year. TJpdate:. cycle' 
commences upon issuance of the ·california ,Energy Comm-ission's,),(CECL 
Electricity Report.·· .', : .'":':: '. 

The BRPTJ' is also the torum' tor ,updatin9'. certain, '. ..' 
components of OF payments that affect our short-run o·ffers, 
Standard Offers 1, 2, and 3.·3 InOecision (0.) 88-09-02-6· and 
0.89-02-017, we also directed parties to address issues relating to· 
Standard Otfer 2 availability in this Update., .·~inally,each.BRPU . .; 
provides aforu:m for considering. changes in-. methodology. or contract 
terms' for all of our standard o-ffers •. · '. <.; .. ; 

., ... /"-
.. _, "'rl , • 

. ~ .. " .' .,\ .'''', ,'" '," '. ,'. 
\ •• ..,J .' •• ,' • ~ ,/ "'. 

2 The federal Mlic utility RequlatoxY'Policies"Act>(PtmPA) 'of: 
1978: and the california' Private Energy Producers: Act'.;-(see': PUblic: '_' 
Utilities Code §§ 2801-2824) supply the statutory context. for the' 
development of these concepts. 'I'he decisions' 'listed' 'in: . c. .'~~:. ,-, 

Attac:hment'Z all elucidate this·legislation· and;these.concepts. 

,3 These three offers are referred to as Hshort-runH because the 
energy price is computed on the basis of the purchasing utility'S 
existing generation resources. In contrast to our final Standard 
Offer 4 Hlong-runH pricing approach, prices for these standard 
offers are ca.lcu.latec:l without consideration of possible resource_ .... _.". 
additions... ·Attachment· J. sum:tllar:tzes' the pricing-: provisions. . of; :our.: 
various standard offers.' . 

, 
• " 
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B. Bow Final §j:aDda,JJLOtter 4WOrQ,:" " '" .,', ,~~ •. :C"C:'",:,:', . I", 

Before discussing the,issues'"resolved:' . ..intoday~s'· ,. 
decision,. we swnmarize, :briefly the structure' createosfor::,final,>· 
Standard Ofter 4 in .0.86-07-004. Unlike our short-run standard· ,": 
offers, final Standard Offer 4 derives from. a.utility~s:',long-run 
marginal costs. These are determined from.. the respective:utility's 
resource plan, which includes all cost-etfectivepotential 
generationaclc:li tions (e.g., new, plant construction., .. refurb·ismnents-, 
power purchases, etc.). 4 Payments to QFs under the'. long-run 
otter are based on the fixed and variable costs. of those'-:' additions 
that serve as baseload or intermediate-load resources. Such:,: , 
additions arc called "identified deferrable resources" (IDRs).' 

Pricing under final Standard Offer 4 varies:-according to·, 
when the QF comes on-line. During Period' 2, the.QF. avoids':a. 
specific utility resource addition, and the'QF receives.-pay:ments 
based on the fixed and varia:ble costs, of the avo·idecL resource. If 
the QF comes on-line in Period 1,. i.e.,. before the date':when' the-e avoid.ed" resource would have bequn. del'i very._ of e·lectrici ty, the' OF -" 

meets -near-term demand growth, .. and there'fore the QF, receives I short-., 
run marginal cost-based payments until the: start of··'Period'·2-. 

Th~ commission considers alternative scenarios,··tor-each:::' 
utility in determining a MW limit at each Update •. Whenever;,the 
capaoi ty of QFs seeking contracts from. a _ g-i yen util i ty. exceeds 0' that· 
utility'S MW limit, the available contracts are allocated through
bidding.. The utilities are also· authorized: to. pay ,QFs:,additional' 
sums tor providing performance' teatures.(e.g •. , downward." 

,', .. , <::."" 

: .. ':, 

~-. • •. ".. :; ... , (', .... :' •. ' .~ ,L. ' • , .. l "f ',. \ 

4 QFs do not avoid or defer any resource-that, as anaiyzed in 
the resource planning proeess, would n2t :be cost-effective. The 
reason is that a pruclent utility would not commit to· such a 
resource in the first place. (see .0.86-07-004, 2'1 CPOC 2d 340, 
note 3 and accompanying text.) 

- 4~' -,' -, 
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c:lispatchability at the utility's 'direction) 'not-·otb.erwise-::reql.l.ired ,.;~, 
under the standard'offer$~, 'Attachlnent';4 presents, a lDore:)detailed 
chronoloqical','overview of the,final"Standard':.Offer,'4J;updating'~.: ,: :,',":,,"~ 

process .. " 
c. Phasing of'the Issues.' '. , ... ",:'::' ", 

: BRP'O' is. a phased 'proceeding in:- which' general"" "< 

methodoloqieal'issues for 'the- standard offers:~ are ',treated ' '," 
separately from the resource "plan review to determine _whether,,' the" ~ 

utilities have long-term resource needs'that should De·put'~up'~for .. ·, 
bidding Dy,QFs. We began this. Update in: response to the ,CEC's :t988:~ 

Electricity Report.. In Phase' lA" we adopted certain ,planning' 
assumptions for this Update' and resolved certain generic,' issues .~, 
over what constitutes a "commi tted" resource (not, suDj ect"to 
deferral or avoidance :by QFs) and how to test resources-; for cost-
effectiveness.. (0.90-03-060.),' " 

'I'he- current phase (Phase- loB), was' intended' ,to be:<the:. 

resource' plan review. However, by Administrative' Law::Judge~:s (.AI.J): " 

Ruling of June,13', 1990, the schedule was ehanged~', 'l'he·.:ALJ>~noted< i, 

that.the 1988: Electricity Report, which. had been issuec:1'J:ate,woulc:1 
be superseded 'shortly by the 1990 Electricity Report (ER-90).;.'· 
Assuming' the CEC met its deadline for. fall' issuance"of ER-90, the 
base case planning assumptions from the, earlier' report:.woul:d be 
outdatedl:>efore Phase lB' coulc:1 be completed. S Thus,. the ALJ·,:.'" 

ruled that the utilities should. :make their' resource plan;,tilings 
using data from ER-90. These filin9s.~will" now follow: Phase lB. 

'I'his change has, enabled us', to" use Phase lB. to', consider,-' 

refinements to the standard offers that could be implementec:1 in 
time for any QF auction resulting' from ER-90. Specifically, we 
wanted to ensure that our QF procurement process was well-suited to 
all of the different electric generation technologies and did .. ·not . " 

, , 
'. ," .,'" .... , " , ,~ I', 

" .... , ... -,' '.~, ' .. 

". ". }:;"~ ,. ,:~, ,.,~ 

5 The CEC adopted ER-90 on October 17, 1990. 

- 5--' -;'. .,. 
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have a built-in bias toward gas-fired' resources::" . Al:so~,,' we.: wanted. 
to enhance that process in ord.er·· to value non-price. :faetors,.sueh.'.: •. 
as environmental impacts and. fuel" d.iversi ty, in. planning. and: 
acquiring new resources. We also entertained. proposalsfor.eb.ange; 
to the bidding protocol. 

We indicated that any proposed: change to these.· aspects: of' 
final Standard Offer 4 could be considered, subject to the . . ", .,' 
following criteria: 

l. The approach for establishing MW for 
purposes of the QF auction must continue to 
rely on the identification of deferrable 
resources, based on evaluating the cost
effectiveness of a utility'S resource plan; 
and 

2. The changes must be of a reasonable seale 
and fully elaborated, such that they could 
be reviewed, adopted, and implemented by 
year-end. 

We also asked for cOllUllent, on the following. issues: 
l. How should this Commission use the 

ER-derivedbase case in ·its-determination .. · 
of deferrable resources.?How, if at all,· 
should the current procedure for 
considering uncertainty and strategic 
preferences be modified? 

2. Now that final Standard' Offer 4 has been 
completed, what is the role of Standard 
Offer 2, which contains fluctuating energy 
prices but fixed capacity prices? How and 
when should Standard Offer 2 be reinstated? . 

3. What restrictions, if any, 'shou·ld· be placed ' 
on utilities' ability to, commit to 'long-' 
term power purchases between Updates? .. ::".' 

. "', _ .. 

,,' ",',. '.', 

.. 
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'. " ", L· ..... -~ . ',' .- \ , 

In the following sections, .. we: summarize .the. parties" positions and. -. 
discuss our conclusions' on theseissues.~ ·Asusual:, in.such~:::·: '. ..'"' 
proceedings, the record is voluminous .. 7 .We concentrate···on. the 
chief points of contention, and do not try to· summarize .. every 
nuance in individual positions. We apologize for this but, ,believe,.' 
that. the saving of space and. the 9'ain in clarity. justify .. usin9' an 
overview. 

., ' , 
•• 1.' • 

" , .• ".' " 

", ./''.: ,..",' 

. .. 

6 Two issues that the June 13, 1990, rulinq"had:;set for Phase 1B 
were later deferred. Firs~, we have, been, exploring the possible 
extension of the BRPU cost-e!tectiveness'methodology:to·'Jt'est:· . 
demand-side management programs. The. parties' agreed4 ,that: presently 
this subject was· more appropriate for workshops than tor 
evidentiary hearings. The assigned ALJ· directed' workshops and 
HpilotH demonstrations which are continuing at this time.. Second, 
the coxnxnission issued Investigation CI.·) 90-09-05·0·,to-,consid.er 
transmission cost allocation and. wholesale wheeling ,issues. The 
assigned ALJ ruled that some of the parties' proposed changes to 
final Standard Offer 4 were properly the subject of .the '. 
transmission investigation. The Commission is presently 
considering initial and. reply comments filed in that investigation. 

7 The record in Phase lBconsists of3:S exhibits (including 
hundrec1s of pages of preparec1 testimony)., 12 briefs, offieially 
noticed items (including ER-90), and about l,500. pages of· 
transcript. The following parties were aetive in the· Phase 1:8. 
proceedings: Paeific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E); San Diego 
Gas & Electric com~any (SOG&E); Southern California Edison Company 
(Edison): the Comm~ssion's Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA): 
CEC: South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD): Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization (TURN): Coalition for Energy Efficiency 
and Renewable Technologies (CEERT): Geothermal Resources 
Association and Independent Energy Producers Association (GRA/IEP, 
participating jointly); Texaco Syn~as Inc. (Texaco); Chevron U.S.A. 
Ine. (Chevron); and British Columbla Power Exchange corporation 
(Powerex). 

- 7. -
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XIX. Towarcl,,'a .' Fully'. Competi ti'V~ ,,' 
Market in Electric Generation 

~. I,.>~; '." "','.,'--" : 

", • ,," r" 

", " 

The issue in Phase "lB is not'ove:r: 'where t'o'go' )but how to 
get there. All parti'cs support increased cOXnpetition" among :', , ' " 

'. . . . . . .,' ,. ,," . \,'" [' './'" . 
potentlal suppll.ers of electrl.cl.ty toCallfornl.a;- they'dl.fferon 
ways to achieve that result~ .. 

We d"iscuss below three further steps that' we must :t;'ake '-to " 
arrive at our goa:l of a fully competitive marketin"-electri'c 
generation. All three steps "are necessary ~ '}:)utthc(sequence" 'is 
important. 'The first two must precede the third, or 'we : put'" all our' 
progress to date in jeopardy. 

'. n ••• , ". 

A. ~'iing thcTrMsmisSion...BottlCMck 
Now and' through most of the'l980s, 

serve new demand in california'has largely been between california 
utilities and QFs. QF generation as"apcrcentage 'of power pl'ant 
capacity in California has grown during that period from~a'::: 
negligi}:)le level to a}:)out 12% of' c:urrentdependabJ:e;capacit'y~' "(See' 
ER-90, page 3-3.) . ·'1, 

This qrowth in QF capacity does not'mean that"workable 
competition exists in the California electric generation market.' ' 
The qrowtli has occurred in part because' ut'il i ties are now'legally 
required'to interconnect with QFs and to buy their output ·und.er" 
terms and conditions supervisecl by' this Commission:. 'Before'the ' 
1980's, the utilities had not aggre'ssively pursued' alternative: 
qeneration technoloqies or contracts with small: powerprod.ucers. 

MUch of the utilities' market po'wer in 'relation' to"QFs 
coxnes from utilities' control' over transinissi6n~ For 'the'::' 
foreseeable :future, the transmission sector of the" electric 
industry will remain a natural xnon'opoly. This means' that'; ·'Wi tli" -, 
utilities controlling the bottl~nec:k facilit:Les," QFs'have'~JorilY such::' 
access to the wholesale market as the" interconneeting- utility; is:' 
willinq to provide. Unless the QF can get theinterconnectin9 
utility to transmit C "wheel H) , theQF':s output "to other buyers-, ""the; 

- 8, --, ,~ 
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interconnecting utility has:a~~virtual :.monopsony .over QFs in its 
service area. 

-','. P '," '_ 

Wheeling is. critical to achieving ,a fully,compotitive 
• • • 0' y'."' '. 

market in electricganeration. "Fully.competiti:ve"mar~e~s haY,e,~any,_. 

buyers, lIlany sellers , with ready. access. to each, other •. , To. compete ", 
. .", . '. , l """. ~", , ..' '. 

to serve a potential buyer, the QF must have reasonable: assurance" 
"'~' ,~. , ~ f '~ • '. , • ' 

of the cost and,other terms under which it may have. its, output 
wheeled to that buyer. The terms, of wheeling,service mus~ ensure 

, .. . '. ' 

both that the wheeling utility gets reasonable compensation .,and , .. 
. • ' , 0.-' I~., ....-. '" I I 

that it cannot use its control of,bottleneck facilities, to extract 
monopoly rents. . :, 

In a parallel proceeding (I.90-09-050), we"ar,e, ,_,' 
considering both .transmission cost allocation issues ,for,t,he 
utility buying nonutility power and possible terms and conditions. 

- ) ".' .J ,,', 

for nonu'tili ty power producers that., require transmission7'only 
• • ~ • • ,J ' , 

service from a utility. We expect significant pro9're~~, in that 
investigation during this ER/BRPO cycle. 
B. ~lyating Resource Option~ , , 

Along with opening up the, avenues of competition (the 
transmission network), we still have, much. work to do, on the bases .. 

•• ' I ,. ': 

of competition in the electric industry. In other words, what are,. 
the best electric resource options, considering all"the features 

, . ' - ' , .. ' 

that make an option more or less , valuable? This question,affects 
., ,. •• <. I " .' '"' 

the entire resource proeure:me~t proce,ss, incl uding ,both planning 
(defining. the. :tDR). and acquisition (building the,. IDR. or finding 

. .... , 

superi~r alternatives). ,.',. f"'-.' 
.'.J .... ) ,\ 

The current .. auction selects winners. by comparing. the 
c' " .. ,',- "., -.t,' 

bidder's offered price to what it would cost the utility tO"build 
. " .' ,'" ... " 

and run the-IDR. The current auction does ~ .eonsid~r,~h.~tare 
qenerally ca.lled wnon-price tactors. W . These factors, may ,be defined 

"' ' ", .' '-, , . ,,'. _." ~'", ' 

as thinqs associated with power plant ~p,eration, tha1::.~:ffe~t,~:,the. '. 
value to society of the electric power but that are.not"~sually 

, .." ~ • • " • _, ,aI , 

aceounted for in the capital and operatin9 costs incurred by the 
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power producer or 'inthG pricopaitLfor, tho electricity'. ,: 'One 
example of a non-price factor is, whether 'the . bidder ". C compared. to. 
the lOR) will lessen, increase~ or have no effect on .. our dependence 
on to~sil fuels. Another cxampl~' iswh()thorthe biddor(comparod 
to the lOR) will' improve,. harm,. or have no· ef·fect·. on,;our .. " 
environmental quality. 

Fuol diversity and -environmental. quality have long, had a:.: 
signifieant role in discussion of electric resource .strategies both· 
here and at the CEC, but, until today's-:. decision we have not 
established- a quantitative :basis torwe-ighing' these non-price.,' 
factors in determining the value of, particular reSOll,ree options •. : 
Without such quantification, we limit the ways in which di,fferent: 
options can compete and increase the li'kel-ihood that some- of:: the , 
chosen options, when all factors. are' considored, provido,lossvalue 
than some that were rejectea. 8 

Most of our discussion deals-, with electric' 51,1pp1)1:', options 
(i.c., nGW genoration) forlU~eting futuro dcmand.,Iti:!>also" 
possible to slow demand growth and stretch.current:supply.:through' 
conservation, shifting load off-peak,. improving_ the' energy 
efficiency of appliancGs and. buildings,and other kinds,'"of .demand-, 
side management (OSM). We need to improve the way: we .. account .. tor, 
the value ot OSM to ensure a fully competitive resource' procurement 
process. CUrrent analysis may undervalue· .OSM in some respects and 
does not hand.le supply options and DSM in the' sa:mo way. " .>-

, .•.. 

... -"', ". ' 

."M 
" • ! __ • . , ~ .•.• 

S In addition to analyzing non-price factors, thcr.ci.s "ongoing , 
work on performance features that are not currently required in our 
standard ofter contracts.butthat'm.ightbe.provided, by,QFs or other 
electric suppliers. Such features include options "for .controlling , 
deliveries to follow the purchasing utility"'s load 'and to-assist 
the purchasing utility in maintaining system. stability. ,.We first 
directed the utilities to develop such performance features in 
0.86-07-004. In 0.88-09-02-6, we directed the utilities to'tile' 
revised reports on pertormance features in this Update. 

- 10' 
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First, like QFs, thevalue·'of·' .. DSM is:~cttcr app,reei:atecL,,;::,;~ 
when non-price' factors. are 'takon ·into.consideration.- .,:Quantitative :-':' 
analysis of these factors should' produce better-informed ·.·j"udgments··,:: 
on the value of DSM in the electric resource mix.' 

Second, w(! now USG d.ifferent .methods to' analyze the cost- '. 
effectiveness of supply options and DSM. For supply 'options,; <both, 
the California PUblic Utilities Commission. (CPOC) and the ,CEC use 
th~ itorativ~ eO$t-~ffoctivQn0~s mothod (ICEM); tor DSM, both 
agencies use the Standard Practice Manual for the Economic Analysis 
of Demand-Side Management Proqrallls.The differing methods· .for 
quantitative analysis thwart efforts to· directly compare' supply 
options with DSM. They also give'rise to··charges,thatthe,CPUC·is ., 
trying to- shield its QF program from- competition, or that"the ,CEC, , 
is trying to shield its DSM programs. from .competition.·.'. 

We arc conuni ttcd. to hcad-to-hcad comparison of, OSM and., 
supply options in the planning process, and perhaps'ultimately in 
the bidding process as well. To get there, we need· to test the 
capabilities. of our analytic tools.. , , , 

SDG&E has. completed a pilot program using· ICEM~~to~; 
integrate DSM into its resource plan. The, SOG&E pilot has,'rece'i ved 
peer roviow, and SOG&E indicatos that it: will USe its pilot:,; with, 
modifications,' in presenting its ER-90 resource plan'in the'.next 
phase of the BRPO. Meanwhile,. PG&E'and Edison will conduct their 
own pilot programs. using 1CEM·and present their. conclusions -in 
workshops during 1991. These efforts should. illuminate what 
factors arc involved in directly comparing DSM and supply options, 
and the advantages and limitations of ICEM in making that 
comparison. 
c. EXp@ding 'Eligibility'toBid '. :.; ',\. 

. .. , , ,,' " ,~. .' 
The tinal Sta%ldarcl Offer .4. auction is ,now; .lixni:ted :to, QF:s;-

• .. •. , .-" - .' " -'I " , ,.' " ,'. ' , "., .,,1 I '-' '. • '.' .-

Thoutil'itios can and do' siqn power purchaseagreements'outslde-' the:' 
auction with ·QF and other sellers, Duteveryone' ~ec~9nizes..:1:h~t·: . 
arm's length competition in a single' arena open to all po,tential 

• j',..,. .:'~' ,W" 

\ • ,; .... I~', ' ,,\, 
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, -'... , '." .• ~' , " I, / ,,'~' • , ' .... 

suppliers is likely to· result in the<most attractive· bids_ .. , ;'I'he 
name for' this.' is all-sourcebic:l<iinq, .and we: agree in: : principle' with," 
the many parties that support a.ll-source' biddinq as-a necessary ". ':: 
component of a fully competitive resource'procurement''process~, But. 
there are two compelling reasons why we arc not, yet 'ready' for all- : 

source bidding. 
First,. we are still opening up, ·the· avenues orf, compet'ition 

and establishing the bases of competition, as we've just discussed. 

Those tasks are under way but far from finished, anduntil'<those ... 
tasks are done, new QFprojects are fundamentally disadvant~9'ed in 
the marketplace~ They have no assured access to utilities· " 

acquiring resourees., nor is theirtu'll resouree value likely to be' 
recognized,. under these circumstances, opening the : auction . to: n02:1- • 
QF entities irrespective of the market power such. entities may have 
will weaken competition, not increase it. 

Second, the QF category has not outlivcditsusefulness. 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) developed this 
category in its regulationsimplemonting PtrRPA'.. The· 'category ," ... 

responds to the aims that PORPA embodies. 'QFs are not themselves 
pul::llic utilities" and. the regulations limit the amount o~ equity 
that' a utility may have in a given QF.. QFs are limited in· size; 

They must use renewable or alternative' fuel sources ~ or meet " 
certain efficiency standards if tbey use fossil fue'ls';;': 

In short, QFs are the kindo! entity that·wasessentially. 
frozen out of the pre-PtiRPA electrici tymarket. Util'i ties. ·.and 
other entities controlled l:Iyutilities have always'participated in 
that market. The auction does not prevent tbem.'.fromdoing 'so~now,.:· 
:but it does reserve a market niche·that'QFs .. can.,·bid'to'obtain_.:.:::·:·:, 

Until we have' taken the steps discussed earlier,: 'such' a niche.: is 
necessary and appropriate. 

Arquments that the QF industry has grown or that ' it . 
includes large corporations are beside the point •. The"relevant· 
question is whether the underlyinq market structure' has.·.·changed··so< . 

- 12'-:·' 
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that future.QF projects. can compete fairly •. ·We.':findi;that~it:h.as.> .. : 
not. The .. successful addition. of 1,.00·Os. of MW' O'f :QF capacity 'in the 
past decade' is impressive,. but it does. not' justify.abandoning';'the .':'.:: 
QF program" .. any more than do·:the strides alread.y· mad.e in .. :.energy~ •. :':':." 
efficiency justify neglecting OSM. ' "'.' 

".; ,", ~'.:! .~> " :: '." . ' 

xv -ExAlUating EnviX'Olll!l@t§l' Quality and" Fuel' Diversitv 
" ~ I > (" I" 

. '" ,', 
0. .' ... 

'l'herewas little consensus. on' this top,ie,.· so we~.will qo, 

through the parties.' positions in some· detail. However, ,we "begin .' .~ 

by deseribing the approach we are adopting intoday's. decision ... 
This approach follows directly. fro:m.. policies consistently .,applied .. 
since our earliest decisions' (0.85-07-02"2 ancl-O,,;86-0·7·-004)'·· onfinal< 
Standard Offer 4. '.' , 

We' adhere to our policy of allowing competition:by all 
teehnologies, without setting aside any given amount ot::capaeity 
for non-fossil technoloqies to further. environmental or"fuel 
diversity goals. We recognize the importance of those. goals, and 
in Section V .below we make certain.changes to the final.Standard 
Otter 4 bidd.ing and paYll'cntstructurc where current provisions· were 
inappropriate for non-fossil technologies or directlY'favored 
oil/gas-fired resources. In this section~ we are modifying our 
resource planning'and acquisition process so that.envirorunental and 
fuel diversity values appropriately figure in that process.:'; 

Specifically, lCEM will heneeforth retleet.the."residual· 
emissions" (those remaining a·fter application. of . appropriate 
control technology) associated with, the operation of any resource,:· .. < 
being tested for cost-effectiveness.. The (negative).. value of·. such· . 
emissions will be.determined using the principle of "revealed· 
pretcrence,H.which· means ~at·the costs imposed·by .. relevant 
requlatory aqencies,. for example, ·in requiringcertainpoll~tion . " 
abatement actions, will be analyzed to calculate the: ilDplicit.: 
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moneta~ valu~ assigned to avoid a given quantity of a given 
"I ." .... , ••• j"" 

pollutant. ., ... ". 
" .,1" , , .T _. '. ._'j" " , .... , \' ", r' '" _ , .. h,"'", .... , 

'These values will apply to"the identi!i'cation"'o!'),.I 
.,. 

., ...... ' 

deterrable'resources and ( as adders 'or 'subtractors) to\.'etiergy 
pa;y.ments made~ to winning bidders'. 'In other words;':residual" -' . 
emissions will tigure throughout the' procurement' process; :; that· is,' , 
in bOth the planning and the acquisitiOn.' of new resource's.':"" r! ' any 
"offsets" (purchased reductions' of em'issions from existing"sources' . 
of pollutants) are associated with the deferrable orklidresourcei 

, ' 

the impact of such offsets will also be included. " 
For the time being, we will only consider' air ~al:'ity -, 

values, but we firmly believe that residual impacts'onwater and 
" "\ ..... , 

land use must not be neglected. We expect proqress'in'these'areas, 
particularly water use, in future tip'd'ates and' Electricity' "Report's.' 

We have not adopted a method for valuing fuef'dl.versity·· 
at this time. Some non-fossil IDRs, because they are generally 
"clean" technologies, are likely to appear simply through incJ;usion 
in ICEM of residual emissions. Should that not 'occur-',we direct 
the utilities to impute additional value to nori';'tossilresources 
until non-fossil IDRS appear as the 'first addition' 'during.' the nert 
eight years in their resource plans. This will'c"t:fect:Lveiy' 
quantify the size of any premium necessary'to' secure'non':'fossil 
IDRs. We will decide in the next Update-phase-whether 'anyi~~ueh 
premium is reasonable. We also ,encouragefurthe'r wo_rk intuture 
ER/BRPO cycles to adapt portfolio- theory and other tools for 
quantitative evaluation of fuel diversity. 
B. Background 

ER-90 made major advances over prior California resource 
planninqefforts, in, its approach, to ,environmental ",quali ty::an'd.:.~fU;e'r-

~ . ,'. '. I .," .' ••..• ' •• ' •• ' .. ~ ~.'. ., ., ~ \ 

diversity. All: parties aqree' that:these ';factors:shou:ld a-ffeet, .:'an,·-:: 
,electric utility'S choices 'in 'meeting 'future demand 'on i~s":'system/'~ 
but there is little' agreement ,o~ how.":he utilitY.','s.,~OU:~d~::~ke "them ,. 
into..aeeount. . - - "",' ..... " . ,,', " 

"!,,~.....~' " ',./ '"" ",i :(~ ''';,-:'.: , .... :.~ .,.:.: 
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. '",.", . .' ~'i: ", r '. "~,, • .':. ~):..; .. ::. \/ \' '":.:: , , " , .... ,' ••• <~' .. ~ 
Part of the difficulty is that these factors' impacts on .' 

.. '.. ~: .'. • "41 ,,~ . '" .'. (".~ • n ' 

utility costs. and. society are .. not easy. to. calculate,_, . The,."value of 
• • • ..+ 1 ,~ ) '.. 

fuel diversity. depends on assessing the financial risks .. of relying 
too much on 'a given fuel, and on calculating how.·best::t~ i~s~~e ...' 

• • " .. • • 'T 0 ".< ' .),' ~ ~ 

against those risks. As for.envirorunental quality, thepx:oducers . 
(including utilities) that crea:~ poliution have generail~"not_had'. 
to bear all the costs of pollution but have.instead "external~zed"' 
a sUbstantial part of those costs to society as aWhoi~'~ .. ,'l'he 
utilities logically should bear their. fair share o( such' costs, ' . 

. . ,'. " 

although the size of that share, is debatable .• 
For purposes of this discussion, acquiring .• ' ''fuel, 

diversity" for California utilities mean~ increasing'th~ proportion 
• • ,'.," -,', 'J'" 

in their resource mix of. electricity, ge,nerated by plan~s. th.at ~o, .. 
not rely on oil, coal, or natural gas as. their primary fuel source. . ' '.~ 

Some technologies burn small amounts of natural. gas, . e.g., gas- ,. 
assisted solar. A power plant using SUCh.' a technOlo'qy .w:ould still . 

• • , .' • I • ~ '. •• ~ j • ~ • , • 

be considered non~fossil if it uses natural gas for no In?re than. 
25% of its total energy input <:luring a: calendar ye·ar·.~ 

"Environmental quality" ,'include's air ,water, and land' use 
considerations. Most parties would limit evaluation' effort~ "during 
this ER/BRP'O' cycle to air quality impacts. 10 'l'hereason.f~:i: the 

" .. 
limitation is that, the analysis of air quality impacts has been 
spurred. by recent state and. federal clean air legislation and 
actions by local air management. districts.' california' ~till.t·ies, 

" > . : . '.,' ~_J ' ,::'.',"." :',\ ,', " • "' •• 

. , 
" , 

" ... '~ , , ~,~ :, ,':' '", ~ • , - I' j :,1 .' 

9 The record does 'not' clearlydef:Lne ':tuel 'diversitYf' ·however'/',,::··::c: 
our concept (adapted~,from·.testi:mony'by PG&E, witness: Ross in,:Exhib;i~ 
207" . page , ~) doe~,'llot appe~%' controversial. .~." ' .. ::, :::.::'.-, ::0::',.:,:, 

10 The: exceptions' are Edison, which: has. ... a· proposal'regard.ing,::lan.d.;: 
use, and SDG&E, which could include water and land use in the post~ 
bidding phase of the resource acquisition process that 'ft:proposes'. 
For further discussion of parties' positions, see section IV.D 
below. 
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along, ,wi th'other :maj or . sources "ofair pollutants,; ,. are'faeing :lIlaj.or. ">~: 
clean-up costs now or in the near future. Air·,·basins .in'.~Cali,fornia~·· 
must now achieve annual reductions' in .,total emissions'o,f (.specified 
air pollutants, and this will inevitably affect how each· .e'l:'ectric ,: 
utility plans. and operates . its. system... .. . 

The ilnminence of these air. quality problems convinces ·us· 
that the priority given to' evaluation of air quality impacts is 
appropriate_ However, all californians know that the state has a 
water crisis. Environmental review during the permit process for 
new power plants should ensure that the plants have' . acceptable 
environmental.impacts, but only if water.is included along. with 
other environmental considerations in procuring new· generation will 
a power plant project that preserves our water resources be' able to' 
use that fact to competitive', advantage ... Weurge that power plant' .... 
impact on· water resources be further 'examined in .the 'next ER/BRPU, .... 
cycle. , . i .• ': • 

Co. Air Quality OVerview ' .\' . 

The following discussion serves. chiefly to introduce .. some ... 
terms and concepts that are inevitable ,when relating,.air quality to 
electric' generation. '.'~ ',' 

.Ambient air quality::standard.s (MQS) apply,to.a roque's: ,. 
gallery of hazardous substances. These ~criteria':pollutantsH : 
includ.ecertain'sulfur/oxygencompounds.(SOx), carbon. monoxide, , 
lead, particulate matter in suspension (PM) , a group'. collectively 
referred to as reaetive organic qases:'CROG), 'and ozone,-:which, is a 
principle component of smog _ Nitrogen!'oxyqencompounds' (NOx) are· 
HprecursorsH (through chemical reactions! ,in the. atmosphere) . to· 
criteria pollutants, and also contribute to. acid deposition~ a·,non-· 
criteria pollutant_11 carbon dioxide is also considered· a 

.. , ..... " 
I., ,~ .... 

,~. ." ~ '.~. ' " ~, " 
, .. , ... '" .,.,' '" 'I" ,+'" 

11 We-will follow ER-90 'usage'in:'reterrinq' to NO,,:as'a"'criteria:"" 
pollutant. 
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pollutant because it is., a. HgreenhouseH ,gas. ,and 'SO" contributes-too;" , 
possible global warming. :... :' .<, .. ',::,~(,::; C,,: ~',:.:;' 

",:' concentrations ot, :c:riteria':pollutants"inexcess:-:of,AAQS' 
are unhealthy;. When the concentration of a given eri ter'ia, -.',' " ' 
pollutant in an air basin regularlyvioJ:atesAAQS:;: the air 'basin is:: 
designated a non-attaimnent area. ,PG&E, SDG&E,. and Edison.' all 
serve major metropolitan areas that are also non-attairunent, areas .. ,'!' 

california is moving aggressively to address its ,~air 
quality problems. HBeginning, in 1988'", the "California Clean. :Air Act', 

requires. that' local districts reduce emiss,ions o.f non-attainment 
pollutants or their precursors by 5% per year (by air-basin)".;' 
Local districts are required'to develop new air quality'attainxnent' 
plans to. meet [AAQSJ by'Deceml:>er 1991..'l'hese plans . ,include ,more, 
restrictive emissions limitations: fer ,existing sources and ,;new 
procedures for permitting new sources.," ER-90" page 5-4:' .(footnote'" 
omitted). These requirements also apply to districts that are 
themselves in attainment but that contribute ,to:attainment~,pr.obJ:ems:: 
downwind. , ," 

..... 'r" , .. '. 

Air management districts have the abili ty,::to.:: require. 
retrofits of power plants as part of these plans .. ·:Also,. ,':a,j;r , 
management districts may "require new sources to.appl:y tbe-,best 
available control technology (BACT). 'SCAQMD has taken ':both~of. 
these actions, to· deal with NOx· emissions. . Proposed Rule .. 69-:;of·.:the 
san Diego. county Air Pollution' control :,District . would apply':a<':more 
stringent NOx emission stand.ard. than SCAQMO' s and ~ would . cover ". 
virtually all utility electrical turbines 'and boilers:~in,the '.: 
district. ER-90· assumes that NOx retrofit requirements will: be 

aaoptea in'Doth·san Diego. ana Ventura Counties~ 
New sources. may also have' to. acquire Noftsets~ .. ·of any 

residual emissions after application of BACT by arranging to reduce 
emissions from an existing source. Specitically, regulations of 
the federal Environmental Protection Agency require that all 

increases in emissions resulting. from a .major,new~~~::c.em':'~t~.~e·' 
"'co. .'. " • . ..... , .,,' .... 
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mitigated by the permane~ reauctionof'emissions from existing 
sources. "Offset requirements are adl'ti.inistered"bY'local air 

. r' • .' • 

districts and -are set on a site-specific ,basis. N, .. ,(ER~90 at 
page 5-7.) Air management districtsinnon-attairunent areas may 

. ",. . 

require such offsets in a ratio qreater than one-to-one. This is 
the case with the San Francisco Bay Area (1.1:1), Los,Angeles 
(1.2:1), and San Diego (1.2:1) air basins. 

Many of the pollutants mentioned. above are produced when 
fossil fuels are burned. In particular, burning oil and gas will 
produce NOx. The CEC notes that in its ICEM analysis, NOx was the 
only pollutant whose value actually affected· the timing of new 
resources, and NOx accounted for almost half the total value 

, '. 
attributed.to residual emissions. 12 

D. Positions of Parties 
Every party favors accounting- o~" some sort ~or 

environmental quality and fuel diversity in ~he resource 
procurement process. No two parties agree on how to do this~ 
Major issues include the following: 

o 

o 

Should such accounting occur through 
quantitative analysis (for example, 
attacb.ing"monetary values to· the impacts) 
and/or policy judgments? If monetary 
values are used, how should they be 
derived? 

-
Where should'such accounting beaone:' in 
planning (,selection of IORs),. in " ' 
acquisition of resources (desiqnationof 
auction winners and settinq final Standard 
Offer 4 prices), or in both? 

'''', . 

" > ...... 

... ,.,.. ,."" 

. ... 

." .. ,'., 
. ., . .'r. 

12ER-90, page' 6-12. The· CEC says the- predominance-.of·, ,NOx, is, due; 
to the small amounts of ,SOx, PM, and. ROG. put out, by_powe,r plants. 
relative to their NOx emissions. Also ,accord±ngtothe' ; CEC , NOx" 
emi tteci· ~fromall sources is ~ subject to stringent 'controls:, _which ~ 
leads to a higher social value per ton. A third of the total 
residual emissions value in ER-90 came from carbon. 1£. 
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o If' monetary values are assigned. to' '.~ . 
environmental impacts"., should. the values be, .. 
the same regardless of 'the location of the 
projects and. IDR. being cOlnpared., or lnaythe .. , 
values differentiate between projects (and 
IDRs) inside and outside the acquiring 
utility's service area? 

o Should there be a set-aside or separate" 
bidding arena or a premium:for non-fossil 
OFs, and if so" should there be a cap on 
the al!\ount by which payments to'such QFs 
might exceed payments to, oil/gas-firedQFs? 

o Should the valuation ofIDRs and bidders 
take account of offsets? 

. . 

.. 
• ,.1 

PG&E proposes a set-aside for non-fossil and renewable 
resources as an interim measure to deal with' the'issues"o'f glob'al ,
warming and fuel diversity. However, environmental····values should 
not be incorporated into the' need determinat'ion for Northern', . 
California. 

PG&E's set-aside involves' two bidding arenas, one'-:of 
which would be lilnited to. non-fossil, resources •.. The' other arena 

• • ." - ,.,." ., I 

would be open to. all resources. Half of identified' need (up to· 400 
MW, nameplate) would. be'allocated'to the,n.on-fossil.arena. In each 

, "-
bidding arena, winners would be detennined on the' 'basis of 
benefit/cost (B/C) ratio. PG&E would .. allow the, set-aside., bidders . ,} 

to have a lower S/C ratio, than: oil/gas-fired' bidders, provided the 
. .' . . . 

for:mer have B/C ratios of at least l~O ,2t' (if less' :than 1.0) at 
least sot of the lowest winning ratio in the all-technoloqies 
arena. PG&E believes that the MW cap and reduced B/C threshold 
should change over time as circumstances change, such as new or 
more stringent emissions restrictions. 

PG&E ~lieves that NOx adders for bid selection ,would 
create a windfall for developers at ratepayer expense: •. '. An adders .. 
system is. not 'compatible .with elUissions.offset~"",ac~ordin9' t~ PG'&E'~,~ 
Values of of·fsets differ between Northern. California and:,.Southern ,.' 

~, • ". • < 

,. "'. ,,' ,-, 
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cali£ornia, so' the value assigned forN,ox:thern cal,ifo:z::ni'a~ should 
not be the same as" the' SCAQMl> val:ue'.· .. The amount'"of;,NOx ,emission 
reduction.' needed in Northern ,California· .is unkno:wn',,; so- SCAQMO',goals 
don't apply to' Northern california.·, ','<;", ::' ,,:: 

PG&E believes, the marginal cost:of· reducing:NOx emiss.ions. 
depends on, the degree of NOx emissions reductions" ne,eded·..~. ~' ,.' , " 
Assigning value to NOx emissions in ICEM increases ,the need .. for new 
generating resources in a ,situation which is alreadybias~d toward 
gas-fired plants. PG&E believes increasing this: alleged bias is .. 
contrary to PUblic Utilities Code § 701,.1, which requires',the,CP'O'c 
to look at Wall practicable and cost-effective conservation and 
improvements in the e£ficiency of energy,use."13, " " " 

2'". SDG&E. " " ,', ",' ',,,, " 
SOG&E opposes set-asides and'proposes instead, a two-phase 

multi-attribute bidding ,system' where<NOxemissions and. ". '," 
dispatehability are valued' in the first phase, foll,owed, by a 
negotiation ph.ase in which any'and all, other ,factors ,(emissions 
other than NOx" other environmental 'impacts, ,fuel diversity", , 
operational considerations besides dispatchability, project,: 
viability, flexible start date" etal.), might be 'weighed ... by::,the 
utility. The bidder would,D.2:t,know in advance thevalues·placed by 
the utility on attributes in the negotiation., (This_: distinguishes, 
the SDG&E auction from the, "transparent"" auction" supported" ,by, all 
other parties, in which bidders know in,advance how,winners will be 
determined_) "',-.'"'' :.: 

SDG&E recommends ,that, ,residual emission values.;, no:t be 
included in the ,planning stage CICEM '. analysis) "at present:; due, to 
uncertain ratepayer -impacts., SDG&E· recommends valuing. emissions 
only in resource acquisition. 

"1)', ~,For:::'the :full ,text of l>Ublie'Uti'lities,Code§:::~7,;O:1.1:r.')'~e::.:.;, 
Attachment s. :":,',::~,--:>;: :''':',;,--':;';; .. :',,' ,:;:; 
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SOG&E would incorpOrate: environmental,factors;: intol~ the', .. '~' 

biddin9':' system~ 'using conservati va :lIstarting: point''': values a.s:' in ,,' the 
Pace University Study. 'If the ,IDR requires: emissionycontrols. or:',', 
offsets, those costs are included,in':-the ,lOR 'costs;. :Oft'sets',should 

be valued at the cost to- obtain those:oftsets, whi~ in.::' :turn is 
related to the- cost of the technologies : applied ,to'control":,the', 
various emissions. 

SOG&E believes set-asides:are unnecessaryl:lecause' 
reasonable- values exist for air quality' benefits:, and: the record
does not prove that set-asides are a'good· proxy'for fuel diversity..:"' 

3. 'Edison 
Edison opposes the set-aside' approach.' Edison advocates' ' 

a transparent auction and direct quantification of environmental 
attributes and fuel diversity in theacqu'isition but not' in the 
planning portion of the resource'procurement process.:," 

'The quantification Edison supports would use' positive or 
negative adj:ustments to the projected' costs o,f: the IOR: ... 14, ,:' 
Specifically, Edison would ,impute an extra 15% to the "proj'ected ' 
energy costs of the IOR if it is oil/gas-fired (or,a substantially 
higher premium if the IOR is coal-fired) and use the ',adj,usted costs. 
in evaluating the benefits of a non-fossil ):)iddcr. ,If the ID:R uses 
an existing site and the bid project ~,requires .. development -of a; neW' 
site, 15-% would be deducted tromthe eapital: portion ofthe.IDR. 

According to- Edison, using, a set-aside' ,is an ,admission. 
that non-price attributes cannot be quantified and that renewahles. 
cannot compete head-on with, other technologies.;, . Edison', believes 
the amount of MWs set aside for'renewahles is .an arbitrary number. 
If a 'set-aside is adopted, Edison, believes:',the,price~-,cap"'should not 

" 

J.4 However,· theseadj:ustments- would'll2j;, be reflected in::;-the-:price 
paid to winning bidders. . '. =-,-..;~,';i..;:.'..":,,.:::'::'/:, 
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be set by arenewal:>J:e. resource, .. -,:and: the, size'o'f,.the:.:,s~t-aside 
should be cietermined after examining ratepayer· impacts.; . ..... J _, 

4. lUBII ,-,: 
, \~.' .. ' 

TORN believes ICEM ·should not :be modified;.toincorporate 
values £or residual air emissions. TORN asserts the record., 

, I.' ',I 

contains no -in~ormation on ,the rate impacts of valuing ,residual 
emissions in ICEM. PUblic utilities Code § 70l.l .does.not:,require 
inclusion of residual emission values· in ICEM, just· consid~ration 
in the resource .. procurement process.. The· value of residual,: 
emissions remains disputed. . " ....... :" 

TORN believes the amount of' renewables, tha.:t:.each utility 
acquires is a policy choice- whi-eh.-· isbest--made explicitly .. ~hrou9'bw '::.':: 
the use of a set-aside. TURN believes that, an adders approach.is 
likely to increase ratepayer cost without necessarily resulting in 
the acquisition of renewable resources. TORN supports PG&E's, 
approach for linking a set-aside with a price cap. 

s. ~. , .. 
According to the. CEC,environmental values, should be, used 

in planning but n2t in the acquisition portion of thereso~rce 
procurement process. The CEC supports set-asides to secure :fuel 
diversity, not environmental benefits •• The .CPUCshouldauthorize 
the use of set-asides where ,the CEC's need assessment indicates a 
set-aside is appropriate.. The CEC's set-asicie recommendations are 
based on a utility-by-utility assessment of need.preeise 
valuation of fuel diversity is impossible' atthisti:me· __ 

The CEC endorses the PG&E price cap approaeh as _ 
acceptable for implementing ER-90" s set-asiderecom:menciations, 
although PG&E concedes that the approaeh.- may not. resul tin- _the .... 
acqu.isi tion of MY non-fossil resources, let alone the .p~C)portion. :. 
of non-fossil resources· specifieci in ER-90. The CEC suppo~ 
PG&E's multi-attribute approach but opposes ORA's adciers·proposal. 
The CEC asserts that aciders do not accurately account for: the 
effects of offsets and conflict with fuel ciiversity goals .. ;: 
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Also,' the CPUC should· 'adopt ,the,CEC"s" ER-·9:0·val ues·'::fo,r,. . '_' 
residual emissions for Edison_ No values tor residual emissions ~.:: 
should be adopted for SDG&E and PG&E at this time. Including'" 
values for residual emissions in ICEMis'.a'reasonable. me.thod to 
incorporate air quality benefits and, costs inresource,.planning .. 
ER-90 shows that incorporating air· quality values ,in':ICEM"is' .... 
workable and reduces total emissions.' The ER-90 approach is' 
consistent with Public Utilities Code §. 701.1, whichencourages".the 
c:EC and CPUC to use consistent values· for environmental ,factors .. 

6. gAQMD 

SCAQMD supports' incorporation of . environmental ... 
considerations throughout the resource procurement process. The 
appropriate value for residual'emissions in Edison'S service area 
is the marginal cost or control as revealed by BAC'I'·for,NOX,.ROG, 
SOx, and PM. SCAQMD also supports valuation of·carbondioxide 
emissions. 

The CPOC should value residual emissions in its resource 
procurement process through use· o·t adders .. · Th.is methoa .• ·'should 
reflect the valuation of air quality characteristics of: a' QF'. 
compared to' the IDR on areqionallyspecific basis, where'the'value 
of emission reduction is tied to.. the cost of control· for specific-. 
pollutants. TheCPUC should value emissions in the' payments t~ 
winninq QFs; this allows a less polluting bidder to'geta.price 
advantage which reflects its environmental benefits ..... SCAQ,MD
recommends not including the impacts. of offsets.' .in the calculation. 
of adders. ,~ . 

The' CPUC should, establish a-'-separate, bidding:,arena;;for . " 
non-fossil resources in addition 'to- incorporating".en'Virorunental ,:. 
considerations' into lCEM and Q",'payments.. SCAQMDfinds PG&E.'sset-" 

aside does not ensure the acquisi tionof renewable: resources.··· " 
7~ DM 

ORA proposes that all costs associated' with environmental· 
impacts be included in both the 'planning and acquis'ition staqes .. of; , 

23' 
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the . resource procurement.: process for, eac:h,:utility. • "'ORA~s~:adders·(:<·:, 
proposal allows incorporation of offsets. DAA proposes: a:~lO%~'fuel;". 
diversity premium. . ' ...... . 

ORA 'recommendsthat::monetary values for residual'': . ..'>:~. 
emissions be factored into the ICEM' analysis used· to determine',: the -~ 

least cost resource plan and: the IOR(s) • Themonetary-:values of 
particular e:missions are established, and published- before·. the· . 
auction. The values for residual emissions arc based on BACT. , 

An adder (or subtractor) is '.cased, on the net.,'difference 
in emission ,rates between the lOR and the bidder'.s project,.: 
multiplied by the value of residual emissions. The bidder"takes. 
the adder ( subtractor) it would receive into' account. when~ -
determininqits bid, but the-adder (subtractor)is .applied:'to the 
contract energy price only after the winner is selected .. " 

ORA would take offsets into consideration when valuing a 
QF relative to the lOR •. In a, situation without offsets, .the net 
differenco in value is readily calculated from the· difference' in· 
emission rate between the lOR and, the OF .. , If the',OF>has a lower 
emission rate, it would receive an energy adder.. If the~ lOR'has 
the lower rate, a subtractor would be applied to the QF"'s·' energy 

price. 
If offsets are required at a ratio·greaterthan.one-.to-.,. 

one, then' the lOR could potentially c:ausea net reduction in system-, 
emissions.' In this case, the QF: would receive' a. subtractor, unless, 
it purchased enough otfsets to have the same impact. on. system· 
emissions. .. .,.". -, ,,;.. 

\" I, 

8:~" CEERT 
under CEER'r" s proposal;,·, residual· emissionsare,explic-i:tly:' 

valued during ICEM analysis,., while tuel diversity is'· ·ensured·, 
throu9h dosig-nation of a non-fossil IOR and a separate ):)iddin9 
arena tor non-fossil bidders. This eliminates controversy over how 
to calculate adders in the context of emission offsets.. CEERT's 
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approach: is, interim; it supports < development: of,~explicit, values"for-" 
environmental, benetits.- ,c;, ,:,,_ ~< ," _ • 'i<,< ,~,'" ~,,'il: 

CEER'I' recommends that residual emissions, be _ valued:~ 
explicitly for all three' utilities" and: that SCAQMO"':,s" BACT 
requirements be the basis for valuing all residual'-emissions:within:, 
the state. According to. CEER'l', Public Utilities Cod.e§ ,701.1:, 
requires. valuation of residual emissions in electric ,generation 
planning. ' 

CEERT recommend.s that halt.ofall identified need be 
allocated through the non-fossil biading" arena'. Also,: ,the:" 

environmental and. fuel ~ivC!rsity ben~t'itlD of proj"ctlJ bi<.'l<.'linq in 
the non-fossil arena shoula be measured a9'ainst'the costs'of-a non-, 
fossil lOR. Those costs should be time-differentiatedaccordin9'to, __ 
the value of dC!!liverios at dittcr4lnt:hour$and soa~ons .. ' 

CEERT does not oppose " adders but' ur9'esif they' are 
adopted that they not include any offseteftects. Resources. 
offering onvironxnontal benofi t$, 5Ohould rocei va payments" based., on' 
the value of avoidin9' residual emissions, and those bene!i ts", should 
affect the ranking of projects in the ,resource acquisition--process .. · 

'9. ~ 

Half of all identified need should be reserved tor non
fossil QFs. The utilities should submit /1' non-foss.il <tDR . cost 
estimate with their rosourccplane.. Failing that, the non-~os$il, 
lDR could be proxied by the costs: of the last : non-fossil plant.:.' 
built or approved for construction' by the utility.· 

The utilities should :be orderea to, cooperate in the-, ..... 
development of values for adders. GRA/IEP's proposal<:i;s;':amena:ble 
to the incorporation. of adders. Detrimental air emissions can be 
reflected 'in both adders and :emissions. values in, ICEM. . ., '/ 

, ,. 
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E. EnVironmental' 'considerations,(startinq. ,.,. 
with Air Quality) and the Value of Fuel 
Diversity Should ~tect Both Planninq 
ansi Acquisition of New Electric ResQ!lrCcs 

. ·~r·,~ , 

..-.".-
I ". ":. "~I .', 

1 ,'.'! 

Electric resources formerly'were valued solely in ::terms ' ' 
of their energy output and capacity (contribution to system " 
reliability). Such traditional valuation neglects 'some' "aspects of 
the social infrastructure in which eleetric'resources play:a vital' " 
part. The health and. sC,\curityot our c'itizons d.ictate that we'now' 
include these aspects~ 

Air quality (and the lack of it) , has measurabl'e":i:mpacts ":.: 
on our productivity at work, our enjoy.n;ent'of l:e±sure,' and the ,very
length of our life spans. 'I'he political will; e~ressed at the', 
state and national' level, is clear. We l'riu'staddress our air ' 
quality problems. Whilooloctric genoration is not'the'primary' 
source of criteria pollutants, it is amaj'or contributor. ';'.Its: 
emissions impose costs on society' that should be" accounted: for. 
Least cost planning- must become enviroomen'tat least cost,,'plann':£ng-~' '" 
See Attaehment S (Public Utilities Code § 701.1). ,:", .. ', 

Least cost planning- principles must alsoassiqn:a value 
to fuel diversity. Electric generation serving Californ:i:a: ":,, 
continues to be fueled primarily by oil, natural gas',-and'coal. 
For example, the Energy Commission tound"that- in 1990" '6,()~ Of" 

, I, '. 

California's dependable capacity was fossil-fired.,,' (see ER-90 at 
page 3-1.) These fuels are not renewable, so, in the.l~n9'run we 
expect they will become significantly more costly as proven and 
more accessible deposits are emausted. ' In the short ~-' ", oil:~'~as 
been subj cct to extreme price spikes and ~upply disrupti'ons'~" - '- , 
Natural gas, which can be substit~ted' for oil in many c:as'e~,may be' 
subject to similar price risks. The price' and supply of- c'~ai " 
appear steady, but coal has high environmental costs at every stage 

", .. " 
... , . ~.~, r:.':),,"· '" ~r' ':~."" "". 
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of the fuel cycle, from mining. 'and:' 'transporta.tion<.to·'combus.tion::.: 1S .:'. 
The United States has huge ci~xne's:t:tc' c~'a{ "d~posi t~~,:,: :bu~<the:';'~,~:::~~ .: ,:~. 

, .' ,~> '.c ,,~.'.' . 1. •• ',".'. <. " '.' " •• ' ,).. .k ." .. ! • \.' 

environmental costs of coal:',. 'which' are' still·beinq:asses·sed,,:;. may, 

mean that it.is. neither so secure nor,so .cheapa"fuel. as. was once 
• I,", "' ." L ." " 

thought. 
, " '., ~".. , 'f :-, . :' '~. 

A resource plan is a .. Hleast cost" plan if ,(among,other 
things) it results in reasonal::>le costs . under the most' ,likeiyiuture 

,1 '," " " ", " •• , " 

case ~ d~s not result in unduly higb.cos:ts under ,alternative, 
• • .~ •• '" "- > • ,j , • 

cases with a significant likelihood of occurrenee.Fossil"fuels, , ..... . 
, '." '"0,, • ,'I-

areeurrently cheap and plentiful, b,ut there are ,short- . ,and long-
. . , .... 

term risks in ~sswning that. they will conti~ue .,.to· be so. ,~ .. truly .... 
least cost electric resource procurement.strategy would hedge' '_'," 

, ... l . _ " "i .'~ . _,' " '. '. 

against these risks. by diversifying our generation mix. " Developing 
. ',' , ', ... ' '. .... " .,' .. 

resources that rely on alternative and renewable-fuels will 
(1) cushion the impact of price Shocks'in fossil fuel~aX:kets, .. ,~ 

,. ". ~ 

(2) help to ,avoid such shocks by lowering demand and extending 
, . ' , " •• 1., .i 

current ,supplies of fossil.~uels,. and, (3) i:mp:r:ove"the,effi:iency 
and cost-competitiveness of non-fossil technologies... , .. , 

. .' -" , ., 

Having addressed. these threshold,.matters ',we ~urn now to, 
the questions with which we began our summary of parties'. positions 
in the preceding section. 

1. AccoWltinq tor Environmental QUality , 
and Fuel Diversity Requires Both"Assigning
Monetary, Values and Making' Policy JuMmentS 

, ',' 

Non-price factors can have measurable eoonomic impaets6 
To determine just and reasonable rates, this Commission must· kriow ., 
how resoureeprocurement c1eeisions will affeet rates. '. The 'policy' 
instruments :by which we are fostering competition in electric' 
generation - nalnely, the standard otfer' and avoided' cost' .,;. .. are ,,:'., i: 

:','''' ~ .., ... - ~ .. 
, ,~" , " .. 

lS Note that many of these environmental costs are not captured 
by consideration of resic1ual power plant emissions. 
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grounded in, economics and' are, used,"tostructure,a;contractu:al::~- '~:':';. 

relat:tonship~ For all of these -reasons;'assigninq m.onetaryvalues,_-", 
seems the best way to begin analyzing how environmental quaJ::ity.and: 
fuel diversity should :figure in the'pl'anninq and acquisition of 
electric: resources.' "',, , ',"" 

-We will review the results' of -that analysisin,- the 'next ' ' 
BRPU phase, when PG&E, SOG&E, and Edison file resource, plans>: 
responding- to ER-90. At that time, 'we -will consider the:" .:', 
recoXDlnendationsof the util i tiesancl other parties from "a,:; pol'iey 
perspective. We agree with the CEC :that:quantitative' analysis.:,is-' 
not (ancimay never be) so finely developec:lthat'its. resultsean be 
applied m.echanically. In particular, ,we--wantto winci:,up with-final' 
Standard Offer 4 solicitations that,,:,despite some differences in 
formulation: from ER-90, substantially-conform to, the ER-90-
integrated assessment of -need ~ , , ,-, ,.':: ' 

The-c:lifferences we just alluclecl'- to -stem from,our 
preference for ",sinq a fuel diversitypremiuxn instead 'of -:se1:-asides, 
in acquiring non-fossil generation. Such· a- premium"'enabl:es:;'a:, " 
better' accounting for the,benef its' and costs of' non-fossil,':' '; , , 
generatj:'onthan do set-asides ~ l~ Although·- the ICEM:analysis" , ' 
performed inER-90 did' not finel 'any 'non-fossil lORs r ,our treatment 
of residual emissions plaees higher" values .. on avoiding sueh~ 
exnissi'ons" and we will alsoimpute-<fuel,d:iversity.value·:to non-' 
fossil QFs where no' non-fossil IORsshow up, ,in:' the.respective 
utility resource plans. 

This process (usinq a fuel diversity premium instead of 
set-asides) differs from ER-90's, but the purpose is identieal and 
the result should be substantially the same, namely, filling the 
generation portion of need with a well-diversified portfolio of 
fossil and non-fossil resources. We propose to do that through a 

l6 

, • .. J L ." ..... , 

. . \ ,I, r" 

" 
,,·.tl, •• '. ," 

: ,..," .,.. h ': 

.~" ,~." _. ,,~.1j • ~_! 

, ." 
,',J."" 

"'L:~ ~ ~. _ .,' f",~~I.\~:~,\,:; '::'_'.~:. ,'~:' I~'"'''' .~ . 
We discuss this point"further' in' 5eetion>IV .'!:;.4:::):)eloW'."::.\.-:· 
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strategy ,that. 'recognizes 'the,'diversity; va:lue-~of ,non~fossil,,;, ,QF.s:,:even;: '::c 

where the 'resource plan, using the' ER-90··base','case. containSlonly,' i, ' " 

fossil. IDRs., ,), 

, We' prefer to derive, our values f.or, residual em'iss;i.ons, 
from the air management districts' calculations when,:theY:'set ;,:< " 

abatemento,requirements for the various-pollutants,. The.' districts 
are responsible for developing,programsto "meet our air qua.lity , 
goals, and the ciistricts are best situated to- dete:rmineyalues for· 
the costs and benefits of those programs..Where- 'autil'ity'~s,~, 

service area overlaps several air.basins, values for residual, 
emissions should. come from the most significant air. management,. 
district for that ,service. a.rea .. 17 .".:;, .. ". 

Unfortunately, only ·SCAQMD.· among .the·relevant,dis:t:r:icts.:,': 
has taken final action from which wecanderiye values .•. '. S,CAQMD:'s.." .:' . 
reconunended values for residual emissions, are set ' torth:in"i ts:a~O', 
testi'mony (Exhibit 2-J.O) •. Those values shall be used by Edison in 
performing ICEManalysis and, shall' be '.applied in ::calcul.a;t.ing,,-adders,: 
(subtraeto::'s) for auetionwinners. 'The' adder .' (subtractor)·,. :.is an 
adj ustment to the QF' s energy payment and' is separately·:computed.: , 
for each pollutant by comparing. the QF~sand .lOR'S :emiss:ionc;r:ates. 

We also direet the same usc.of SCAQMO values, for SDG&E~:. ' 
The San Diego APeD has proposed rules, similar to SCAQMD·'.s ;,ox:,:·:even , 
strieter _ Wherevig'orous regulatory, action, seems i,imminent '. :.:the .; ; " 
extremely low "starting point" values in the Pace~Univers.itY"StuQy, 

::;" ". ' , oJ •• 

, , 

17 For Edison, the dominant district is SCAQMD: for PG&E, it is 
the Bay Area Air Quality Management District. SDG&E's service area 
is all or substantially all wlthin the jurisdiction of the." San, .,. _ .... 
Diego Air- Pollution Control. Distriet~ (APeD:)., ,: ;,',: ".'" : .. : '~.. '" 
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are unrealistic. Pending final action' by, ,the:San Diego':APCD, the 
SCAQMD, values are the best available' ',for, 'San,' oiego,;18,:< ,~':,~, 

The situation for PG&E ;is different,.~ecause'the,relevant,~, , 
air m",nagoment d.istrict has not taken' stops trom, which'"valuesare' ,,' 
clearly 'deducible. ER-9-0 , however," pro; ects' $13 per kilowatt ',(1987 ' 
dollars) as the cost to PG&E of retrofitting its plants'for:'NOx 
control. (lSt., pages 5-7, 5-8.) PG&E's compliance, report ' in<the 
next Upclate phase shoulcl convert this· cost to a dollars per_ton 
figure, and provide a supportinq.explanation·of howPG&E' calculated 
the conversion. Alternatively ,'PG&E'may value ,Noxemi,ssions at 29% 

of the SCAQMO value. Thispercentage'is determined by eomparing 
the CEC's projections of NOx retrofitting costs forPG&~ ($13 per 
kilowatt) with those for Edison ($45 per kilowatt). Values, for 
most other residual emissions Sho~ld come, from th~ Pac~ University 
Study. The latter study does,not contain a value for ROG, ,so,for 
that pollutant PG&E should use theER-90 in-state value (~3,,3~,0 per 
ton in 1987 dollars). All of these values, like tho;:.ef,o:r;"SDG&E 
and Edison, shall ~e used by PG&E in per~ormin9 ICEManalysis and 
shall be applied in calculating adders (subtractors)for.auction 
winners. 

The values adopted today, for, residual emission;;, <?n,' the 
PGScE and SDGScE systems are interim values. They Sllould: be: re:vised 
in subsoquent Upd~te$ to refloct em~rginq abatement requiremont~ of 
the relevant air management districts •. 19 , 

'. ' , ',' ~, ' t • -, ~'J :.~' • 

18 SDG&E and Edison should consult with SCAQMD in using SCAQMD 
values. We envision SDG&E and Edison usinq SCAQMD methods to 
derive values for the first year in their planning horizon and 
thereafter escalatinq those values using the same escalation 
factors employed in other elements of their resource plans. 

19 We wi~l- also revise the values tor Edison,. if' 'SCAQMD', actions. 
supersede the values in today's decision. ,-,:" 
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. carbon dioxide,. a /tt:greenhouse": gas,~" .. is not .~ ... criteria.",;" ... 
pollutant, but concern, for.:potentialglobal warming"seems,.certain'.,··'; 
to result in' legislation to control qreenhouse gas emiss.:i:ons. 
Thus, an interim value for carbon emissions (including.carbon ," 
dioxide) is. also prudent~ .' All these . utilities shouldapply,~:the" . 
value adopted in ER-90 ($26/ton .in· ,1987 do:tlars) for carDon 
emissions. 20 This value willbe'used.in the same ways .as'the.::.: 
values for criteria pollutants. 

2'. Aeeountinq for Environmental Quality 
and Fuel Diversity Should Affect Both 
Planninq and Acquisition' Portions ot 
:tbS-BeSOurce et2CU.rcmept 'Process 

Once we have determined that clean generation and fuel 
diversity are valuable things fora utility syste:rn, thentheY':rn'llst 
figure both in planning and acquisition as surely as"dothe . 
system's needs for energy and capacity. This coordination is . 
necessary in order to know how m'llch to pay and how' much '. of" a good 
thing is enouqh. 

Whatever one proposes to acquire, itsee:rnslogicalto 
budqet before shopping and to expect to pay for·what'one:wants. 
Stated bluntly, society cannot reasonably expect to get the clean 
air that society values without offcrinq to pay for' it .. In fact,. 
offering to pay will stimulate the competition that should' 
ultimately drive down the cost of clean air. 

3. 'l'he same Value for Residual 
Emissions Should Apply to AJ.l 
:Resources §erving a Parti£Q.lar 'Otility 

The environmental costs of electricity generated from 
sources outside California or outside the service area of the ...... .." 

, -', ~ . 
• '.,,~.", I • 'I ., '0. \ •.. , " •• 

'.c ,', , . I, 

'~'''.: "". 

," ""', .~ ...... ,~. -,. ',-
,,'- ", , ." ~ ••• j ,_. I .,' 

20 The ER-90 value for carbon emissions, and also for NOx 
emissions. Qn"PG&E's system",: must })e·.eonverted· to-afirst,·year· .. value 
for pUrpQses of lCEM. See~.· at page 5-9."" ,'- ".';:-::~"',i"y, 
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utility acquiring "that, electricity shoalclbe,ealeulatedc,the::;,same as, 
if the electriCity were generated 'within the utility'~s:service: .',:\ ' 
area. 

Our' ciecision to base va'luation on the systeXtt:,servec:l-,i, ... ' 
rather than the site ot, the' power plant", relies ',on long-s.tanding 
principles of utility regulation. The ratepayers. served by" an .. 
interconnected, utility system" all bear the costs of "that, system. 
Edison customers in the Los Angeles air basin ,already bear; ,the .. 
costs and get: the benefits of Edison's· participa.tion- ,in, out~of.
state coal and: nuclear power plants,. as do customers closer: to', 
those plants. When we establish revenue.' requirements 'and, Idesign
rates, we do soon the basis -of total utility' .system.-, .not"on~the 
basis of location either of facilities 'or, communities. -

" 

The counter-arguments are, that californians- should-not 
have to pay for cleaning up neighboring _states and. that ,the- ,values· 
assigned. to the abatement of residual emissions come- :from· air 
quality regulators with juriSd.ic~ion_~o:v:e'r the,propos,ed po~er plant, 
not necessarily from local air quality regulators in the service 
area of the acquiring util i ty • We are not persuaded'. 

First, regarding the source' of '. air qUality values', these 
should reflect the utilities' marg'inal costs of emission ,'control.
An appropriate measure for such m~rginal costs is" th'ecost o.f· 
abatement actions required in those air basins where the utilities 
face major costs of compliance with air qua.lity standards:;; :'This' is' 
precisely the deriva,tion of the values we have directed-'the 
utilities to use~ 

states, 
facing. 

Second, referring to the argument about:cleaning up other 
that argument misses the' real geographical' issue' \ie are":: c: 

Our choice actually is between promoting dirty generation 
out of state and promoting clean generation wherever it is located. 

- . 
As noted earlier, the "value" of residual emissions is ne9'.~~;v~. _ 
Such valuation in effect increases: the price of_~'any::project,-,with _ '~ 
such emissions. If we value, emissions for in';"'state:;projec:ts~;'but:· 

~ I ~",' •. I ~ '-... ' 'I"~' '. ..' ... : . 

.' ... ; ; ,~, ' 
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not for out-of-state projeets,.wecon£er' an enormous'comp~titive:, ."'.: 
advantage on the· latter for no' reason'other·than~, that::they,:,foul··,' ... : 
someone else's air. But a policy of "exporting" pollution would .",:" 
not work if other, states were to- adopt. a . similar policy', -:and it 
would not work~in any ease :because pollution,' once exnitted,.,·,does,::." 
not respect state 1 ines . ..' , ,'" 

The, most important point, however, goes: back;: to:; our·"., , , 
earlier statement regarding interconnected utility systems.:. :,. If·, 
more clean generation is added, to' such a system, the ' utility:: .can .... 
reduce its reliance on its. : dirtier. ,plants., Edison-"by:,:,buying,·power 
from a geothermal or solar QF (to name. two' examples)., can:'help 
clean ,up the air in Los Angeles whether ,the QFis in .or .o,ut:, of 
state, on or eff system.' Air quality. adders (or sub:trae.tors" as 
appropriate) should therefore apply uniformly to' energy payments to 
any final Standard Offer 4 QF,. reqardless of its loeation .. · 

4. Non-fossil QFs Should Be Paid a 
Premium If Non-fossil IDRs Depend 
gn ~ mel pj,versityValu¢ \" .. 

The CEC in ER-90, did not adopt a method for quan.tifYing 
the value of fuel diversity,. al,though the CEC continues. to.' 'support 
development of non-fossil and renewa:ble resources. This created a 
qu~ndary for the CEC when. its ICEManalysis failed to id~ritify'a:ny 
non-fossil deferrable resources even with the inclusion o:f';:':~~· ' . 
social costs of air em.issions. The effect of sU~hindl~:sio~:'w~~' 
rather to accelerate the need for "n~w g~s-fired re~~u~c~s 't~ 
replace aging gas-fired units now on the 'utilitY':sYsterns·~21-' ... , 

In order to capture the value of fuel diversiiy arid to: 
promote continued advances in non~fossil'and' ren~wabl~'~:ge-~eration 

• " ' " '.. I,,' '.' I' ./ .', ,_ '.:' , • • , ~, •• :'., 

. "",'" ... 
.' ... '. p, <"'~ ... , .. '" 

,., 1", co 

~ -" .. '. 
_c ":;., , .... i.. ~, 

" .' 
.. ,: . ~ • :~.' " 1 , •• ' '".:" : •• ' ;r- : ' • ", 

21· . The' CEC' concluded that.: the,. capital, .. intensity of non-fossil,·. ,,-, 
resources was unable to overtake the cost-effectiveness' of gas- ,,'. 
fired IORS except' at values for residual 'emissIons far:exceeding:: .... : 
those used by the CEC or SCAQMD. See ER-90 at page 5-10. 
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technologies.,. the' CEC' determined·' thata· portion, of· needec:l MW':' for-;: . 
SDG&Eancl.Edison should .. be:,set aside for. potential ,deferral by non
fossil bidders. The CEC also deterxnined:that,PGSrE's system is 
already diverse and accordingly.: 'did· not recownend any set~aside· in· 
the PG&E auetion. 

We agree with the: policy basis. of the· CEC's se:t-aside, .. 
reco:mmendation:. We will, implement tha.t . policy: ,in a different. way, ". 
however. Our .implementation will enable us to; check the .potential· 
ratepayer impact of the environmental' least cost. resource plan 
(possibly including a fuel c:liversitY'premium) against·the-ra'tepayer 
impact of traditional least cost planning that looks only at the 
capital and running costs of candidate.IDRs. 

The problem with. set-asides· is that they mask the. cost· of 
the policy they are supposed to serve.· Without quantifying:' the 
value of fuel diversity, we cannot tell whether a 50%'set-:aside-: is 
too'Illuch or too little_. PG&E's price ·cap is little,,: if I any, 
improvement, since the cap is meaningless i.f we can acquire-non-: 
fossil resources more cheaply and counter-productive· ifthe,.:value 
of such resources is. greater than the cap.22 We can con·fidently 
predict, however, that a set-aside will increase-·the- cos.tto~ .. 
ratepayers of acquiring such resources by. creating a separate 
bidding-arena for non-fossil resources. -. 

The approach we adopt in today's decision tells.· us 
exactly how much value we need to get· from non-:fossil IDRs, in the 
form of reduced air emissions. and (if necessary):. fuel: price': 
volatility "insurance,." in. order.to·.prefer .them to other::cand·idate,,:. 

. ' ~ '"' .~ ,; 

22 Edison's proposed 1St adjustment to the capital and energy .... -.... 
costs of -certain IDRsisridctl:ed : with -:problems.:·: The' proposal, would 
apply only to tbeplanning portion of .. -resou-rce .procurement.-;"' The .••.. " 
proposed values are highly subjective and not 'supported ':by;the, . 
record. . Edison needs to go· back' to. the. drawing '.board -on.this - . 
issue. '\'; ... " ,~\." 
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IORs;.' The approach also ensures: tb.at.the~auction:yields.:maximum,: ":' 
benet'i ts to ratepayers' by allowing all'. technologies to" participate'. ' 

Uncler ourapproach~each; utilitywi!'l perform:: ICEM': 
analysis using values tor residual emissions as specified,,' in 

Section IV.E.l above. In our interim approach, if a' non-fossil lOR,: 

appears in the "deferral window", (through ~999) ,.. a fuel diversity 
premiwn, will not be calculated. 23 If' a non-fossil.' lOR does. not· 
appear, the utility will calculate a value for fuel diversity 
sufficient to have a non-fossil candidate'resource appear: as ,the 
earliest lOR in the deferral window.- " 

'1'0 calculate the fuel diversity premium,. the utility-will 
perform an additional ICEM run, replacing. the first fossil lOR (as ' 
identified in the utility's fully built-out base case resource 
plan) with the most cost-effective non-fossil candidate ,resource. 
No other changes would be made to the'base case resource plan. 

The increase in total system' operating and capital. costs 
resulting from the replacement of the fossil IDR: with the"non
fossil candidate will then be derived in net present value,terms" 
and will represent the cos.t which ratepayers would incur, ,to- acquire' 
a non-fossil resource. ' This cost will be divicled by the capacity -
of the non-fossil candidate, and then annualized. using the-same 
discount and inflation rates otherwise~ used to- convert one-time 
capital costs. into. cost streams. 

The annualized fuel diversity premium',. ,expressed\'in, . 
dollars per kilowatt, will be' applied.· as an additional' capacity" 
payn'lent . (based on effective capacity) to, non-fossil; ,and. 'renewa,ple:' 
QFs, and will be published before the auction. These QFS can then 

'."'" '(,." ':''.:.<.~.'_:, '" ,'''~~~'.:',o\ ",; • ,,," 

23 . Lacking-: "a methodology for' ineorporatingfuel:dfversity ,in ,;' .:~: . 
our planninq·,·wewill- not- apply afuel .. -diversity,.:premium- where,· 
non-fossil):ORs appear in the cleferral window ,·even. though: the,~ . 
use of an appropriate premium' might, result in the identification', .. 
of more non-fossil IORs. , ,_, ,. . 
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factor in this premium· in .formulating; thei~ bids. .' A QFthatdoes ,.," 
not provide "fuel di versi ty"as '. defined. in: Section IV.,B- al::loye·:would,:; 
not be eligible. to receive the premi1J.lnc. '~: .. ;·' .. 'I"~::' "';;:_:"" ,I:. ~ , .. "/' ~ . ..,. 

Non-fossil'QFs will have a substantial, value-based. 
advantage in any auction using a fuel diversity premium •.. : All-.other: 
QFS face major costs due to offsets and will not receive the, fuel 
diversity premium. Thus, we expect that non-fossil., QFSi can fill a 
substantial portion of the' need offered through an auction using: a-:- - .. : 
fuel diversity premium., 

We are not at this point· al::lsolutely.conunitted.to' using 
the premium derived by this approach, in thecominqauction. The 
final decision on this point will be made. in', the ,nertphase: o·f, the 
BRPtT. At that time, we' will carefully: examine the potential:, .. 
ratepayer impacts, together with. relevant uncertainties, stra.teg,ic: 
preferences, and policies both of this .coIDJD.ission and. the, CEC .. : ,In,. 
particular, we want to explore the bene£its of non-fossi,l resources, 
under a high fossil fuel cost scenario using our adopted values for. 
residual emissions, since thi:s is the contingency that 'a· diversity 
strate9'Y is intended to address. . '" ,.". 

We have two further observations regarding'fuel.diversity 
value. First, our approach today is, strictly interim., Investment . .' 
theory has reached a point where the· value- of. diversification ought 
to be calculable, and it ought to be 'incorporated int~any,'kina·.O'f 
least cost resource planning, whether from the traditional·: or 
social perspective. We loolt to the CEC for continued' work ;;on fuel, 
diversity value in the nert ERlBRPU cycle.. .' ," 

Seconal' we agree with the CEC that only a modest: '~uel 
diversity premium should be adequate for our purposes. (See ER-90 
at page 4-9; cf. pages 6-12, 6-13.) We note that some non-fossil 
QFs are successfully proceeding with Standard Ofter 2 contracts. 
Althou9h the capacity and energy payments under. ,~inal.St~x:dard· 
Offer 4 should be lower than under .Standard Offer 2",. the', 
environmental adders payab-le to QFswith "low 'air'emissi6ris~ould 

.... " 
~.. . 
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probably make final standard Offer·.4· the' more attractive.;:,con.tract: .... 
for: suchQFs., and we expect that· non-fossil', QFs:" could"therefore~: ;. 
compete successfully in biddincrto: dcterany type'of IOR:;;' ">For the: ," 
same reason,. we are surprised that the' CEC's recognition'of air 
emi ss:i on· values.' d.id not produce non-fossil' lORs.. by· 199'9: in;. its lCEltt:'· , 
analysis. ,e , ...... ,",.,'''' v', 

",,," r ,;..<I~' l " • 

Conceivably, . the' capi tal costs used. for suehJ:DRs were .,' 
too high. QFs. may be reluctant, for competitive reasons, to:reveal 
detailed cost data. The utilities, on the other,' hand', ha.ve:-minixnal' 
experience with building non-fossil generation. 24 

The eapi tal cost of non-fossil and renewable" ·technologies 
is often proprietary informa.tion but public sources mayenst" 
including published bids submitted for generation, resource 
solicitations conducted. here and in other. states. We invite all 
parties. to critically review utility resourceplans'filed. for the 
nert phase, with special attention to the capital cost data: for· 
non-fossil IORs.. 

50. Impact of Offsets: Sbould; Be Reflected 
;in :the Resource Procuremcnt Proccss 

Builders of many types of power plants in many sites for 
those plants will have to. acquire air emissions. offsets .. : ' .. This 
fact,. like .residualexnissions themselves,'mustbe,reflected in both 
resource planning and acquisition. 

Some parties would disregard· offsets,. at least for .. 
purposes ·ofresource acquisition. These .:parties fear: potential 
results that seem to them pexverse. For. example,..: a gas-fired' 
cogeneratorthat had to· acquire offsets: in a ratio of, '1".:'2" :to' 1 

.• "r 

" 

24 The two exceptions are geothermal 'ana: nuclear ~ . 'However ;"only' ... 
PG&E has much experience withqeothermal~': As for.· nuclear,.::, ,its, ':". 
capital costs are concededly very high" and the CEC indica'tes that 
building new 'nuclear plants is infeasible in California 'at:this' .. ', 
time. (ER-90 at page 4-10.) 
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might thereby.qualify for-an air- .quality .• adder . when .:competing .. 
against a non-fossil lOR with' zero: emissions. of··"criteria·, .,) .' '. 
pollutants. That theacquisition',process<'''reads'' ,the cogenerator. 
as cleaner than a geothermal lOR strikes some parties as ... : .~ 

outrageous. . ... c'.:.' .'.'! ..... '. t 

. '. 
We disagree. 

emissions llcleaner, from a social', perspective"than' ·a.:qcothermal 
plant with zero emissions. The desirability of taking a social
perspective onenvirorunental quality.' is' preciselythc·:reason· for 
considering' resiClualemissions in the resource, 'procurement" process ... 
We don't know whether a cogenerator could bear. these- offset· costs ., 
and still bid successfully against non-fossil QFs ·to'.,defer .. the·. 
geothermal plant; ,but if the cogenerator is successful, society 
will have cleaner air at acompetitiveprice. 2.5 

On the other hand, the offset markets are new, and until. 
all parties. have 'more experience, it seems'prudent_to'limit the 

extent to which they influence our procurement. process •. We·will 
only consider those offsets acquired by:. a QF (1) to.comply with 
requirements of the air :m.anaqementdistrict with jurisdiction', over 
the QF's powerplant, or (2) to' avoid a subtracter relative--te· the 
lOR. My offset for the latter purposes would have: to be located", 
within the district and subj:ect to the j'urisdietion, of the-:air . 
quality regulator that would have set the cnvirorunental~ 
requirements 'for the lOft. . ' ,'~ 

" ,I, .. , 

We understand that , .. air. management districts. may . be , ... ,_ . 
considering- refinements. or alternatives ·to- their .. of£set.,rules., '_~As,:":: 

,'" " 
.",' "',' 1~ , 

','" ..... " , . '.. . ~ 

25 The esc tound some evidence durinCj' .ER-90··:that oUset:, prices " .. ;; 
are currently .quite .low. lSi •. at pages. 5-7, .5-8 ... If .. that, finding 
is correct,' it seem.smore a reflection'ofthe infaneyofthe offset 
market than' 'an indication· of long-term. price relationships •....... As the. 
cheaper offsets are bought up and offset sellers. become better .' 
informed, the price of offsets should rapidly approach·the'buyer's 
marginal cost of emission control. 
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with the' val ueot ;" residual" ·emissions;:..· we;' intend' :to ;,w:ork '}closely ;':::' ;: 
with the districts and to ensure that.:the:development.of:"·new .::C".;::.':". 

generation will meet our goals ot cJ;ean, air and ,workable ." 
competition. 

6.. Further Thoughts on Clean Air 
~D~Energy Policy tradeoffs 

'" 
.) , 

" , r··, ~ .... "u I. 

Today's decision is' a, compromise . that ,reason~ly reflects·, 

the tradeotts society must make inoveryday economic choicos. At 
one extreme, environmentalists who oppose all,. resources.::·that .. 
increase net emissions will not be satis·fied.. our procurement. 
prOC~$S considers clean air along with'othor benetitG,. and.a 
bidder's other benefits may outweigh. its residual emissions in.:'some 
circumstances where competing bidders. have lower," emissions~We 
want cloan air, but wo arc lixnitinq' the price we are willing-to pay,. 
for it. 

At the other extreme, somecommenters have. argued that 
the decision over-values clean' air by applying the' same emissions" .' 
values to each resource serving-a' particular utility, ,. even if, the, ":. 
resource is located in an area that meets clean air standards.'. By 
implication, clean air in such a location is less valuable:· (or. 
increments ot pollution are loss costly) than in' non-attainment .' 
areas such as the Los Angeles basin. The result according to these 
comxnenters is that the utilities may buy lesselcctrieity than , 
would be desirable, trom an economic stanclpoint,from.resources, 
outside the key non-attainment air basins (the Los' Angeles, San 
Diego,· and San Francisco Bay areas). that concern· us here .. " 

There are at least two major problems with this argument. 
First, the externalities we are dealing with arc those occurring at 
the point of consumption, not at the point of production. This is 
the basis. of our adopted valuation method •. 

Seconcl, oven assuming thll't:reqionaJ:' economic" transaction~' 
balancing enerqy and air quality m'ight be desirable, much',work' 
needs to' 'be done betore a market tor: such transactions could. work, 

f,.,,1 \ ,. 

; .. ~ .... ; , ,..... .,:'.' , 
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properly~ There is always' a eost.ixnposed<by an·incrcment:.o't·air ..... . 
pellutien, theugh that cest may net,.::be identical .in .al·J;. .', ,: 

jurisdictions. 26 Hewever, the vast majerity of the relevant 
jurisdictions in th~ West have· not.yet.tollowed..SCAQMO' in 
establishing values for the various air pollutants. ., .. ,". 

Even when all the j urisdietions· have' spoken,.;:our adopted .. : 
valuation method may still be appropriate as reprcsentinq: tho .. 
utilities' marginal costs of control. Nevertheless~ clean 'air ' 
policy is evelving rapidly, and we will revisit the sub-j~ect ,of 
emissiens valuation when the .regional air qualitY.situation' becomes 
more: de:finite_ It will also- be time for a fundamental. change when. 
we arrive at a truly competitive.market in electricity, when 
regulatory determination and enforcement ot avoided cost is' no' 
longer necessary. However~ we will continue to' retineeur value~ 
fer residual emissiens as actiens ef the Califerniaair quality 
re9U1ato:r-s enable us to quantify morepreeisely the avoided' 
environmental costs ter O\lr regulated olectric utilitie~.;. ,. " 

Also, we note that early this year, in Oocket No. 89-752 
of the Nevada PUblic Service commission~ that Commissionadepted 
values for residual air emissions. This provides: an opportunity 
for the respondents to pc:r-torm an alternative resourc~ plan 
scenario that should illUl!linate the . impact of residual·. emissiens 
valuation on the choice and costs' ef potential IDRs~ . In .. the 
~ltornativ~ s.con~rio~ the valuation would depend en:whothoror not 
the residual emissions associated with the candidate new plant or 
pewer purchase weuld occur in an area that meets AAQS. If ... the"·area 
is a nonattainment area,thcnthe . utility .would·:apply the emissions 
values that we adept in today's decision. If the area is an.' 
attainmontarea, then the utilitywould.apply the.Nevada 
Commission's'values.. (Essentially ,.these values ·weuldbe.· ",' 
representative. of pollution' costs in. a j·urisdiction-with:::.generally.:.-.: 

,' ...... ,' .,-, .... ','. 

26 Mereover, there may be areas 'withrelativelY"'goed 'air quality 
(e.g., "national parks)· in which an·increment""ef.pollution weuld 
nevertheless be very costly. Clean air policy may not allow 
treatin9 clean air as simply another commodity to' be traded eft 
until all regions have unitormly mediocre air quality .. 
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good air quality.) We direct the respondents. to· include'~:such·an<· 
alternative scenario in their compliance filings, '~oJ;l;owing ,today':s '::; 
decision., '.' 

We ~phasizathat our adopted approach 'will;'~' , 
discourage energy imports pe.rse. relative to the s.tatus quo.;:'Both: 
our adopted approach and the' status. quo value residual em'issions 
uniformly, but the status. quo assigns no-· cost to them: 'at . all,. . with 
the result that dirtier forms of gcneration,regardless.of'thcir 
location, appear more cost-effective than they really· are'. .Today"s 
deeision will result in an environmental least cost· plan. that takes 
advantage of clean resourc~swhcravor they are located~ 

However, bidders and lORs in attainment areas will. 
continue to have a significant cost advantac;c' compared·' to' competing" 
projects in,. e.9'., Los Angele:>. or San Diego,' because '.the,latter· 
will have·to internalize high costs of compliance with local air 
quality requlations,. such as offset requirements grea-ter,thanl:.J., .. 
ThUS, we anticipate that today's decision' will have little effect· . 
on the significant role that imported electricity plays. in 
california's "energy strategy .. 

7 .' EmissionS MOnit2ring •• '~.' " I' 

Our adders . system· requires means·' to ensure·' that . the' 
QF's actual emissions' are consistent with .its.claimed .. emissions .. ··'.·, 
Several factors (e.g., the QF's size ·and tec:hnology,and;·the.· < ,.: 

requirements of the air quality regulator in whose j.urisdiction the 
QF is located) lnay affect the type of .ltIonitoring. that is ." 
appropriate~ ,." " ..... ':;,., 

We donot.havea,record·that.allow$,us .to resolve 
these issues at this time. We invite.'partiesto.'address them in, 

the next phase ·of the .Update.. We·especiallysol:ieit . input from air" 
quality regulators·on the typers) of emissions monitoring 'that 
would be 'required' for. power plants subjeetto their j~urisdietion. '., '; 

v. COmpettti2D Between Fossil and Non-fossil QFs 

Final .. Standard Offer 4 now has no front~loadinc;., 
whatsoever in its pricing ,provisions and .a ba~ie:.contract: t~rm 

",1°,/ ·')1_ .. "' , I,' '.', .:"~' 

•• .. r, • ",. 

',·r·, .. •• ""." 
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(defined. as "PQriocl. Z") oflS. -yoars.. ~7:- Also,: ,:,tho structu;t'e of 
fixed and variable pa}"ll\entsunder final Standard O:fter ,4: differs,. 
according to whether or not the QF is oil/gas-fired. ' .,Most of the; 
parties have testified. that these ,provisions place capital-", 
intensive OFS (which are generally those'.thatusealternativo or 
renewable fuels) at a competitive disaclvantage relative to ,oil/gas
fired QFs. They reconuuend greater flexibility, which they believe 
can be achieved. without sacrificing avoided cost principles. ,. We 
agree and are adopting certain changes, as described below •. 
A. Length of Final standard' Offer 4 contracts 

When we decided to set tho, length of Period 2, we heard· a, 
large nUl:DJ::)er of proposed approaches.' Some parties called for 
maximum tems for final Standard Offer 4 contracts, some- for, 
minimum and maximumterrns. Some parties wanteda'term stated· in 
years (proposals ranged from 10 to 30), or as the. proj,ectod- usetul 
life of the' IOR, or some variation on.these approaches. ,We chose' 
not to have axninimum'or xnaximUl'l\.·term·but instead set Period 2 at 
lS years for .ill. final Standard, Offer 4' 'contracts. ·.We, chose.: 150" 

years in order to lessen ratepayer. exposure toplanninqerror. 
(See 0.86-07-004, 21 CPUC 2d 340, 375.) Some further. diseussiono-f··, 
our assumptions and information at the time of our prior decision 
will help explain why we are now changing .that decision .• 

. ,.,' , ," 
.' "I ~', 

. ' '" .}, 

... 
,.' 

I '.. '." .• "0. , .,,' 

27 The fi'nal Standard Offer' 4 OF may come on':'line:before'the;'·';;' 
projected on-line date of the IDR ·(a period de'!ined- in. the .eontrac:t: 
as "Period 1"): however, .Period 1 payments to the OF are .limited to 
the purchasing utility'S short-run' marginal' costs (essentially the: " 
same' as payments to a Standard Offer. 1 OF). Periocl·2', during, which· 
payments are based on the lOR,. lasts 'l5- years. Assuming the OF has 
useful life remaining at the end of Period- 2, it has many options. 
These include continuing to operate but sellinq its output under 
Standard Offer 1 terms or bidding for another Standard Offer 4 
contract from the same or a different utility. 
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In 1~7 8, Congress' enacted' f,i ve related: b'i11s-;;. "inel uding: <", 
PORPA, that broadly addressed the ,nat,ion's. ene~gy' problem5'. ,,',::From.',: " 
that time through the late' ~9S0s,., most ,observers 'believed :th~t .;: ~, .. ,,:," 
major new utility generation facilities were ",likely.:to:,:be ,coal
firecl. The ,abundance of domestic coal 'deposits. made, that':fuel a 
linchpin of national energy policy around thc time of thc,:seconcl 
oil embargo. This Commission ancl the CEC were reviewing- hUge,coa.l 
plants proposed by California utilities; most of these ,proj:ects, 
were eventually a:banclonecl, :but many coal plants were'built in the' 
Northwest and the Inland Southwest, in some cases with equity" 
participation by California municipal or< investor-ownecl.,utilities. 

,Coal plants have low fuel costs : but high capital,.,:" ' 
requirements. The QF program was instituted, in ,part, to-- relieve~ 
ratepayers of the risks involved in such capital-intensive,utility 
construction projects. When such a project. is avoiclecl bY",QFs,. the 
QF developers, assume all the risks' of . construction cost overruns, 
and clelays. Furthermore, a long-run- standarcl, offer based~ on,.a'; coal 
plant would solve most financing', problems, for QFs because, fixed, ." 
costs of the avoid.ecl coal plant 'I.Io'ould make up most of the- QFs' 
payoment stream., 

That sounclecl good, but we' saw the 15-year, contract" term 
as an acldi tional way to cut ratepayer, risks. Forecasts', can; be high 
or low, utility systems changc over time, so why not offer QFs a 
substantial period of price certainty :but not necessarily the whole 
life Qf the lOR? If the QF wanted. tQ continue Qn a long-run 
contract after PeriC>d 2, it CQuld still do so, provided that it was 
a successful bidder in an auctiQn to avoid. a plant schedulecl" to 
come on-line at the end ot its 15-year term.· In this way, ,we-.. hoped~ 
to ensure that the utilities" long-run QF contract's' cQnformed"'as' 

. I" 

closely as possible to current perceptions of their long;"ri.m need.s.~; 
Moreover,. the ratepayer would- actually :be better. off than' if :the: " 
util,i ty had built the IDR, which wQuldhave to be,paid' f.or .fullY" 

'" '." 
~ ,I. • 

, .'~ ... -: .. 
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even though, the utility's needs, ,had changeel. from ,those we .had 
, !, , _.. " ' •.• , '.'''' \ , , : 1" '.' .......... ,'" ~'''T,I ... "'., •• ", ,,~' '" 

anticipated in approving ,the lOR." .' ", .. , " '," 
" •• , • .:. v '~. ,', ~ ••• ::":) !:",~:" ::~ ",' -: .... :,' .:. 

The problem with. the above reasoning is that,some,Q~sare 
" .' . . , •. • ,', .' I ... ' '.:' ~._ 

also capital-intensive and requirelonqer terms than,lSyears. 
, " ,. ._', • • I • ,.' • ~. l .... j. 

Geothermal, solar, and other.,QFs using alternative or renewable 
, '. •• • • ',. ..' _' " "',' ' .' I 

fuels are some of the most desirable QFs from the. stanapoint of 
environmental quality and fuel diversity, but in general th~ir 

. " " '" 

ratio of fixed-to-variable costs is lUore like that of a eoal plant .' 
than that of an oil/gas-tired cogcnerator. An ~nfl~xible,15-year 
term treats this difterence, as immaterial. 

- . . '. " 

The materiality of this difference, however, has be~o:m~ ' .. 
clear in light of the findings of, ER-90. , The CEC did considerable .. 

• '. • '. " I • 

ICEM analysis and f,ound that the likely lORs. for PG&E~ SDG&E,and" 
Edison are not. coal-fired. but gas-fired. (new col'l'\bined cycle plants, 

- . " " . 
or repowering of existing. gas units). Gas-fired. plants, are,likely 
to be far less capital-intensive than coal plants., This, <:o'mp~,unds 

, . .,- L . > I., • ..' 

the impact of a relatively short contract term on capi:t:al.:-intensive 
QFs. The contract term provides ,less certainty, than they wo~ld 
like and, depending on the lOR, the fi~ed costs paid ,out~~~r that, 
term may be much lower than we anticipated in approving, the l5-year 
term. 

We have. concluded that. the prescribed 1 S-yea:r:, , term is not 
• , " ,,' ".,' ,. ,J, " ' 'i ' .. " 

likely to be a good deal. for ratepayers. Risk reduction.),is one of. 
• '... '." ,0_. '. 

the ,important goals of the QF program, but part of the, risk, 
reduction comes from the diversity that QFs bring to our resource 
mix. Diversity is jeopardized by a limitation on contract length 
that puts non-fossil and renewable QFs at a disadvantage. 

" ., 
'.' '" .~ 

'/ ' , ::J~'''' :~ ~.·.·':I "~ .. ~'(.\ ":' , :~:" l" '~.~ 
~J":'::.f~.:"';'."~;."'::"~.'~ J:':'~~_:_ ... ...... ' .. ,;;. 

."'.' .. ,.' ,::.,-.. " .. ' .,. ,. ",' .. 
~: ' ~ I ~. 
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Instead, the term of Period 2 should ~e up to the full ~ 
projected' l:tfe' of the IOR. 28'This tern'- will' ~e a~ailabie';to,~jail " ." 
QFs, irrespective of their technology: ',. This' approach will' 'heip'~'to'" i., 

level the playing field for aii QFS': a.nd will exPose' 'ratepayers to 
risks no greater (and proba~ly'iess-jthan whattheywould'tac:e'~it" 
the utility were' to build the IDR. There will also:;be' a minimum' " 
term of 15 years (where the projected life' of 'the IOR is:atleast 
that long) or the projected' life of the lOR if it is'less't:han' 15" 

years. 
We stress that we are not preclUding short-l~ved IORs, , 

even ones lasting less than 15 years. ' The:' utilitt:':may"be-' ,', ... 

consiclcring 10-15 year plant life" ext'onsions that'·· ilwolve"energy
related capital costs or power purchases' of: such -length'Wi th': a high" 
level of fixea costs_ ~here may beQFsinterested in deferring-
IDRs with such shorter lives, ancl we want to 'cxplore'th1s,at loast> 
until experience demonstrates a low-end threshold' for period':2'. 

,~ .-, 

B. Levelization of Shortage COst§-

Final Standard Offer 4 uses' a payout . methocl;' called' , 
Hramping. H The method appl ies to the fixed costs O'f' an 'I'DR' and 
ensures that in Period 2 the QF gets pa'id exactly those annualized 
fixed costs" net of inflation,.2'9 

Capital-intensive QFs prefer that contracts permit some", 
degree of "front-loading," ro.eaning"that'the value; Of payments under 
the contract declines over time~' The 'coneern, as 'with contract 
length, is financing. QFs face higher debt service 'in the' 'early' 

"!, .,...,' " •• ,., " .-,'. 

,'.,. H, ,,' , " 'c'. 

" ..... ,'.' " >'" ~ ,,_ .' ,.,1 ,,'"' 
,,' ... ',~ ..... 

28 The term may be less, at the QF'S election. A workshop will 
be held following this decision to' develop appropriate revisions t~ 
the final Standard ofter 4 contract. Parties at the workshop 
should als~ consider appropriate changes to the auction protocol to 
ensure correct scoring' of any bid by a OF proposing a contract term 
less than the life of the IDR. 

29 The way that the ramping method accomplishes this is 
summarized in 0.87-05-060 (24 CPO'C 2d 253, 267-68). 
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years of their operations . and :would,·l.ike a . corresponding", ,revenue 

stream. . •• ,;--•• ,«, 

In the past, we ·have allowed. some.,tront-loading":.in QF . 
payments. 'l'he most common form is levelization, of~so-called.p, 
shortage' costs. 30. A levelized payment "is constant in,nominal 
dollars and thus is declining in "real~' dollars (that, is, net of 
inflation):. Both Standard. Offer 2 and interim. Standard Offer,4 
have levelized shortage costs, .together with security' provisions· 
that ensure the QF returns overpayments if it ceases operation 

before the end of the contract. 
We have concluded that ·levelized: shortage·costs together. 

with appropriate security provisions are reasonable for, final:, 
Standard Otfer 4. We will allow~a final ,Standard otfer 4·QF, to 
choose either a ramped payment stream-' or a partially levelized 
payment stream. 

There are three reasons ' for, making this change .-,~~irs.t, 
as theQFs correctly note, levelization represents-far, less front
load'ing than we allow utilities in their recovery of, capital·, '. 
investments. 'Second, as we discussed in the foregoing section'I' the 
CEC's latest findings on potential. IORs suggest that the difficulty 
in financing capital-intensive QFswill be greater than we,: 
anticipated when we chose to totally exclude front-loading: from , 
final Standard: Offer 4. Third, levelization will increase the QF's 
cash flow without improperly shifting,risk;:to ratepaye~s,: ,who,will. 
be able to recover any excess payments should the QF fail. 

3-0 Shortage, costs are . capacity paYments made~fc>: ~~ort~:r::un, 'QFS.,.,.. , 
i.e., those QFs .that do not defer or avoid new util,ity'-.res~urces.,.-,:, 
and are also part of the capital cost payments to long-run QFs. ., 
Shortage costs. measure the QF"s contri.butionto the overall·. , .. 
reliability of the purchasinq. utility'S system. ,'l'heyare based .. on 
the annualized cost of a qas turbine, which. we use as a proxy ,for 
reliability value because, in terms of capital· CO$t, it is the . 
cheapest current alternative for new generating capacity. ' 
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Levelizationwill beavail'able;:to 'all :'QFs.~':irrespeetive 
of their technology. This is consistent with other changes in, ..... . 
today's decision desiC]ned to achieveas'!ar as.possible uniform 
treatment of 'all QFs. 

,. 

We do· not permit levelizationof any costs other: than: 
shortage costs, nor do we permit levelizationwithout:,appropriate, 
security. 31 Such front-loading would impose unacceptable.risks.on, 
ratepayers,' and QFs have not demonstrated that their financing 
requires levelization of anything besides shortage' costs. '(Indeed, 
our experience with Standard Offer 2 indicates otherwise.) 
Moreover, in Section v.e below, we make' certain' changes in our 
auction format that will effective-ly tailor the payment stream for 
each winning ~idder to correspond to it~ own cost structure. This 
should substantially mi tiqate the financ'ing problems of: capi tal-·· . 
intensive QFs. 
c. Energy Qiddlng and OF Paym~nt strueturQ 

In D. 8.6-07-004, we recognized, that ratepayers:. and, QFs 
would both be at high risk if the pay-ment structure for capacity 
and energy in OF contracts was wholly insensitivetc the QFs' fixed 
and variable cost structure. This concern led us to adopt the 
incremental energy rate (IER) payment option for oil/gas-fired 
c0generators. 32 

In PhaselB-, many parties., including the CEC,' PG&E',;, 

Edison, and, DRA, have recommended that we drop .this.,optionin favor 
, <. , .t"', . 

31 The security provisions of standard Offer 2 are probably ... "." .-"" 
aaaptal>le for ··this purpose •.. We' will'allow the parties ·at,.:workshops 
to cons·ider"this. ' . .. .<, . :':~:.;"~'.:., 

32 NOpt1onN is amisnomer--oillgas-fired. cogene~~~ors'·_ acce'~t': 
IER-based payments. However, the *option* terminology.::has .been .. :~ 
around· so long that to replace. it would only confuse- matters .', <.:: 
further, so we continue to refer to the IER Noptionll'~ in- today's . 
decision. ' -
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of a new approach to payment struct'\l~e;.- They.arque:that.the IER 
option places. solar, qeothermal .,:.:and·· other capital-intensive QFs at 
a competitive disadvantaqe relative·'to oil/gas-fired coqene:t'ators 
because there is no similar mechanism-tolink,the eapital~intensive:·: 
QF's cost stream with i tspayment structure. Also, ORA ·.arques that 
the IERoptionexposes ratepayers to .. more fuel price risk;.than .. is 
necessary to reflect unexpectedehanqes to. a c09'enerator's~ener9Y .,'~' 
costs. ,"" • .I ",--• . '.~' "", 

Instead, these parties,. alon9',;with CEERT,. propose that 
all QFs bid capacity and energy prices separately •. ··Weagree that· . 
such biddinq will allow' fossil and-non-fossil QFsequal opportunity 
to provide their full fuel diversity and efficiency benef·its.' to-
ratepayers. 

1. Backgroung 
a. . Power Plant: cost structure. 

~~ EAymcpts to Q[s 

All power plants have costs that are' characterized· as 
either fixed· or variable. Fixed costs.·.·mostly reflect. the.jcapital" 
invested in building the plant: variable costs reflect expenditures,> 
to run the plant, chiefly fuel. Our decisions use:the.terxns 
"variable costs" and "enerqy costs" interchanqe~ly. 

Different power plants have different·cost streams. 
Some· have hiqh fixed and low variable' costs,. while others i have~ l.ow 
fixed and hiqh variable costs. The latter cateqory includes plants 
that chiefly rely on oil or gas: all other plants fall into the 
former category. 

The issue here is not the total amount to l:>e~ .. p~,~~ QFs 
under final standard'Offer4' but rather how. that :amount is" t9-',be .: 
split up for purposes 'of QF payments:~.',~Specifical'ly>:sh.ouJ:'d~QF.:: .:.~:~ 

• " . ' • J , • .,' '". _ ' ",' 

payments for capaei ty and energymatchthe-. IDR's miX':o·f. ,fixed" and: 
variable costs ,.' or should the' 'IOR costs ~e redistrlbut'edto match 
the QF"s own' mix? The answer to that ~estion,. now'·'depend~<~n' the .. 

~IO< ., , ..... 

QF's. fuel. type .. 
,'\ -." • ".' "', • ",t-

,.' ,. , 

", 'hj 

'. ~.. ~. ,.-~ 
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ThelER option was..::conceived 'at a tixnewhen,:.,as '-''-
eliscussed earlier in this decision,theCaliforni'a."utilit·ies : were',:,,; , 
proposing to build large,central station"coal plants. ,Coal,;' plants 
have low, stable fuel costs but··· high , capital costs., ,We",expected 
that capital-intensive QFs could, compete with a'coal:.pl:ant·since 
their pattern of 'fixed and variable costs' would match ,that of ,the, 
expected coal-fired 1DRs. ' '. 

'. We believed, however, that"· cogenerators would not be 
able to compete to defer these resources if their energy payments' 
were derived from the low energy costs;' of such. IDRs. If· 
cogenerators did try to compete on. such a basis,. we feared, that·. ' 
ratepayers would be exposed to grave default risks. The IER"option-
responded to this problem. 

The IER option was designed 'to convert payments based 
on IDRs with high fixed and low variable- costs to· a payment 

structure suitable for cogenerator QFs,.'who have" low fixed and high 
variable costs. 33 We intended the IER.option to reflect:>the~ 
cogenerator's proportion of energy- costs in its payment· structure
but not to increase projected total payments (capacity,plus<enerqyL; 
over the life of· the contract. '-' 

, 'The' IER option relieves ~ cogenerators '.' from the need to 
emulate the J:DR's cost structure. But· for· cap-ital-intensive,.'QFs.,.;·",<.: 

): i···· 

33 "The' IER option coml:>inesand ramps, the- expected;,energy,.costs.:::: ,; 
and capital ,costs (minus-,shortage costs) o~ the IDR:,converting . 
them into a stream of IERs.' The conversion is done· so' that ,'the- . ':,': 
present value of the deferred plant' s-fixed and ·operating;~, costs. is : 
equal to the expected shortage value of the plant plus the :forecast 
system lIlarqinalfuel price over the li:fe of the plant multipl-iedby' 
the ·IER stream. The expected cost of the deferred plant- is equal . 
to expected payments to cogenerators under this option. Actual . 
payments to cogenerators are indexed to the actual system: lIlarginal 
fuel prices and paid on a time-differentiated basis. 
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pa:znnents ,under f l.nal Standard· Offer 4: are~, now' desiqned: t~:emu1ate-:< ,> :: 

the lOR's 'cost structure'.-: " , ,,'_., ,~ , ::":'::', ~ . ,'.,: ," 
2;' Tbe XEROption: Is' Not: a: Complete '" , 

SOlution to the Payment Structure , . 
Problem and Creates Unequal' competition 

" ,r •. ,., 

When we adopted the IER option" .westress,ed our'" irl.'tention' 
to monitor its impact on the utility system. weindicat~d that we 
would reconsider its. merits in future Updates. Our chief concern 

" I, ,. :,:," 

was that the IER option might~erpetuate californi~,'sover~ . 
dependence on oil/gas-fired generation, thus exposing ratepayers to 

'.', , 

excessive fuel price volatility risk., . :; ,;, , 
In PhaselB, nearly all parties agree thati:}le IER option 

. '. ,,'. .,':. ,", .,.. . 
does not go. far enough to, address .thepro.ble:ms which. al:'ise,when a 
QF's payments are insensi 1:i ve t~ .i ts . fixed and yaria.ble': cost' 
pattern. They identify two deficienci~s in the 'current~:~~ent 
structure that deprive ratepayers of the. full,fuel divers,ity an'd 
efficiency benefits offered by QFs. First., ,the,cur.rent auction 

• • • • ' J 

protocol and payment structure has, no provisions to reliev~ ,,'. .. , " ',.', 

capital-intensive QFs of the need. to ,emulate the lOR's ,cost 
, I.,' 

structure., second,. payments to, co,generators unde~ the IER ,option 
•• I, ••• 

may transfer. too :much risk to ra,tepayers. 
a. linaneial Emulation:, "., 

The current auction.requires all QFs to,.c.id a 
capacity. p:r::ice expressed asa per,centage .of the capital ,costs-of 

'.. ~...,'... . .,', .. .'. - ' . 

the.lDR. For non-fossil QFs,all other.costs,arerecove:z::ed through 
variable payments e~al to 'th~ vari~bl~ costs of,.the'IOR:,~,~T'hi$· ','., 
puts capital-intensive .QFS' at a disadvantage" reiati~~t~ :oil/gas~'· 

. , " '. " <. " ",," ,',. . " ' '-; 

fired QFs-, ,when bidding-on an lOR,., such as a combined cycle,., with ,a 
low fixed and high va~ia.ble cost structu~e.' .. , '.' .,.. .' .' , 

The disadvantage occurs because a capitai~intensive 
QF would have, to recover a.portion of its, fixed costs' thr~ug-hIOR';'" 

. ., " .,.,', . ' 

based variable paYlUents. Its, cost coverage, is" uncertain, _,so'.,its .. ,., 
'. ,~. ~ 0,'. " t • , .•• ' i".., .. .) : " •. ', " 

finanCing, costs will be hig-h •. Capital-intensive" QFs must finance a 
, ; '" . ~ ",' ~.~',:. " .' \, .'., ",': 
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large proportion"of total :cos.ts~ so,these",extra costs may,,:ha-v:e'-:a .. ;,~,::,~~ 
significant effect on their ability to compete- in"the auction,;.,,:: ,:~If,,- ,:~ 

an otherwise competitive non-fossil, QF:, is.' precludod::,;from, ,winning 
the bid., ratepayers will ,lose si~iflcant fuel Cliversity'::"ancl 

. '," " ..' ",'. ,""', 

environmental benefits~ , 
CUrrent circumstances d'ictate that we address the 

financial emulation problem. Despite' some' progTess;: California" 
utilities remain highly d'ependent on oil/gas';fired' resource's'~, In -
ER-90, the CEC found. 'that 'in 1990, one-half of ' California's 
dependable capacity was gas-fired-. Further, the' CEC'sICEM ' 
analysis found that likely IORs' for a!lthe investor~owned' 
utilIties are gas-fired' combined cycles or repowered exi'sting gas 
units. We are thus in a situation where we need. 'fuel diversity but' .. 
are unlikely, without xnoc1ifying t'inal StandarCl Offer' 4,' to·'''a'cquire "; 
the QFs that could help diversity our tuel' mix. 

b. Ratepayer Risk 

DRA believes that the IER' option exposes ratepayers: , 
to unnecessary fuel price -risk because' it:tinksthe"IDR's;;energy::" , 
costs and s~me of the coqenerator's capacity payxnentsto.'o'ir- and " " 
gasprices~ According to :DRA,the lOR's 'energy arid "<:apita-J;' costs 
have only limited relation 'to the fuel price' risks associated'with" 

, ' 

the cogenerator's energy costs. 
To mitigate the contract'default risk'which arises 

from the financial emulation prob:t'em, ORA would link only-the' C 

coqene~ator's energy costs to fluctuatinq'-oiland 'gas: prices.' ::ORA' 
would allow" coqenerators to bid oncIDRs·· that are not'oil/gas"'::rired·;' 
but in that case DRA woulc1 impute an added lO%,'to'the:coqenerator"s. 
energy price bid. DRA believes that' thisimputat'ion '''::ts'necessary 
to ensure that ratepayers are gettin9~a good' deal 'whenever~a: ' .. ~.' :< 
coqenerator defers a non~fossil lOR. 

We share' ORA'S concern' about ratepayer risk- cunder"the 
IER option~ We do not adopt ORA's' proposed'imputationl:>ecause 
ratepayers are adequately' shielded"by our payment' strUcture:: ~; 'c 
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modifications (below) and the' : approach t'o~fuel'divers'ity"de~icribed;"':! 
in section IV of' today"s dec:is'ion:' ','.'.: '.:~:, 

3. . SoMion: Bid Both Enel.W and 'capacity ; 
Both deficiencies in thecurrerit'paymentstrUcture' are 

corrected if QFs are required to bid both energy and capacity 
prices. Energy paYInents would then be escalated to reflect the 
actual fuel costs of the winning bidders ~ '~Mostpartles~' :Lncludingc 

the CEC, CEERT, ORA, PG&E, and Edison, support these·modifications. 
We are persuaded that the IOR should remain the'benchmark 

for QF bidding but that avoided cost principles' do' not ::r:equireq'QFs 
to match the IOR payment structure.' Both capital-intensive"'QFs and',:' 
cogenerators should benefit from bidding a payment structure that 
corresponds to the cost structure of the plant to be financed. 
This translates to lower risks to QFs', and ultinlatcly' to 
ratepayers. Indeed, we are more likely to achieve' our goals of 
fair competition and a eliverse portfolio of QFs if QFs are~not' .... 
constrained to an lOR- or IER-basedpayment'strUcture. ' e Bidding energy and capacity" has many advantages~(" ". First, 
it permits all types of QFs' to bid a payment structure" appropriate 
to their technology. The current bidd'ing system favors' QFs whose:' 
cost structure is similar to that of' the lOR. The extra financing 
cost for QFs whose cost structure d:iffers from' the lOR means that 
they must bid a higher price than they could: under a more' .:, 
appropriate paYInent structure. Bidding' both energy and capacity 
allows all QFs the same opportunity to have their benefits to the 
ratepayer fairly evaluated.' ',: : ",",' \' ': .. ,'" 

Second, such bidding shields'ratepayerstrom; undue:; fuel" 
price risks. By escalating energy payments based on' the' QF"s own" 
fuel type, ratepayers get the fue'l d'ivers1ty benefits"'of non~f6ss'il 
QFs and the fuel efficiency :benefits"ot c09'enerators. ' 

Third, having' a more' accurate pieture6:f the; QF"s.ener9Y : 
cost means that utilities can dispatch the system more efticiently. 
Economic curtailment decisions are based on the variable'; cost 

, . '"" .. ' 
~ \ "t h • .". , 
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payments made to QFs. currently, variable eost payments are based 
on. the .·proj ected .cost.s of tl'l.C: lOR.: Ch,an9'in9'~thi~ :,to;}ill~, !~~~nts:: , 
to a QF's own eost stream should enable the purchasing utilitY,to 

., . , • . . , ' I ,I •• ' ~. . 

make more efficient.eurtailment decisions and should make.QFs 
indifferent ,to such decisions. In partieulaX' ,. thO~~ _QFs . (e. q .-, 

, ., 

solar) whose fuel source,makes it hard for them to curtail should 
benefit since their low ";ariable costs will vi'rtu'ally'climinatethe 
possibility ~f economic curtailment. 

4.. lmRl@t;n:tAtioD 

DRA, PG&E,. and Ediso~ all prov~dcd detailed.'methods to 
implement a .system which requires ,bidding.of energy and capacity .. 
The methods do not diff~rdrastieally;,however, ~ach w~s d.ev~loped 

I , ,t ", " ' • 

as part of ",n intoqr",ted proposal in.Phase lB. In.light of.th~ 
- .• I • 

rest of, today's decision, parties may want to reconsider ~ome. 
aspects of their implementation proposals.. Parties are directed to 
work out tho details of implemontation and tho. noeessary contract 
changes in a workshop. As guidance to the, parties, we describe 
below our general expectations of energy and capacity bidding under. 
a socond-price auction with environmental adders. 

In the following description, we.modify the proposed 
decision in one respect regardinq bid preparation and evaluation. 
The proposed decision would compare the projected net present value 

, " '" .. ,1 ': : 

of the IDR with that offered by the competing bids. This comparison 
. , , ' ,.-( 

seems unduly. complex and requires assumptions about the respective 
bidders' energy delivery protil~s. On further consideration, we 
prefer a first-yoar cost basis tor evaluation. Such eval~~tion ' 
involves. coml:>ining the fixod and variable costs of 'the lOR' into' a 
sin9le cents per kilowatt hour tiqu~e,and similarlycombinin9 the 

, , . ,.'. ", .' 

enorgy and capacity bids of ,eaeh bidc1er. Where the lDR anc1.bic1 
project have different escalation rates, these can be'converted to 

, , . " . 

a common basis using the methodology illustratec1 in ORA's ' 

tostimony. (Sec Exhibit 223a~ci.Appenc1ix A to DRA's eoncu~~ent 
brief.) 

Before the auction, the utility will p~lish.ali 
pertinent physical and cost characteristics of the IOR. The'se 
include economic life, capacity factor and hours of operation, 
shortage and other capital costs (and allocation factors for those 

- S3 -
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e costs), fuel type(s), residual,emiss'ioXl rates,' offse:ts",op~ra.tion 
and lnaintenancc costs, first year fuel price, heat' ~ate:",,:assUllled 
fuel price escalator, GNJ.> deflator, and all other projections or 
assumptions specific to the lOR used in calculating; its ,cost
effectiveness. Using these characteristics and an explicit, 
methodology, the utility will combine the stream of projected fixed 
and variable costs into a single first-year cost expressed "in cents " 
per kilowatt hour. This number will be the lOR ,benchmark •. 

QFs will then analyze their own cost characteristic~ 
compared to the lOR. They will submit a sealed bid for, a stated 
effectiveeapacity and separately stated variable (energy) and 
fixed (capacity) prices, with the following knowledge. First~ they 
will know that the utility will recombine their,energyandrcapacity 
price into a single cents per kilowatt hour first-year cost~usin9. 
the same methodology used to calculate the IOR,benchmark. Second, 
they will know that the winning bidders will be chosen under 
second-price rules by comparing each bidder's and the lOR's, 
projected first-year cost. Finally, they will know what, 
environmental adders/subtractors (and tuel diversity. premium,. ,if 
any) they can expect to receive if they win the- bid. ; 

Once thQ winning bidders are chosen" variable:pay.ments 
will be based on the actual energy price bid plus any environmental, 
adders/subtractors. Escalation will depend on, the fue-l type of, the. 
QF. Variable paYIl\ents to non-fossil QFswill escalate,witb~GNP. 
Variable payments to other QFs, will escalate.based on the same, tuel 
index and price update schedule already-adopted for final:S:tandard" 
Offer 4.. . .. "~' .: ,,' ',;) ... . ,_, 

Capacity payments will be" 'determined' by subt~actinq,~ the 
enerqy bid by the winning QF (or, the: converted",energy price:,where,
the QF's energy bid was converted to qet a common escalation basis) 
from the total first-year cost of the lowest losing bid. The 
remaining cents per ,kilowatt hour will be converted to dollars per 
kilowatt fixed payments, will be divided between shortage and other 
capital costs, and will be paid, as already adopted, on a ~,tim.e
differentiated: basis. QFs can' choose:to receive levelized"shortag'e 

,,' . 
payments as described in section V .. Babove ... 
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s_ EnemY Bic)sUnq And ¢J1rtailment, , '. e 

Muchet the policy basis for energy bidding is that the 
utility dispatCher should be making decisions-to dispatch or;, 
curtail a specific resource based 'on accurate knowledge-'.o! .the
running cests ef: all generation'resources (including QFs) ,at. the
utility's disposal. The policy necessarily implies that low. 
running cost OFs can expect to becurtailcd very. rarely ,wh-ile .high 
running cost OFs (basicallYr eil/gas-fired cogenerators) .should 
plan to' be curtailed, or to receive an energy payment based on 
actual system running costs, for many hours during the year •. We 
must reconsider the curtaillnent options under final· Standard,. 
Offer 4 to. ensure that the options are consistentwith,this·,policy .. 

We are particularly concorned about three current a.spects· of" . 
curtailment. 

First, the QF caninowchooseto be curtailed for·a 
theoretically unlimited number of hours per year but· onlY,'if the 
purch.asing utility would otherwise experiencepegative avoided>
costs due to- continued deliveries fromthat·:QF.We,:have ,no· ... record, 
that the respondent utilities have ever experienced such .conditions 
on their systems or requested QFs to curtail for this reason •. ~4 
We question the continued need for this option •.. ' Low running cost 
QFs need not hesitate to choose the-economic curtailment option, , 
since the dispatcher will now see their _ true. running costs, :.and, a 
utility that used its curtailment authority,imprudently.would be 
subject to having its excessive energy,expenses disallowed .. 
Cogenerators, on the other hand, should be r.egu ired" to'. take, ' 
economic curtailment; the advantages of energy bidding WOUld. 
largely disappear if the dispatcher were unable .to curtai,l a hi9h 
running cost unit except under negative avoided cost· conditions. •. 

"", 

, • "!L • ,'I" 

•• ::. I 

.. '" . '. .':;-- ,"~<::':':: ':" ,~' ,. "~' ,"" 
34 Hypothetically,. a utility might have to turn off .a baseload 

unit to accept QF deliveries ott-peak and then beuriab-le-"tc>:re
start that unit in time to--meet load ,during :the- following-. day"s. 
peak, necessitating expensive emergency purchases from off-system 
sources. Since long-run QFs will now be procured strictly on the 
basis of neec:l, the chance 0·£ a negative avoided cost episode 
occurring should become increasingly remote. 
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second·, the other . curtailment : option now: ~avai'lable under 
final Standard Offer 4 allows the: utility to' curtail:.:for"any ~reason:. 
but only up to-lo,S-OO hours., per year... Reportsfi'led :rcgularly"by,· 
the utilities indicate thatgas-f:Lred~,units are" on 'the, marg'in.'tbe 
majority of the time, but that other resources'"hours.': on', the 'marqin' 
could easily exceed 1, SOO hours per year. 'I'his suggests, . that· the, . : 
1, SOO-hour -limit is too low.. Thepayntent structure' of . final." 
Standard. Offer 4 now assures the QF' .of coverage- of its:,:fixedcosts".· 
so we believe that the purchas:ing utility can and shouldbe:,yested', 
with more liberal curtailment authority. However "we al:so:.: bel ieve " 
that "economic" curtailment should continue to allow theQF .either 
to actually curtail to a minimum level:, .2X: to' qenerate ,normally but 
receive a specially calculated energy payment. 3.5 ... , 

Third, the QF choosinq the current economic: curtailment ' 
option would receive energy payntents· basecl on the.IDRrs running, . 
costs but timo-difforentiated. according to the systom loadprofilo·, 
and· adjusted ·to- assume curtailment .durinq loW' cost· hours:.: . With 
energy bidding, the QF would receive energy payments based, on its 
own running costs. We therefore question the .need·to continue-this: 
complex calculation of energy payments during non-curtailment 
hours. The QF instead should be paidaccordinq·toits.energy bid 
(for h.ours' when the lOR-was planned to run) or· the:purcbas'inq .. 
utility'S short-run avoided operating 'costs (for hours_.whcn:the IOR 
was plannecl not to run). 

~ .. " I i l • 

. '." ~ 

'" j". .'. '" 

,./ '.' .. , 

'" .'- ., . 
•• ....... ' •• ,.1 

35 The formula for calculatinqthe',payment· for,QF"energy',_~: ,.;-' 
deliveries ·:d.urinq periods., when.the purchasing utility has.. invoked 
economic curtailment is contained' in Section 16~ 3 (h)' (l),(ii) . and .- '.'. 
Appendix J of -the uniform final Standard Offer ,4'l?ower "purcbase- ,,;. 
agreement. Briefly, the payment for such deliverles is the lesser 
of the utility"s actual incremental cost durinq the curtailment 
hour ~ average short-run avoided operating cost based on the 
utility'S average incremental energy rate over the total hours 
subject to potential economic curtailment. 
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Comments' on the proposed. d.eeision-' generally" .support the 
biclclinq innovations in thiSi section<but'seek clarification': ,or ' , .
roass.urance on a n1.Ullber ot po,ints.,.First,.· economic, curtailment ;,' 
affects only energy payments '. to' QFs ',.- .not the-ircapaci ty payments. -. ,~ 

This is alreacly clear in the curtai-lment, provisions of· .final:··.·~.·· ' 
Standard Offer 4, and this aspect of these provisions ,is, continued: ., 
uncler today's decision. Second,,. "the-:'utility clispatcher. shall· look. ," 
only to the OF's energy bid in cleciding whether .to- invoke economic, . 
curtailment,. and ::hall disregarcl .for these purpO'ses any. air.q1.lal.ity 
aclder (subtractor) O'r fixed payments .. ( incl udinq- ,the" • fuel di versi ty, 
premium·, if any) applicable to- that OF .. 

GRA/IEP believe that, for the . time' be'ing,some overall 
limitation on curtailability is. appropriate. We agree, "but. we. will 
leave to' the workshop the question of .how.much to- . raise the current 
lSOO-hour ceiling. GFA/IEP also· ask.' us to' provide for: monthly. 
auclits of the utilities' dispatch 'logsJ/sothat \l%'I.warranted· .... 
curtaillnents are discovered and terminated in the,. shor:test:·possible 
time." (GRA/IEP comments, page & .. ). The auclit mechanismp:r:oposecl, .,. 
by G'AA/IEP is unclear, but we agree in principle that;·increasecl, OF. 
responsiveness to the purch.asing utility should. be. accompanied. by" . 
increased utility accountability. This subject also: appea:r:s to, be.: 
appropriate for the workshop, as .theremaybe various-ways- ",to .... 
accommodate 'OF concerns in this· . regard. • ' 

As previously notecl, we will hold. a workshop·shor:t.ly 
after today's decision to develop appropriate revisions to' the 
final Standard Offer 4 contract. We note that the current 
curtailment provisions were cooperatively developed, ancl we will 
allow the parties at· the workshop latitude· to conside:r::: ,~". 
modif'ications to. these provisions; however, the','lIiodif:tcati'ons ' . 
should respond to the concerns we have j ust· eXpr~ssecl.' ":. oJ ", ':- ,~, '-,~,: :-. 

..... f I 
. '. , ,', .'.~ 
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VI. Tbe second";'Price' Aue'tism " 

In Phase lB we revisited' the", issue'of auction :forma:t:., 
The specific issue is what price to pay ,winning<biddors.' Earlier, .' 
in 0.86-07-004, we adopted Edison's proposal that final, $,tandard· 
Offer 4 contracts be awarded to the low-bidd.ing· QFs" ,up- ,to: the 
total capacity of the lOR, but that the'price-' paid to these, QFs :be, 

that in the' lowest losing bid. This, is' referred to' as a',"second
priceN auction, and also as a "uniform,priceN auction in ~at.it 
results in a single price for winners in any qiven round of 
bidding. . ," ':,' 

Since D.8'6-07-004, Edison. has j,oined PG&E andSDG&E in 
urging that'eaehwinning OF be paid ' the price it bids., Th'is:"so-, 
called "first-price" auction results in Ndiscriminative". pricing ,in 
that sellers (here, winning QFs) are paid different prices:.for the, 
same product. 

This: d.ebate takes us. back to- the fundamen:tals;.of .aY'oided· 
cost pricing and' competitive markets. We find that, the:, p:c:inciples, 
supporting our adoption of full· avoided, cost pricing 'for.,.OF:s.,-(in 
D.9ll09) alsO' apply to our choice of .auction'format. The:.,second-.,.,. 
price auction better serves our poliCies in the QF proqram-iand 
should be' retained. .. 
A. How Competitive Markets Work . , 

Generally speaking, a competitive market in any given 
commodity will arrive at a uniform price for that commodity. This 
uniform price--the "market-clearing" price--is the price where 
supply and demand are in equilibrium. That equilibrium shows that 
the resources consumed in producing the last increment of the 
commodity exactly match the value to society of that increment. In 
other words, the level of production of the commodity has reached 
its social optimum. 
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The market-clearing price is probably well above the 
marginal costs of many oftbe sellars"in that markot. In fact~ it 
is the potential for sales at a price above marginal costs (which 
the textbooks call "economic rent") ·that attracts new,entrants and 
promotes technological innovation.' The consumer .. alsobenefits . from· 
economic rents because in the long run, competition'. will increase 
and technological innovation will lower production costs. ,The 
result is that the market-clearing price drops. 

Any rule that tends to constrain each sellerto.a:price 
at exactly its marginal cost·. will discourage investment·. . There 
will be few new entrants~ little innovation, and less production 
than would have occurred had the market been allowed to "clear." 
In other words, the total production of the commodity will fall 
short of the social opti:m'Wll. The consumer also, suffers .. because th.e 
declining :market-clearing price expected· in a fully competitive 
market· never materializes. 

The uniform pricing in a second-price auction conforms. 
much' more closely to the market-clearing price of a competitive 
market than does discriminative prieing in a first':""price, auction. 
Our adoption· of a first-price auction would, reduce· competition., in· , 
the California electric' g.eneration market over the long,term" which 
means that over the long term·, 'consumers would suffer. As: we will· 
show next, the short-term benefits claimed for the first-price. 
auction are also illusory. " '; ,', 

, ~ t ' -

'":.:- ", .' . 
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B .. con't:racts.::Should Go,to~ Lov-cost. 
PX'ociucers' Not Clever Bidders 

,,' 
.r, "#-". "'" .... 

. ,~./ .,.,. ..... ; 
,.'" I .... ' .... , .... 

, ", .. ., ~, '. ..' 
Figure A (reproduced'fromthe:testimony of PG&E witness·,. 

Kahn in ExhiJ:lit 207, paC]e 49'). seems to .:hypnoti%e' advo.c:ates, of-:!the . ., ;" 

firs-:-price auction. . , ,,' .... _' 

.. - .. _" .. 

h... ., •• ~ " • 
1 • ,_ "' .... f.,· 

" .,J, "" 

I " ....~ 
-' --' ~ -... 

• ~ '., .. '" • .-<. 

"II"~ '.", , .•• '"",," .-,' 

,"'. i , .. , "':"\"'::.: 

., .. :" '7:';"':'" . "',.1';'-.(' 

.... " ".j .... 

. F,igv.re A ... . .. ~, ... 

Each. IPstep.IP in the figure' represents:' a bl.ock:of· .capacity ,bici;,:at,::·a. : 
particular price. The IPQuantity Accepted." for purpo,ses" o'f.: :t,!lis. :"'" :, , . 
dis~sion represents the eapacity :of :the.'IDR. 'I'he.~nitor.m:.·Price" 
is the price bid. by the lowest loser' (i.;e., the fi:st: .b'loek o:! 
capacity to the right of the Quant'ity"'Accepted). Advocates o,! 
disc~iminative prieinq' insist that the dollars represented by the 
sha' ~d area in the figUr~ /cc~etWeen' the', Unifom Price line and the 

'. d_. '" _. ~ .• _' .. ~. " 

steps :markinq the individual bidpriees) somehow constitute 
overpay:ments to winninq QFs. Under ~.- !irst-~rice"a:uetion,' ,~ese 
advocates claim, those d.ollars. would be captured. by the- :purehasing 
utility for the benefit of its ratepayers. _ .. , 

The fallacy in this claim is that it supposes that 

bidders will s~mit ... ~e same bids regardless ot the choice ot 
auction format. This is not the case. ., 

.. " ........... ..:..,~. I '.: 
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The bidder in a second-priee<,auction . "has a: stronq:,~,'::).:'~ . .::,,:~~:' 
incentive to bid a price reflectinq ±ts:~-t:ue' marq:i:nal- :e6st:;';:no~:m.ore, 
and no less~" This is because the',second-price ~auction ensures that 
the bidd.er qets ~t!'l..:m its bid it it wins~ As'·lonq',as,th.e'.~id.' 
is based on the bid.der's best estimate of its true marqinal cost, 
the bidder ma:dJ:nizes its c!ianc'e's'o':( "W'inninq,-consisten'C with 
recei vinq a price that exceeds its cos': , (inO'l!."ler word.:: , yields 
economic rents), which is · .... hat oriq,i~ly: . .motivated the bidd.er to 
compete in this market. The result" is/that', tie second-price 

" ,J r / ',' ,J 

auction reveals bidd.ers' relative costs./qUite a'ccur;,.tely and awards 

contracts to the low-cost bidders.. ' '<,/", / 
./,.' ." 

The bidder in a !irst-price auction,h.as a st:=onq 
, ' I ~ 

incentive to bid ~ than its marqinal cost, in fact, to bid 
, -

s--:=ateqically to come,i~ just sliqhtly under What it anticipates to 
be the lowest losinq bid.. Sue!:L' strategic bidding has t-,N'O' 

'-'. '. ... •• , .... ,,, .. _._~ ....... .<or< ... , • 

consequences .. 
The first conseqUence" Is',- ·t.hat'·~unde'ra·-!irst-price 

auction, bids are hiqhe;, than under a'second-price auctiQn. T!le 

resul t is that tb.e average price paid under a first-price auc:iQn 
is about, the same as the u.nitorm. price paid under,' a,' second~price :' . " 
auction.. This "'reventl,e eqtlivalence"'~' is',illustrated'by. F"igure~. B,:, ~ ',' 

adapted trom: PG&E witness Kahn's:testuony. The lI'average:~price'.:" ,in 

Figure B is identic~l to the lI'u:c.itorl'l1,'price" in Figure A-,~: 

,~ 

,.'" . 

... ::' "',;",'" 
,Ex;ec~,EiciC!:g ~ 
3ebA·lior 1::. 
:::..""S~price 
Auco:ion .. 

Expected Eid~ ......:;. 
Eehavior in 
Seeond-priee 
Auction. 

" ",', .. , 

. , .... ~. '. , ,~..:...... ,~ .. 
' .. - ~"' ,~. 
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The second consequence .is .tha.t· .the first-price. ::auction 
doesn't necessariJ.y award: contra'ctsto' "lo~cost' :b'iciders ~'i ,'but rather 

". _'. j • , . ' • " '" :, .... :.,:1' I 

to bidders who are good at guessing. how: much ,to inflate: (their bids 
and still win. 

" . 

.. ...., •.... 

; ... ~.' 

Both of these consequences strongly support our 
preference for the second-pr1ceauction .. 'Ifthe,:,exPec:ted:"revenue 
equivalence occurs"then the first-price auction will reduce 
competition over the long term without' any Off-settin~',sliort-term 
savings.. But the inefficiency of potentially·awardingcontracts to 
higher-cost bidders concerns us even more. A producer"s costs 
measure its consumption of· goods and'services in the production 
process. A bidder with relatively high costs is' using :more of 
society's scarce ,resources--burning more fuel, usinC] ,,:more' 
materials, poss~ly dirtying :more air--:-thana lower-:c,ost· bidder. 

Th~ efficiency of the second-price auction, in choosing 
low-eost bidders ehiefly motivate~ us' to adopt. it' in: O~:a:6~07-004. 
Nothing since then has made inefficiency a better deal. 
c. TheorY vs. Practice: Do BidderS 

Ever Reveal Their Costs? 

PG&E witness Kahn eites the literature supporting the 
revenue equivalence theorem, and his figures used above' ni'c'eiy' 
illustrate its operation .. ' . But Kahn believes strateqici;biddinq 'wi'lli 
als~ occur 'under a second-price auetion, nullifying"the'advantages' 
of that auction format . 

. Kahn argues tbat' a winning b:tdcler will"never want':to ',' 
reveal any ec~nQmic' rent" inherent· in' its bid' pr!ce 'through ,'" ~,J"' 
truthfully :r:eveaiinq its 'oWn marqin.aJ:--,costs"; in: its~';bid~ '\;':The reason 
is that' the winning bidder' still has 'to deal withsuppliers-6f~' .... ' , 
fuel, equipment, labor, and construction services.' soine"of;these'~'
suppliers may l?-ave some de9'r~e of market powe'r, SUcll'"'that"tl'.i.ey eari~' 
extract the economic rent that: the bidder has' captu.red by winnIng':· 
the auction~ worst of all~ the b'idder still has"' to> face qoverriment 
permittinq "agencies: 

, ' , 
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,"'clearly'," govermnent·;agencies'have market.; ,power r': 
over electricity supplies.Th~ market power. of_ ". 
government agencies is not Inotl. vated by profit"'" 
1naxixnization, as., in. the pri vatesector. ", 
Rather, government agencies seck to maximize 
the social benefit of regulation... ';; 

., ' .... 

"'Imagine how these negotiations would progress 
if the developer were the winner of a second
price auction. The government agency would say ,,' 
to the developer, tbat bis revealed 'true cost' 
shows he can clearly affore1 'all' the proposed 
mitigation and more.. Indeed, the amount of 
money 'on the table' revealed by the auction 
could influence 'the amount of control the ' 
government agency deems required.. Surely it is 
no longer a remarkable proposition to assert 
that government agencies have a tendency to 
spend all available Inoney.ltis difficult to 
imagine that this scenario would not occur toa 
bidder in a second-price auction. The decision ' 
to adjust 'true cost' for this kind of rent 
extraction is just ,normal business procedure." 
(Exhibit 208, pages 8-9.) 

As to Kahn's points regarding supplier Inarket~, we do not 
believe that potential bie1ders are helpless 'in "the":face-"~~f:::~':' ' 
potential ,predation by suppliers~ sur~ly" a prud~nt bidder-
regardless of auction fOrrnat--would negotiate with suppliers before , , ,- . ' 

submitting its bid. Furthermore, electricity auction.s'and. ,reques'ts 
" ',I .,' n,' , 

for proposals" here and in other states, bave attracted capacity 
offers far exceeding the capacity reqU:ested, often ,by~ ",faet~~' of" 
10 or ,more. This fact suggests th.at many bidders are con.~'inced 
they can keep the economic r~nts from" their, electric'i ty sales. 

N~ither Kahn nor, ,anyone else in, this proceeding \'p'l::ovided. 
"' ... , , .' 'I. f"',~' '," ".', .. /.,_.:, .... " •• ,:~','.,.~~ .. ~, 

evidence on the degree of market power exercised ,by suppliers. 
However" there is good reason to think that' supplier.markets '~~~~' " 
themsei ~es ,-becomi~g more competitive, in': part ,',' ,bec~use of':r~9i:ila~~ry, 
action by this Commission regarding naturai, cjas",andtranspo'rt'atioii~' 

"',' '. ..' ,', 0" ' .~. '.- , -" ., ,','. ,,\ ''.-.', ~":.::' -j,. >7"'·, 
The case that relevant suppliers are in a ,position, to, extract a , 
winning' ~idder's economic rents basn't been demon~tr~tecl~'~':', ''','~,' .. ~:'''~ 

,,' ..~,..... . .. , , j', , 
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Turning to Kahn.J's eri tique "of qovernment ... aqenei·es·,;.>we'::' .~:, 

agree that excessive costs imposed-' on any--:proj·eet·>by:'.regulators:~:can 
be a serious problem.. Such costs may "result from, undue·,delay, 
conflicting . regulatory signals,. or., inappropriate mitigation,' 
measures·, and 'they are a riskfor:both'QFs .. and utilities •. :~· ,,",,' .' 

california policy-makers are sensitive .to-the· problem·. .:, 
The CEC~ which provides one-stop siting for· major thermal.power· :'. 
plants, was. created' in part to red'Q.ce. or eliminate.such costs: the i. 
Permit Streamlining Act is another legislative,response,to. the 
problem. our joint effort with the' CEC to, coordinate" QF ":"'" 
procurement with the CEC"s integrated assessment 'of, need· is , 
similarly motivated. 

Of course, we may. differ.' with. PG&E witness Kahnon:;:what. 
regulatory- costs are excessive. The polluter,' is often,' a))le:to· 
externalize the costs of its. emissions, :b'Q.t in the:BRPU we::.are: ... . 
trying to internalize such costs in the resource procurement." ... . 
process. This: is similar to a principle::.wc·. try to- apply in rate 
design, namely, that the person ca'Q.sing.specific costs' ,should' bear 
them. We think this principle' is entirely consistent with· a: '. " 
xnarket-oriented philosophy of regulation •. , " " 

Whether regulatory costs are adequately controlled::in 
California is a matter of opinion.' The 'lD.ore important,' point is 
that they are real costs that we fold into, our resource, procurement 
process: The lOR's estimates 'include estimated costs"for.':·:, ' 
permitting and environmental1l1i tigation. ". Those estilllates, are ,',known, 
to . the bidder in advance, and the bidder can make its: own- :judgment-: 
of siting risks. compared to"those of the' IDR. 

Siting risks:th.us. seem similar to all,the-other. costs. of:- ,. 
a proj'ect that can't be known with certainty •. ·Ina first-price' , 
auction, the bicicier would likely add a premium to its risko,,, 
assessxnentiin the second-price auction,"', the bidder' sincenti veis,. 
to bid realistically. ,'.', ' 

• '.. r' _ .,' _ j, ". ..,:;',. 
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D. Theory vs.;.Practice: ''..1& Electricity Too'-,,' - -- .. ,,; - "", ,", 
Complex a commodity tpr Vnitprm Price Auctions? 

." 1. 

,-

PG&E·witness Kahn-and-Edison'witness Jurewitz argue that ' 

uniform pricing is appropriate only for simple conunodi ties,;; "Kahn 
cites wheat: One bushel is perf.ectlystlbstitutable, for another, he_: 
claims. In contrast, any given kilowatt-houris made up· of 
indivisible If'jo-int productsif' and may have more or.less,- social ,value':' 
than another, depending not only on its price but-also on: the fuel 
used to- generate it, the emissions- associated with.: its:generation-,· -
the reliability, timing, and location of -its delivery _ to- ,the .. _ -' 
utility, etc~ Jurewitz testifies. that-. we should· be looking-,for the, 
highest valued kilowatt-hours, price being only one_component'.ot 
value among others.., and that, compared to- uniform prieinq.i If'the 
first-price auction environment is a lot friendlier (toJ:. all"-auction
process that awards bids to low-cost bidders and:not j,ust-,low
priced bidders.1f' (Repo-rter's Transcript (RT) 1819-20-.) " 

These arguments against the second-price auction recall 
the utilities' former resistance to paying QFs at. full,avoided, 
cost, which· is also a uniform price system.. We endorsed--full 
avoided cost pricing more than a decade ago- (0.911<>9)',-, even~ ·before 
the FERC· -adopted it -in the regulations -implement:i:ng:: PORPA. Full 
avoided cost was adopted for many reasons, including our desire' to.- . 
simulate a competitive market. The second-price auction·, is.: the 

logical extension of full' avoided cost,. with the lowest losing OF
replacing the lOR as the price benchmark wheneverQFs offer· more' , 
capacity than the utility seeks. 

Paying QFs full avoided cost has never required, us· .to:: 

ignoredifterences in value between the output of-different QFs. 
For eXalDple,we time-differentiate capacity and-.ener<r.r payments· 
seasonally and by time ot day to ,reflect the highervalue'~:-of, ,', 
capacity and energy during peak periods.' As-available- QF:s : receive 
less favorable pricing terms than QFs committed to provide .. _firm· 
energy and capacity. Firm QFs must provide upward dispatchability. 
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The firm QF can also qet 'a bonusfor,'.hiqh relial:)ilityl:)ut,'.suffers a 
penalty if it falls l:>elow minimwnrelial:lility., 

Other contract provisions" are designed to increasEL tb:e ' 
value to ratepayers of QF output. For examplo,there are 
performance requirements relating to system emergencies and ,,' 
coordinated maintenance. Special- pricing and' curtailment " 
provisions apply when the purchasing utility experiences' negative 
avoided cost or hydro-spill conditions on' its system.:' 

These arc all toatures of theshort-run-standard .offers, 
and the performance requirements and pricing signals folded into 
the long-run final Standard Offer 4 are even more extensive. We
can easily add more features to' this structure as'we refine-our QF·; 
solicitation to consider differential impacts on such· things as " 
transmission costs, enviroxunental quality, and fuel diversity. "All, 
that is necessary is that the QF know l:)efore bidding what,costs it 
will be expected to l:)ear and how the benefits that it offers.,the 
ratepayer will l:>e scored by the utility. In other words, the 
auction rules must be "transparent," a principle that we have 
already endorsed together with the second-price format. 

We question whether the '~ointproducts" associated with 
electric generation are particularly unusual or problematic~ Of 
course, society is concerned with how electricity is; produced and 
how and where it is delivered--but the same is trUe, ,of;,rheat. 3-6 

'. '", , , 

Possibly no cornmodi ty is simple if one examines it closely .. " 
--..,., 

, ' .. 
. " '.' 

'::'1 ,,,\,.,. .. ', ... ~~/.~~,~\ .. .,. . .,.'. 
36 For example, 'wheat farmersxnay: d'if.fer in their,·.consumption of 

fertilizers anc1pesticides or in their need for irri9'ation~'" 
Society is also concerned with land use' implications of ,.':' '" • 
agriculture, and farmers choosing between different crops will soon 
De (or already are) weighing opportunities:for"converting,the .. chaff 
to methanol: or l:>urninq the chaff·' in biomass"facilities to- generate. 
electricity. -" ....... . 
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An.y shopper knows that· cheap, ,g'oods . are :.·not necessarily: 
the best bargain. We agree with Edison . witness JurewitZ:.:that.the. 
objective here shoulCl be to seleet'thosebiclo.ers 'offeri:c.9'":th~ 
highest value. The'seconCl-price auction.is well-adapted,to
achieving' that objective. 
E. Theory vs. Practice:' Why. Aren't 

There More second-Price Au£tions? 

The other main, arqument offered by proponents of.'" 
discriminative pricing' is a simple nose count. Most states 
considering' the issue have opted, for a' first-price' auction.,,: 
Nevertheless, economic literature continues to support uniform 
price auctions, and the' National Regulatory Research·',Institute 
(NRRI) recently publishecl a stucly endorsing that format for., 
electric generating capacity solicitations. 37 

We think reasonable people.l'Ilay differ over'the relative, 
merits of uniform pricing versus discriminative pricing'''' . ,It is 

~7 The NRRI study is ~ompetitive BiddinQ'f2r Electt;ic Generating 
Capacity: Application and Implementation (Novemk>er 1988): 

"' •. ' .' I 'I'" '-<', 

"Second-price bidding is preferred, for its strong" '" 
efficiency advantages. As it is never to a bidcler's 
aclvantage to submit a biCl that deviates from its 
true cost under a second-price bidding procedure,· 
the selection of the most efficient power producers 
is more likely. This cost-revelation feature also 
eliminates the expenses related to the analysis of 
the costs and bidding strategies of other potential 
bidders. ~he third advantase is that the more 
efficient power producers would have a stronger 
incentive to expand. As they expand~ less efficient 
power producers are driven from the market resulting· 
in a decline in the cost of electricity for the host· 
utility and ratepayers." 

,Ig., Executive summary,. page v. NlUU .·isfunded by the' National· 
Association of Regulatory Utility commissioners. The . quoted· . 
material was read into the record of this proceedins by GRAlIEP 
witness Branchcomb (see RT 2390-91), who also endorsed the study's 
conclusions. 
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clear that uniforxnpricinq ,is appropriate, here,,',where.,;we,'~are trying 
to foster ,competition., Even in other"eonteX'tsunifor.m, pricing is "> 

not exotic, and is often proposed' by: uti~i ties, themse1 ves.,.-:,:: 
For example, we have astoraqe bankinq prog:ram ,for". 

natural qas, inwhieh utilities make-available a portion ,of their 
underground storage capability to' acconunodate customer-owned,gas. 
Space is allocated and priced uniformly-under an auction-format 
proposed byPG&E and approved. 'in 0.88-11-034 (29 CPO'C, 2d"49:9" 

507-08-). The format determines a "reservation' fee", that: looks ,much 
like a market-clearing price (it simultaneously allocates and 
:m~xi:mi:z:(\~ ro~C!rvation of availo.blC! banking capability), .. and,could 
be lower than the price that the bankin9: cu'stomer is willing to pay 
for the volume awarded. Both features resemble our second-price' , , 
auction ,for eloctric gcneration. " ',' 

Another striking proposal' by PG&Eis now pending-in, Order 
Instituting Rulemaking CR.) 88'-08-018 "where we are- considering 
possible ways to allocate pipeline capacity controlled by gas 
utilities to' those utilities' transPO'rtation customers. Pipeline 
capaci~y allocatiO'n is complicated because there are manyp.~ths and 
many constraint points between any given source region ,and' ,the 
California delivery point. PG&E proposos, ,a -sophisticatod' torm of 
~uction ••• because O'f the multi-dimensional nature of the- problem," 
and the obj,ective of maximizing value to customers.- TheproPO'sal 

, ,'., 

is tor ~ unito:J:'m price auction:" ('l"J he prico chargcc1 ,the', _ 
successful bidders will be set by charging the competit'ive ' 
equilibrium (market-clearing) price tor eapacity at each bottleneek 
and sununing tho'se prices _ along the paths. -, PG&E' notes that', "',, in 
general,' the price paid will be' lower than the 'bid ~priee·' .. ,,~_8 --

,", 

38 PG&E~ "'Inteqrated capacity Priority' Proqram'Proposal~ :'::. , .' ~'>:.. 
(February 17 , 1989,), pages 40-41 .. " Our discussion~of~-this.,proposal;"' 
does not indicate acceptance 'or rejection- of :the .,proposal or :::' .: ~:.: 
otherwise prej uQge the outcome of matters:, pending :' in' R. 8'S-0-g.-018. ''', 
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. In PG&E'sipipeline' oapaeity'proposal,<as,'dn'our seoond- ,; ') 
prioo auction, a pricing' system, that 'sec)ts',',thc market-clearing"". c. 

level is preferred to one that wOllldmaximizc"monctary gaine to,the' 
party soliciting the bids.. Moreover, the'complexity.ot,the 
auctioned commodity is- seen, not as· a bar to a uniform prico 
auction, but· as- part of the 'justification. 39 

Choosing an auction formatre~ires vigorous, analysis and , 
close inspection of ends andme.ans. . We · are satisfied. wi tn.-< our 
choice and, do not find a nose count ot· other jurisdictions either', 
persua.sive or illumina.ting ... ' 
F - conel\'lCll.sm " I,' ' 

,; Our thorough scrutiny 'ot, auetionformat· in.Phase~' lS " 
should 'put this-: issue to rest. , " ... , ' -.~ ~ ,. 

,. L. .' \... ~ 

••• !,,"" 

We recognize, however, that auctions, are"; not., the': only ,', 
mod.ol forcompatitive procur~mGnt.Wchavo lonq'encourag,Cld. arms
length' neg'otiatlons between'ourutilities and potential·: selle'rs; o-f· . 

" '.~ '-, , .. '. 

39 PG&E's pipeline capacity proposal',f' which is still under" ,'. 
review.~ differs from our electrioity auction in certain,ways_. The 
uniform prioe in tho PG&E' s proposal scams to come from tho' 'last 
winn~r's. bid·, while the uniform price- here' comes-from the first 
loser's bid. The forme~ method more closely follows. the defini~ion 
of market-clearing price, but the tradeoff is that,' under PG&E's 
proposal, there is still some incentive to, bid strategically 
because at least one bidder will actually receive .thcprice it 
bids. '. 

Another difference is that, in PG,&E's proposal, the bids are 
treated as confidential even after they are opened.' (Only'the 
market-clearing prioes and eapaoi ties. 'awarded. would, be- announced,.:·" 
not the initial prioes and capaoities contained in the bids.) PG&E 
believes this is necessary in order for bidders to bid their true 
willingness to pay, without revealing possibly market-sensitive 
information. In our second-prioe auction, the bids are published 
after they are opened, to discourage collusion. However, 
confidential treatment would address PG&E witness _Kahn,I's charge 
that first-price behavior would occur even in a second-price 
auction. We are willing to-entertain proposals regarding' bid 
con~identiality in the'next phase of the BRPU. 
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electricity, . not<limi ted. toQFs .... : . :We l?-~ve" even' predicted ".,' ( in 
D.86-07-004) that such negotiations, over time, will increasingly 
displace the standard offer as QFs' .prefex:red means for:,': 
contracting. This displacement depends on Proqress, on outstanding, 
issues regarding transmission access and. evaluating ,resourc~., ' 
options. (See Section III a~ove.) 

First, QFs still lack assured·access to potential, 
markets. We look to our wheeling/transmission cost allocation 
investigation (I.90-09-050) for solutions that substantially",. 
increase such access in time for its il'l\pact, to be felt in ,the 
auction for this ER/BRPUcycle. 

Second, there is still much work to do to·ensure.that. the. 
ratepayer is getting (and. offering) reasonable value for;.QF 
generation~ We have now made, a, start at valuing·:"adders~'.for:, 
system stability .and load following:.features, environment~l:.:. 
impacts, and fuel diversity .. All: of these must,: also ;be,analyzed 
and compared on a consistent :basis with DSM,: programs. " ," We are ;.~ 

committed to completing this work, :but, it will require strenuous· 

effort throughout the nert ER/BRPU. cycle. ".'. " 
The rewards for success in these endeavors will.be 

substantial: a fully established independent power, industry, and an 
electric resource procurement process. that. is finely-tuned. and:, 
market-responsive. We hope at that:. time to· be able. to dis~nse· 
with Commission-supervised' auctions, and possibly even·,wi:th;:,.the 
BRPU' itself.. . " 

In the meantime, we will monitor· the resul:tsaro;und the 
country of this and other competitive,: solicitations,' ,for electric 
generation. Should we' find solid evidence that the ~cond~price, 
auction is not producing, the :benefits we have' described·, ,we: :will ... ' 
reconsid.er in later upclates ,our,' choice of the, second~pr:ice :ap.ction •... 

• r 
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. VD:. ~fignce or the" mE BenchJ!larkPrice ...•.. ~. '. ", 
,-,' , I': ~'.' ".. T '.. • _ •• ~ ,! • ,. 

In the tinal standard' Offer 4' auction, QFsbid . to: beat<a·:· 
utility avoided cost bencbmarkcomputed !romtheprojectecl'capital:< ':. 
and running' costs of the IOR. The second-priceauction'rules 
require that QFs displacing the IOR receive payments' computed !rom 
the lowest losing QF's bid if there is an "oversubscription" (the 
capacity of QF :bidders exceeds the capacity of the I OR),' • '. If there 
is an undersubscription, all bidding QFs are winners and' receive 
payments computed from the full projected costs of the IOR. In the 
sense of being the potential auction price-setter,the'IDRcanbe' 
considered theutilitY'sbid~ 

But suppose that the ·utility aetually builds' the IDR,as 
might happen, for example, if the auetionwereundersubscri:bed: Is" 
the utility in that' situation bound to buildthe··IDR'for . the . ~. 

capital costs indicated in the benchmark price? In other words, 
should the benchmark price be treated· as the utility'S ',·bid·:for 
purposes of setting rates to recover utility investment in the I DR'? 

QFs and ORA argue that'the answer· should be,yes~'They' 
believe the lOR benchmark would not:becredible if the utility 
itself were not constrained by·the benchmark price. The:prescneo 
of such a constraint would 9ive' utilities a 'strong incentive'·to· 
carefully investigate the costs, of potential IORs.· 'l'he'lack':of'" 
such a constraint, accordin9' to QFsand DRA,would:giveutilitiesa 
chance to manipulate cost data and, consequently, the determination 
of need, in the ERIBRPU cycl'e. '. C 

The uti'lities, supported: by the" CEC~.· argue that the .. ·" 
answer· should: be no.. The util,i ties maintain that' precise. estimates:' 
for a large nUlDber· of IDRs--the kind- of estimate they would make:' '. 
before commi ttinq to- build a qi ven' power plant--are costly,.·. time-· 
consuming, and more exact than necessary for the purpose of 
identifying deferrable resources. They note that California law 
already requires the CPOC to establish a cost cap for a utility 
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power plant in.'is~uinq a certific,~te ~~;,.p~li~ 7onveniencle"}'~~ 
necessity for the plant. (Public Utili:ties ,Code § 1005.5.,.. , . , .. ,' " ' ., ., . " . ,,,' . ~ .. ' '- ',' ~ .~' 

Finally, they believe that treatinq.the IDR benehlnark,as the 
'. • '. n '" _ • ", .'" ,., ,'" 

utility bid would be unfair. This is, because,. in theirJ,view, , the 
.,,/ '. • J, _ •• ,' , " " • ." r 

utility would beat risk for cost, overruns, ,like QF bidders, but 
. • . ". "', ' '.,),1\ , 

unlike QF bidders the utility .could no'!: earn more thani:ts 
• • ".... , • • •. ' • "I,. " 

authorized rate of return if it :mana~ed to build the IDR ,fo,r less 
than the benchmark price. >. 

We have decided not to treat the lOR benchmark as a 
) .. <"1\ ,Y •• , , 

binding cost. estimate on the. , utility a1:, this time ., 'I'her~: .,are . good 
arquments on both sides of this issue. In , particula:r:, exact 
estimates of lOR costs are ~ri tical ',but we believe the ERj;SRPU . 
cycle already contains adequate safeguards to ensure the 
credibility, of the, lOR bencbJnark. 40, , ' . , . . ... '". 

• .-, ,',', ,I' "-

Deliberate manipulation of., the lOR benehlnark by .,the .. ' 
, ., ., . 0_ "c" _', '. J .~ "... • j ~. >' • "I." '., 

utilities would be difficult,.qiven t~e public scrutiny that ... cost 
"'.', '" 

... , 
'. , 

40 The existinq safequards would ~ work: if the ~'ut:tl :lty::'weiii "" 
permitted to. ,bid' a9'ainst its own IORaSueh bidd,±n9':'would set'.:. 
ratepayers' interests at odds with,shareholders and would,.subvert. . 
our concept of the IDR, which is·that'the IDR itself represents the 
utility's best judqment ot how the.utility,: . through ,its own means,. 
would meet its generation needs. ,. 

, If the utility could do'better than the,IDR,. ratepayers. are ',. 
entitled to have that superior resource .used to set.thebenchlnark 
price. Utility bidding would result in an lOR IW'straw'manH'for ·the 
utility to shoot 'at tor shareholder. profit. However', .the issue. ot.:.'_ 
utility bidding is moot qiven our decision, discussed in 
Sections III and VIII, to continue to restrict the' final Standard 
Offer 4 auction to'QFs only. 

'This does not mean that the utility can never"w1n'" the' 
competition. We suspect that some utility IORs willwithstand.QF .. 
bidding. For example, QFs may not,be able. to match the economics 
of repowering. Even alnonq non-fossil technoloqies', PG&E"'s 
experience with geothe rxna 1 development: should enable' ittc> put 
together a competitive project. 
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estimates receive here and at the CEC~ Moreover, the utility has a 
strong incent'ivet'o}:)e '~:ccurate. 'LOW' oost "estimates' ~ou:ld:':cause:' 

. .' I , .•. • " ','I",..' " .... . " ~ .:.. ". . ~ '.' .,. ' 

more new re'source additions to be found"cost-'effective' and" ',,', " I" 

potentially deferrable by QFs, so this strategy 'could' result 'in 
more QFs in the utility's resourcem:i:~, not fewer~ High;cost
estimates would 'result in fewer lDRs but increase thelikefihood ' 
(given the inflated benchmark pric'crthat QFswouldfilf ali' -': 
identified need, so the utility would neverg.et to buildthelDR~ 
Finally, we expect the utility to explain any 'inconsistency between': 
resource assumptions it uses in the BRPtT and> those it' uses" in other 
proceedings. ThUS, "gaming" the BRPU'estimates is-unlikely-to go" 
unnoticed and could jeopardize 'the utility case in matters' outside 
the BRPU~ 

Another important consideration' is that the"utility :'is ,,' 
D.2.:t. "committed" to build the deferrable resource as -of the:':date it 
is identified.' Following'our decision specifying'IoRs in the 
planning phase of the Update f the utility puts together and ',,' ' 
publishes its formal QF solieitation. There follows a three-month 
solicitation period during which QFs submit sealed bids. Only 
after the bids are opened and winners designated does the utility 
know how :much of the identified need will be deferred thro,ugh' OF 

. .' r.,' •• ,1', , '. I " 'd' " ,/,;.! ' '. _ , 

eontracts. Depend.ing on the result of ,the auction and possibly'. 
other changes of cireuxnstances, the uti 1 i ty may build" theIDR" . ,," 

• " I ' , " ) 

downsize the lOR, build..some other resource, pursue a eombination 
of strategies, C\r wait for the next Update. Whatever' the utility 
decides, we would review the reasonableness ,.,of ~its decision'based 
on the, circUmstances. existing when the 'decision was. made ~ ':, ,:'l'b:at" .~ 
could follow the specification of lDRS.))yseverai'mOnths. :'In ali, 
likelihood, the utility would ~ pursue the lOR', exae,tlY 'as:' 
proposed in the Update because OFs would,be,deferringsome~, 
substantial portion of the. need. How,to apply the lOR ,benchmark as 
a binding cost estimate in thesecircU:mstanees is, -unclear _:;, .,' 

. On baiance, we, think the ratepayer . is' well' served , by:" " 
reasonableness review and cost caps,' d~veloped, pursuant'.t~' ~iic" 

. ';! I ~ ., 

I. '.''' •.• ' 
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Utilities Code·§;~'l005.S •. If ,experience shows that,'ces.t estimates 
in the, BRP'O' are' unrealistic, we may recensider' thequestioni o!f: ~.:.' '," 
whether ano. how to. held the util i ty::tQl the; benchmark price:';.. 

.' J" ~ 

v.IIl. ',' niqibility· to Bid' ' 

" '" , 

. .. ' 
',~' l 

currently, only QFs. may,bio. in the finaL'Standaro. Offer 4 
auction. We will retain this limitation. ,for . the' time :beinq:r but ,we.; 
intend to move towaro. "all-source" :biddinq.41 This move ,depends:" ,,' 
on making significant proqress in' evaluatinqnon-price . factors,' and 
in allowing'nondiscriminatory access, to electric tran~issio:n 
services ("wheelinC]") fer nonutility power: producers. , " 

To recapitulate our reasoninq'in, Section III above', :both::. 
the bases and avenues of competition' must be firmly established 
before QFS will be able to 'competedirectly with trdditional 
utility supply options... 'I'hese con,d:itions are necessary for:·a, 
competitive market to. ·exist. Absent these eonditions"the".res'Illts " 
of all-source biddinC] would be renewed', reliance on traditicnal 
supply opticns. 

., '. < 

. '" . '. ~ , \" '. 
',' .. , .... 

,,'" ~', 

, "', '. ''', :: 

. ..... 
. I~.'·" 

41 The term Hall-source" bidd.ing has ,be.en: used to refer .to, aJJnost, 
any liberalizatien of the current restriet:i:cns 'cn' 'ent'itIes"elig:t:ble'" 
to- participatein>the auction. .. There· are> nonutili ty"ind'epeno.ent" 
power producers in addition to. QFs, and .. these. other power" proo.ucers 
are the most frequently mentieneo.new bidders. " Somepart'ies' would'" 
also. allow bidding by otherutil,i t'iesor the purchasingutil'i ty '.' " .. 
itself. We observe, without further consideration at this time, . 
that serious questicns of self-dealing are' raised by some cf these' 
propcsals. For example, an "independent" power producer may be a 
wholly owned subsidiary of a utility. (Federal reC]Ulations limit' 
utility equity in a QF to 50%.) When we again take up the subject 
of expanding the kinds of entities that may bid, we expect the 
prcpcnents of such expansion also to take the initiative in 
prcpesing appropriate regulaticns to. ensure that self-o.ealing dces 
not subvert the goal ef enhanced competition. 
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.. On the other hand, we'. have". no desire ·to: continue ....... . 
restrictions on bidding eligibility, any lonqer than necessary •. ", 
Work in the Update and the transmission .. investigation~ .is 'intended 
to remove the block to full competition in electric qeneration. To 
the extent that the work is successful~ competition truly would 
increase through broader participation in the auction. 

The work will not be completedoverniqht •. ,'" It:: is also· 
conceivable that progress will come instaqes. . For.. example, , .. . .. 
parties' comments in I.90-09-0S0·. indicate· that wbeelinq,. service- is 
likely to :be subject to variouslim'itations and. that. some' .. kind.s of··" 
wheelinq may be harder to provide than others.' • Sixnilarly',," some 
non-price factors may prove·more elusive·. to' evaluate than" others'.' 
The question, then, is how we should. react, in terms ·o·f auction 
modifications or otherwise,. to partial progress on" these-; .tasks._ 

We may :be able to ·limitcontroversy in future .. ·Vpd.ates :by 

establishing a set of check po·ints to elaborate' on. our: broaci policy. 
ciiscussion in Section III. The check points. would.l,ink, spec·ific· 
modifications to final Stanciarci Offer 4 with specific:: ach-i.evexnents 
in providing transmission-only service and eval uating_ .non-price· , . 
factors. 'I'he purpose would. be to create a common und.erstanding of 
where we are heading and how to get there. 

The Phase lB record does not enable us to establish check 
points in this decision. Instead, we direct the assigned ALJ to 
solicit the parties' input at a prehearing conference to be.held. 
:before the stal;t of the ER~.9'O :phaseofthis proce'eding _... .'. _ . ,.; 

. '. '. . . , .. ' , .. .~. , 

Powercx,. in its comments' on the:AlJ's,proposeci.rdecision~';: 
says that there are Canadian entities,WhO meet the': PURPA',aridFERC 
requirements for QF status but ~h.O, miqht':be' excluded. ,fl:CJn ::the' ." 
auction because FERC' can only . 'certify as QFs entities<:insi:de the~.:: :: ; 

. , J . ~ 

' .. 

- 7~ -" .,. 

.. ,,' 

.. ~. ' , .' ; .. ::) " \., _ .:,' ',' '.. ::r -- : 

. , . , .. ' .,,:WI ...... ' ••.• _,," .• .. ~~ ~ .. , .... ' ....... ' 

" ,,', r . 

~1 J' :',,:';.'~' :::~".-,,::' .• ~ .::") • :~'.:' ;.~''''''':".::. ':~':)~·.~\~i: 
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. . 

\,'" , , 'I' 
, ,.< .• 
" ,. ~ . ~ '. ~ . • -'~.A_ '." ._ 

J ... ' •. , 

United States. 42 Powerex ':believessueh'''an "exelusionwould lack 
any sound poliey basis and would violate trade agreements between 
the United ~tes and',CanAd.A'~ , ,.' .. ,'. 

Wea<;ree with Powerex that foreign entitiesmeetinq<'all" 
requirements for QF status other than FERC :certification should',"'" ': 
probably be eligible tobidalong,withduly'cQrti:ficd' QFS,;;~~, '," 
However, the purchasing utilities" in lieu of such certification;:. , 
must have a suitable alternative meanso:f ensuring that,:the foreign 
entity meets all other requirements for:QFstatus initially, and 
maintains its compliance throughout the term of the'contract,. as,,' 
would be required of a '0'. S. -bAsed, QF. ' 

We do not not know whether the Canadian government has, , 
or would wish. to carry out, a program functionally "the" equivalent 
of FERC certification. We believe'such a:'program may,not:,be 
necessary if appropriate contract provisions," applicable,to,foreign 
enti ties,.. could be crafted' for, :final" Standard O:f·fer 4." We' will', ' 
hold workshops to, develop various contract modifications' in.',,' '" " ' 
response to today's decision, and we encourage the, parties:' at the~ '" 
workshops to draft proposed proviSions acco:mlnodating,' bidd"ing . by 

foreign entities that meet the requirements for QF status'~; 

'. "I 

:, , .... " ,,' .. ;.,1'.' ,', 

42 Powerex indicates in its comments that it "is a wholly::' 
owned subsidiary of the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 
('B.C. Hydro'), a crown corporation of the Province of British 
Columbia. An fmportant mission of Powerex is to promote trade 
between canadian energy developers and utilities., and United·,States 
purchasers' of electric power, through mutually bene'ficial. and,' -
environmentally sound arrangements. -Powerex arranges sales,of 
power from c09'eneration and: small power production. facilities' 
located in western Canada to purchasers in the United States.;.. .. 
Powerex also arranges transmission service from. these .. facilities to. 
onited States purchasers." . 

. ... 

43 Because' we agree with Powerex as a matter ofpolicy,,,~we' do not
reach and express no view on,' the Powerex argument'regarding.'" . 
international trade agreement. '. ""I.,. ~'. 
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IX-
jo'.~. ""'. ,- , .. , ~,- .. 

•• " 0"' ••• ,~j ~", 

We asked the parties to make reeonunenda tions: ;in this . 
phase on how QFs can'effeetively'eompetewith.power·purchase 
opportunities that arise.between 'OPdates .. ,We' were .concerned,that". 
for various'reasons" significant opportunities :might, 'be lost',if all:: 
such opportunities were required' to . undergo. analysis ',as potential.,;:. 
IORs in an tTpdate ~ but we were also troubled by the prospect, of ., ' 
utilities committing for much of their resource needs without such, 
analysis. Our review of the variousrecommendations·.convinees us 

that the present system is reasonably good and requires little if 
any modification,. ., ,'. 
A.. E2sitions Of the..Parties ',' ." 

Generally ,.the ,BRPtT proeess places few, "constraints on~ the: 

utilities,' ability to· make. power 'purehase commitments.,between . ;: 
updates. 44 'we.clo not approvesuch,eommitl:nentsprospe~tively.but 
review the reasonableness o·f resulting power purchases:,in:;:~:>,: 
subsequent ·,proeeeding~. ., ~> ,,' .~.'. 

1. 'g"ecks' on' utility; Discretion' . '.. ", 
Thc'QFs believe·that utilities.have too-much discretion· 

between Updates. For example, CEERT says "All inter-utility 
contracts should be subject to displacement by QF purchases. 
Similarly, any utility efforts to acquire long-term resources 
between [updates J should automatically trigger a new final ... Standard, 

-----.~ \- , _ --," ,'~'. "':':~~r\:" \-"'~". "\,,:,~;,,,r~,'''' ~H;~,'-;'":' ~'< ,:':'/,,'''", .", {",I "'.'.'/:~',)~:--~ 
44 We' have' previously. discussed .between-update"power purchase::--.-:-:,x 

opportunities. ' See, e.g., D.a:6-07~004·' {;2:l.. cPO~, 2d:,340~ at~.3.a0-S.l)_",; 
and 0.87-05-060 (24. C.'PUC 2dZ53 .• at 274-7$)·. Tbese·.decisioflS..:stress:., 
that utilities may negotiate power purchase agreements at any, time" , 
but that they may not modify a long-run standard, offer, during.: the .' 
three-month solieitation period. The decisions als~,say that a, . 
utility considering a resource opportunity during the solieitation 
period must consider whether the opportunity is still·attractive 
assuming full subscription of the solicitation at various price. 
levels at or less than the lOR benchmark. 
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Offer 4 solicitation. Without:such<'safeguards, "uti,lities .)laye ~:to~,"::" 
many incentives to 'game' their ICEM analyses and lOR cost·,'. ,>:: ,,"j,' v':, 

estimates ...... " (Exhibit 228, page .. 12 • ),' ,GRAIIEP' ,exp,:r:e,ss.,simil:ar 
views .;.45 , , '. , , '" '. 

, , •• ' i, 

The utilities appreciate, the: ability to ,sign, contracts, .. ,", 
between Updates but feel that the presentsyste:m.·still ,creates ',",' 
diffic:ulties. The' limited ,experience:, to date indicates : that anew 
BRPU or Electricity'Report~ and sometimes both, will, always be in, " 
progress at-any given time. The utilities ,believe that, as a" 
result, a power purchase ' commitment made outside, the Update will ,be" 

attacked as premature or a device to avoid competitive bidding :by 
QFs. Furthermore, the utilities urge :thatshort-term purchases 
(five years or less) :be'considerednondeterrable. 

PG&E and SOG&E address these" problems by, proposing ,that a 
long-term power purchase contract between Updates be deemed, :' 
reasonable and nondeferrable if it meets ,a stated",price threshold .. ", 
For example, under the SOG&E proposal, any such contrac:t ,;whose , ' 
price is' at or below 90% of' the final, price to' QFs' as, determinecl in '. 
the most recent Update (or 90% of the'long~run avoided'cost;, 
prOjection in ,that Update if no- QF 'contracts wereawarded},would be'· 
deemed nondeferrable and would not be subject to reasonableness' 
review. Any contract whose price' exceeds the thresho,lcl· would :be 
subject to reasonableness review~ 

ORA also supports, the: threshold. concept- :but WOUld:, ha.ve:;: ,', 
separate 'thresholcls for' short- ancl~.lon9'-term contrac.ts,ancl would"" 

,,' .•• -.II 

45 Also, GRA/IEP' propose that; when a utility execUte"s 'a>short'-' :,:
term power "purchase between' Updates~", the, capaci ty: pa:y::ment:~:.", -'. :'" , :
associateawith the purchase should serve, as the minimum capacity 
payment'to that utility'S' as-availableQFs,unless- the-Commission:' 
has explicitly approvea some 'other floor. (Exhibit, 23-1, page, 43·.) " 
This proposal goes beyoncl the scope of Phase lBbut ma~ be brought ' 
before us in Phase 3, where we will examinemethoclological issues, 
including calculation of short-run marginal costs .. 
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subj:e'ctany non-price terms 'o·f these; eontract to ,the ~\:lsual:":' 
reasonableness review. 

2 .. ' Xmpact on Non-oFRoSOu.ges.' :'.1" 

All parties accept that a power purchase can be an I DR. , 

However, some parties claim that the present system ,inhibits some 
potential sellers from reaching their, 'bottom line before the, 
Update. Also, the utilities say that'an offeror is, unlikely 'to ' 
leave an offer on the table for QFs to'-bid against. This, raises 
the issue of determining when the terms of a potential power' , 
purchase have 'achieved sufficient definition for that purchase to, 
serve as an lDR. '. 

In the CEC's view, the problem of contracts 'between, 
Updates is simply one aspect of the more fundaxnentalproblem,that, 
the Update presently limits bidding to 'QFs only:.' "The real problem 
is not that options may arise between updates, but that the current 
process does not' provide any mechanism for:allowinq,resources:other 
than QFs from competing directly for the, right to meet the 
utilities' needs." (Exhibit 22', 'page 29.) - According'to,this 
testimony, OSM and utility plants are among the resources ,that·, 
"cannot compete against a QF' in the, current system." ',- (Is:l.); -, _ 

8.. Discussion"; c ," 

The fundalnental purpose of the BRPtr isto:implement.a 
long-run standard offer at a level of potential comxnitment-:to :'QFs 
that both this Commission, and the'CEC believe is consistent with 
the need for electricity in, california.: Such implementation ".',-, 
requires us to make a'coordinated review of the resource plans of 
the major investor-owned electric utilities. The integrity of this 
process also requires that utility actions taken between the 
coordinated review be consistent with., the assumptions .. and policies-'~ 

'. ' •. ,. I,,, ' .. , '. :, •• _'f" " •• 

that form the 'basis of· the utilities' resource plans;;~:. 'ThuS'I'",the ."":- "~ 

utili ties must either use the same as sumptioi;"s'_ or identify:' 'and . ~~ '.:': : ,:", 
. . ..... .""". ~ ":",.) ,~.,~ l. , , ," 

justify, in whatever forum such utility actions.-are-reviewed,:::any·:,.-: 
departur~ trom, those assumptions." . -:Y"Y::.:-: ' . ~ ... " ~, ,.' 

.. --, . ~. 
",'- ...... - '" 
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- 'We' 'can.' achieve' this 'fundamental purpose., wi thout~: either 
freezing utility commitlnents betweentrpciates or· requil:ing:'.some sor:t 
of auction procedure every-time a . resource opportunity, ar.ises. 50:', 
long as utilities observe the rule ofeonsisteney that, we; j,us-t 
descri))ed, :. a utility should. be .able toeonsummatea- deal· when the 
utility thinks the time is right.~here. is nothing ,to, theeont:r;ary. 
in any of our' prior decisions in this, 'proeeeding~, .'l'he,QF, proposals 
are generally too restrictive and are 'rejected .. 

On the other hand, the reasonableness thresholds."proposed. 
by PG&E, SOG&E, and ORA are unneeessary and undesirable,. ,~he_' 

problems that a utility . encounters in j;ustifying' a power purchase 
are not simply a function of the QF program'. A, utility .could ' -, 
always be second-quessed as'either committing prematurely. or.: . 
settling tor less than the ,best. deal. , 

~he task of demonstrating reasonableness properly·falls 
on the utility, and it is not our responsibility to- find, ,ways to
make that demonstration easy .We eertainly expect. that, .. 
reasonableness review will cover the timing of the uti);ity, 
commitment, including the issue of whether the price- orotber terms 
of an offer were so- good as to justify. the utility'S decision not.: 
to risk the lapse or withdrawal of the offer by treating it as an 
IOR in an Update. 

Furthermore, the threshold proposals violate an important 
regulatory principle: 'Xhe reasonablenoss'of.a,utilitydecision 
deperidso~ .things known orreasonablyknowable'by the -,'utility when', . . . " . ','-" " ' 

the decision was lUade. In contrast, ,.the thresholds ,do not: depend. : 
on'current,i.nfonnation.but.1nstead, relate'back_to':tong";;run 'avoided> 
cost proj'-eetions made during the' m~st' recent BRPO .':we-h~pe ':_'~~d .. 
expeetth~t those projections will not be, highly sensitive·-to . 

• f", , : :,:: ~'" ' . 

short-term -phenomena sueh as-might arise~during.the ER/BRPU~cycle,~ 
but ,we neve~eless reqUire ~ .. the: utility ,to' act· on, the'" best ' 
information currently available to it. 
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Neither·- we . nor thepart.ies..can: poss'ibly .. -. forezee:.:thc 
vagaries' of' the energy market 'ne)Ct\ year or, the .. year after.;:~.: We -'. 
stress- that utili tYlnanagement retains. the discretion.: and the:'~ 
responsibility t~ respond. to'that market .. 46 .,j' .',. , "" " 

Thus, we neither increase the current constraints .. on '::' 
purch-ases between Updates, nor do we, approve price thresbolds " to. 
provide advance assurance ot reasonableness for such ,purchases,., 
There will be time to. consider appropria.te· constraints if'and-. when
we haveevid.ence that utilities are abusing,.the considerable 
discretion they now have. 

We note that the utilities, may have.: means to.tes.t ·the . '" 
waters between Updates short of a full-scale final Standard.:: Of:fer 4" 
solicitation-•. For example,. GRA/IEP suggest as a, model:.the 'recent .. 
contract between Edison and the Bonneville Power Administration~: 
As deseribedbyGRA/IEP witness Brancheomb,: QFs .had .. an opportunity 
in A .. SS-J.O-048 to. eOllllnent on Ec:1ison's proposed purchase~._they 
responded that the purchase terms. were not likely. to,be,·matchcd or,' 
beaten in' aQF auction.47 , , ' .. , 

An-application should not be .necessary,. ,howeve:r:: .. ~ ,.,A. 
utility that:'believes. negotiations have reached an appropriate, . 

',' L. , .... 

" , 

.. . '. -::~ " .. :, 
, ., ' .. "\ ~, 

, . .' .~ .... 4. _ , L; ." 

I ~.'I" I" " .,,, •• ' r·.: 
{ • ... ,J :.1 ... ' 

46 The . reasons . stated in:'thetext'~compel" rejecting::the' thx:esho.ld·· 
proposals, :but we also think the ,implications of these ,p'roposals 
for competition are too distur:bingto'ignore.· "The'shott-rUn ,;:,,', .: . 
avo:i:ded 'eosts o.f California' ,utilities have long. been,public,::~:, .' 
knowledge. No :buyer likes ,to reveal such information, but so· long 
as there are many willing sellers, cOlnpetition may be-expeeted--to.'" 
result in a price lower than avoided' costs. On. the ,other .hand',.,w(i! " 
see c:1efinite detriment in announcing to willing. sellers how.m'.lch of 
a discount below avoided costs is wreasonable .. " This . kind; of·'· " -: 
threshold seems unlikely to result in lower'prices·but'.could~:well 
act as a Wfloor.W Theaaministrative convenience that these 
threshold propoSals provide seems'small compensation'for"suchan ,) 
effect. ' . " ..... ~,' 

47 Rr 2407-08. Tbe commission determined the proposed purchase 
to be nondeferrable. See D.S9-0l-019. 
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stage could contact individual: QFs'o.nd 'QF groups-" statinqi:~9'enerally, 

the anticipated terms and seeking expressions of", interes,t. "It : I - ' 

sh.ould be to california utilities' advantage- to use,QFs to prompt 
better terms from non-QF sellers, and'we expect our utiJ:ities'to'. 

exereise their ingenuity in making this,happen. 
TUrning to the CEC's comments, we have explained above in 

Sections III and, VIII why we continue to limit the tinaLStandard'. 

Ofter 4 auction to QF bid.ders. The prC!sont industry. structure ,'. 
simply doesn't enable QFs (or OSM) to compete directly with other 
resource options: nevertheless, the ER/BRPU process .prescX'Ves : a:. 
nicho tor QF~ ~nd OSM without diliablin9"thCD utilities trom'pursuing 
the universe ot resource options. 

ER-90 ensures that OSM will far predominate' over.;, 
g~nQration options"howovor. ThiSl is aeeomplil!:hed:throuqh tho 
category of "unconunitted OSM," which consists of programs that are·,' 
not currently in place but that the'CEC expects to receive 
regulatory approval d.urinq tho -forecast period.. (See ER-90:' at 
page 4-12.;) Table 6-2' of ER-90 id.entifies a new resource need of. 
2,694 MW for PG&E by 1999-, ot which 2,S06MW ,(93%) is. to' be tilled 
by uncommitted' OSM. The CEC's need. assessment tor Ed.isonlikewise 
assumes that most resource need (about 72%)- will be tilleCi :by 

uncommitted DSM. (ER-90, Table 6-5.) 
Planning for QFs (BRPU's fund.amental purpose) invo-lvcs 

the whole resource plan, includingOSM.,,:' We have previously.
expressed concern over the way the CEC handles uncommitted DSM. 

For example, in our first Update, we aqreedwith 
criticisms over the determination of such. DSMintbe- CEC's Sixth
Electricity Report, but we accepted theCEC's forecast in 
preference to the position of parties who would· have totally" 
excluded uncommitted DSM trom the base case resourcc-plans.-We 
strongly endorsed the goal ot ensuring that *the benefits, o,t all 
resource options, to the extent they are quantifiable', are 
quanti tied on a common ba$is, and to- the extent'tha.t", qualitative 
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judgments must be mad.e, that. thoqua:ti ties· aX'a,id.ant:i:ticd,in, . 
advance." 0.87-ll-024, 26 CPO'C.2d. 62,,'71.: .' " ,. 

We have not yet reached that ~goal,. but we.: have, taken, 
initiatives to pursue conservation opportunities·"aggressively. 
With the CEC's active participation-'and support,. we have created. .' \ 
incentive proqrams for electric utili ties that·, for the, first time 
qivethose utilities a positive stake in· the success. of 
conservation efforts. Together with the CEC, we·.have refined the: 
Standard Practice Manual that is used at both agencies to .test DSM 
prograxnsfor cost-effectiveness. The Standard, Practice Manual.does· 
not analyze generatien options., sO" we: have' directed the utilities· 
to explore the capabilities of ICEM. fer testinq DSM ". together. with 
generation reseurces. Again, we welceme and solicit thc"CEC's 
input, since a primary purpose of these explerations. is to· help--the· 
twO' agencies reach agreement en apprepriate :OSM leve·ls. ' 

This Cemmission's ultimate qeal is direct competition· 

ameng all generation optiens_ Eventually, generatien and OSM may 
also cempete directly, and. the basis for reserving some portion of 
need for particular resource categories may vanish .. Until,then,. 
regulators must ensure that traditional'utility resources still· 
retaining market power do not displace,eleaner, smaller, more· 
efficient alternatives. 

x. Ols Enti.:tlcd...;to SWitch ~9 Final standgd Offer 4 

A few QFs,. dating back .to' thC" .time when,:,we. were' first 
c1evelopinqstanc1arc1 offers,..'are operating.:unc1er. contracts with., 
provisions that entitle them to' switch to f~nal' Stanc1arc1 Offer 4. 

These provisienswere incorporated in early power· purchase,: 
agreements at eur direction in erder to spur thedevelopment .. et the 
independent'pewer industry .. 

These QFs have been wai tingas',muc:h'as~,a decade:,.. wh·ich is
approximately how leng it has .taken fer us- to develop" f·inal:, .. 
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winning QFs. A QF'that chooses 'not, to~switch.',after the ',':"::': 
announcement would.' so noti:ey the utility r 'which ",woul:ci "immectiately , 
return the QF"s energy price, submittal'.':gDopened .. 48" .. , .. ,' , ", 

No environmentaladcier or subtractor would apply to· , 
pay.ments uncier final, standard' Offer 4 to' a switching QF."SUchQFs, ,; 
get the prieeresul tinq from the auetionwi thout, having ",its. own 
residual emissions compared ,to those of the lOR., This fol·l.'ows from,' 
the fact that the switching OF .is an, existing resource and,.: unlike 

the winning bidders, is not deterring' or avoiding the lOR.: Stated, 
differently, the' QF that is contractual,ly entitled to switch has 
the same impact on system emissions.whether or not ,it exercises 
that right. For similarroasons, switching QFs do not ,qualify ,for 
a fuel diversity premium.' , 

, (O( 

PG&E proposes that, 'pending further'study,QFs currently 
holding Standard' Offer 1 contracts be: barred from/,participation in 
final Standard Offer 4 bidding. PG&E,concedes·that,$uch QFs are 
eligible'to participate under current rules, but 'asserts·,.that 
ratepayers might realize significantly-higher .benefits·,:from:new QFs, 
winning the tinal Standard Offer 4 auction as comparod· ,to'c,winning 

) " . 

:-"'~ , ,,'" ,. I',," ', ......... . 

u: •. , 
' . 

. . > ,.,: , '.,. 

" ' .", ..... ' 

• , •• , _. d ',~" '. ~ :.:) 
r ,'.,.. , •. 

...... "ell 

. ') . 

48-- This procedureproteets' comxnercially':sensitive. infor:mation and:~ 
encourages the switching Q:t=: to s~mit a real~st~c energy price~, . If . 
a QF that submitted an energy prl.ee fails, wlthln 3'0" days..-'o~· .. ' 
notifieation:by,the utility of. the auetion.,result, te>,notify the, 
utility of, its-decision whether to switch, it loses it~ right. to 
switch for'purposes of that auction· only, and the ·utility;'retums 
the unopened energy price submittal. 
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Stan~ardOffer,·l QFs. 49. Standard·'Offer 1 does\ not .contain':a'. 
centractual.'riqht to' switch to final standard' Offer 4:" :so:.:PG&,E.'s. 

preposal etfecti vely bars all: standarc: Offer 1 QFs front~ever," 
bidding fer a final Standard O£fer4 contract, ,except' perhaps, .. ' . 
through negotiation with the utility.' . " 

No-ethor party supports PG&E's proposal, whilo' ORA and. 
Chevron actively oppose the proposal., .. ' ,. , . .'...' . '. ' 

We have no desire to "freeze" the status. of Standard· 
Offer 1 QFs.. In fact, to the extent that such QFs .ar~: technically:: 
and otherwise able to provide firm energy and: capacity,. they, should 
be encouraqedto do so and should have access to'· appropriate' 
contracts. fer firm power sales. ·All· parties acknowledge'that firm 
sales have greater value to the purchasing' utility .than~ .do,··as- . ,- "\ 
available sales. Furthermore, on a nameplate rating> basis,,, :a: firm 
QF can avoid, utility resources up to the full amount· of. the .QF'S. 

capacity commitmont, whilo an as-available QF Can avo'iei- .only its 
"effective" capacity.50 . . " ' .... ~ ,-., . . ~ , , " ., 

'PG&E is cencerned;that some ,portion :of ,an lOR's .~cost-. ' ... 
effeetivenessdepencls on savings 'attributed' to' lower-energy. 
payments to- ,Stanclard Offer 1 QFs.' U'the lOP: constitutes-a 

,to,. 

j • ~ - './,. 

49 'D~86-07-004 contains ru'les' en' el'igibiility to' bicl :.,.for "final- ,.' . 
Standard Otfer 4 contracts •. The rules say that,QFs currently under 
centra'etmay bid, :but only after they have fulfilled their -, 
obligations under their e;)Cisting power. purchase -agreement.- '. -
However, Standard Offer 1 QFs have few such obligations. They 
deliver "as-available" energy and capacity, and they are 
contractually entitled to terminate their pewer purchase aqreement 
at any time without penalty. In effect, consistent with the 
eligibility rules, a Standard Offer 1 QF is free to bid in any 
auction and need only terminate its existing contract if it wins.,. 

50 The as-available QF's effective . capacity relates to its ,.' , 
expected ability to deliver energy during the purchasing utility'S, 
peak hours. Effective eapacity varies, based mostly on the 
technology that the QF uses, but etfective capacity is.usually.a 
small fraction of the QF's nameplate rating. 
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significant· fraction of the' utility;"s,system, and'·:if::tbe~IDR::;is(,,':,:.";'; 

replaced 'by. Standard' Ofter l' QFs,:.and if the auctiotli':produees"ino:> .'.:', 
discount'from.the lOR price ,. then' '(PG&E .,' posits) the-, resulting: QFr: ',':." ,: 
mix might not be' cost-effective compared-to tbe:IDR. •.... This.:., 
hypothetical concern seems very remote. 

It is true that lower :runninq costs are a,major~element 
of an IDR's cost-effectiveness, and that payments to QFs . receiving: " 
short-run marginal cost-based energy' payments, are a, maj or·. element 

of a utility'S running costs. However, Standard Offer 1,QFs are.a . 
small fraction of the QFs receiving such energy payments, ·and: there 
is no reason to think that all Standard .Offerl QFswould"be .. 
success.ful bidders, to· the exclusion of, all other bidders: in-·:a· 
given auction, even assuming that they could satisfy the~, 
substantially more arduous performance requirements of final .. 
Standard Offer 4. '. , .,. 

Moreover, the participation of Standard" .Offer:l~:QFs_·in_·· 
the second-price auction could result in a lower .price·.te>· -,ill;. , 

successtul biciciers. In short, the' analytica:l'inconsis~ency 
identified· by PG&E is unlikely' to be significant and. could· eas·ily " 
be more than ,off-set by the benefits. resulting from' Standa'rd·:.:.-, , 
Offer 1 QFs' participation in the auction. 

Thus, we will allow Standard Offer 1 QFs to participate 
in the final Standard Offer 4 auction, so lon9 as such a Q!".... 
provides new capacity, e. g ~ ,. by expanding, its plant :or ·eommi tting 
to firm operation. Sol;x:! that QF is .success!ulinthe . auCtion'; . the

purchasing-·utili ty should' count the :QF~.s·, eapaci ty toward~ "the~ ~MW ~ '.: :~< 
. , 

"," ..... 
i'· '-.' '.:c, 

\1, • 

' .. :' -: :;., . '"" . ,;: . :.: .:' "'C', ' :;'. 
_. , I .,:: •• ~: .~~ .. '~ 

51 This restrictio~is eonsist~~t with '~e'p~rP~:se:'ol, f:i~ai:""'~:"'· 
Standard Offer 4, which' is to.'·defer·~or ,avoidnewladditional',utility 
generation by. means of new/additional·QF·supply., The .. only. existing. 
QFs not subject to· this' restriction are· those QFs:(the' Hpioneers,.lJ', 
seeD~:S.7-01-049, 23 ept]e 2d. 499) contractually·entitled·,.to-,:Scwitch., 
to final Standard Offer. 4. ..,,, ,:: .. ~.:: ',"~, , .... ::, 
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limit, using the' appropriate. nameplate-to-effective· ... capac±ty,.··:: 
conversion factor when' comparing the QF's.·.system:contribution·unc:1er' 
Standard Offer 1 and final Standard Offer 4.: The" QF :would~,al;so· 
receive environmental adders' and a fuel"diversitypremium~: if 
applicable, to the extent of its new capacity. 

x:o: - Demonstn.'tion Proiec:t§. 

Te~aco proposes that this Commission: implement ... inc the 

BRPO one of theCEC's recommendations in ER-90. S2. Specifically, 
the CEC urges muniCipal and investor-owned utilities.·to:.:consider 
contracts that encourage non-utility generation technology'; 
development. Such contracts, in the CEC's view,would:.carry .. a 
higher price tag (in proportion to the risk inherent·in 
demonstration projects) than contracts with developers using. 
proven, commercially available techno·lo9ies~ however, the. CEC 
suggests that demonstration of new technolo9ies is in. the. long-run 
public interest and that the publie "investment" in such,' " .. ,.: 
demonstration could :be. protected through appropriate licensing·. 
provisions or discounts from purchases made during commercial 
application. (See generally ER-90 at pages 8"-9'toS-10':) : ,: 

'l'e~aco and the CEC believe the standard offers.- are not 
sui table: for demonstration' proj ects. ' According to' the '." CEC, 

nonstandard contracts are needed- "with adequate payment me chan i sxns 
to provide incentive tor such projectsw" Such' paYlDentscould ,', , .. :. 
include fixed· capacity and/or energy· payments for the duration. ot·:· 

L ,",,,,, ~ .', ," •• • .. 1 ., r 
•• I ~ " "_,' \ , • ' • ,.... '.~ , 

52 Texaco is purchasing the Cool Water Coal Gasification Plant 
from Edison. Texaco says it is converting that plant to a .. ··· .. ",. ,
research;' development, and·'demonstration~';(RD&D)·:proj~ect· beyond'" the~ 
plant"s' original scope;- it is~ presently-,applying-·£or. certifica.tion 
of the plant by the CEC as an RD&O pro.jectunder 'Public::,Resources·:· 
Code § 2S540.6(e). 
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the project's. demonstration <.·.phase .".' ,~:(ER-9'O' ,at· 'page 7~l:9 .~), >.'rexaco- ::: 
recom:mendsthat . these contracts. be 'individually. negotiated: between ':: ',', 
the project, s.ponsor and the 'utility. . . '~:, ..... '.' '" 

. 'Onder Texaco's proposal ,there woula. De an "all.oeation":· "J 

in each BRP'O' of 300 MW for ·demonstrationproj'ccts.. 53.", The," 
allocation would De consia.ered nondeferrable and would not be 
subject to the final Stana.ard Offer~4,bidding .. process. Also, the 
allocation would be cumulative, so that if some part of the 
allocation were not contracted, for in a given update cycle" those 
MW would be added to the 300 MWallocated. in the 'next . update cycle' •. 

Texaco· is D2:t. suggesting that these al:locationsbe :,' 
treated. as a set-aside: In other words,·non-utili.ty a.emonstration:,'. 
projects would not bid aqainsteach other ina separate forum,. nor '. ' 
would the contracts awardea. under the allocation count against· the 

purchasing utility'S need for new resources,. as-determined.;.inthe . 
BRPO. Eligibility for the allocation would be contingent:, on a , 
determination' by the CEC that,· the cand.idate proj'ect is a:,~researeh, 
development" or commercial demonstrationproject".withinthe· 
meaning of Public Resources Code §, 25-540.6 (e) • 

Other parties withhold judqment,on Texaco's. proposal. 
DRA and. the CEC·believe a complete resolution of issues relating to, 
demonstration projects would greatly , exceed the scope ,of.· ,Phase lB. 

They are right. Texaco's position has· some. relevance ,to, such., 
Phase lB issues as the ER-derivedbase' case ana. power ,purchase 
opportunities arising between, updates. Our discussion~>here does 
not purport to be a comprehensive approach. to the. regulatory and 
ratemakinq treatment of non-utility RO&O • 

. ,-' .... ,,,,, ,-<', .,' " e'~ i", ,.., -:,( .... '." .. , .. " ',"" .•... 
:it",,; . ~ •• c', ,,', "'/" ", .... •• ,'A' '1 ... ,. ..... '" • .,1_" ~.".~....,'.~", 

53- -; There'is;"no proposal, t~·~further:alioCate·' the ',:3:0:0': MW')'aiiiong;the'~'': 
indivic1ual:investor-o~~ci",util~t;e!!" ,nor:: does; T~xac6:~;s.:te;>:;iIilony:~, . - ,:', 
expressly aciciressmwuClpalutl.lltl.es. '" :', '),:':'~ ,.J !';:';,~' :';, c"." 

"', . 
, '" • _. ',1" " ~ ".' \,,~ ..... 
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, ' "'First,..' we agree that 'any' de:monst:ration:,proj:ect,"',should "not 
count against NneedN for purposes of BRPU. A utility fills need 
with dependable resources. Atec:tmolo9'Ystill in'some stage short 
of sueeessful 'commercial Clemonstration'may well prove ,dependa~le, 
but there is no assurance that it will. 'I'hus,. we are,unwilling to 
allow demonstration projects to defer other resources.' 

Second, ER-90 reeommonds that Nthese special, contracts be 
made available to DOJlOre than 30Q MWu • in' any Electricity Report , 
cycle." (ER-90 at page 8-l0.) The potential under Texaco's 
cwnulative allocation proposal for a huge nuxnber of MW:in asingle 
ER cycle is risky and inconsistent with theCEC's'; recommendation. 
Any such allocation should :be non-cumul.ative. 

Third, the BRPU is not suited to determining the value to 
ratepayers of demonstration projects in general or of particular 
demonstration projects. The CEC in its demonstration siting 
decisions determines such issues.. as:' whether a project (l)' qualifies 
as a demonstration project and (2) has demonstration benefits for' 
California that justify the project's- costs. These determinations>.:" 
should assist the project sponsor in negotiating a nonstandard 

. " .. _~ i 

contract with' a util i ty. As DRA notes.., this Comm.issionh~s:,:, 
approved many nonstandard contracts, ~oth ~e'fore and after the 
creation of the standard offers. We believe our'past decisions on 
nonstandard contracts and on' ~tilitY';QF negotiatio~s g,ive" adequate 
guidan'ce for demonstration proj ect sponsors' at this time. 54; 

.. '" ", ,. ,. 

.., "', 

, . ._, ,., ", '''~, ., 
' .. ,' , ' .... ;) 

.. ::.."" ,-' . 
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54 ~ See also our discuss-ion ~of "Stana:ard',O!fer;2 i'n',SeetionXIV,: 
below. '::,,' 
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XIII .Consideration-of....'Qncertainty 'and strategic Preruences 
. I,"'" .... ,'. ' 

All resource' planning decis±ons dea.l implici tly._or.< . 
explicitly with uncertainty. 55,. Dealing~withuncel:'ta,inty"gene.t:ally 
requires formulation of a strategy ba.sedon the· .. risk, preferences of,. 

the decision-maker. Our experience, with long-run stanciarcioff,ers. 
teaches that uncertainty should be dealt with explicitly in the 
planning process, that known.risks should'be quantified, and.that 
strategic elements should be built into the resource plan: to ". 
respond to those risks. 56 ' .... - '",. '/ .. 

The- controversy concerning: uncertainty analysis ·is,not 
whether but where to do it. The CEC recommends ,that all such 

SS We assume in making this assel:'tion that· the decision:-makerbas, 
imperfect knowledge or control of some of the factors affecting the 
decision~ If resource planners had perfect'Knowledge-'ofall 
possible outcomes and the likelihood of, each outcome,c<we-;would. not 
need to consider uncertainty. In reality, experts hold widely' 
divergent views on all major resource planning variables, and even 
the existence of a broad consensus is. no-guarantee that ,the 
consensus view will prove accurate. 

56 In our first resource plan review for final Standard Offer 4, 
we considered a "go short" strategy proposeel by SDG&E. That .. 
strategy called tor reserving a portion of long-termneed,'(as 
defined by SDG&E) to be met by power purchase· opportunities outsicle 
the auction. SDG&E supporteel this strategy on the grounds that 
capacity surpluses existeel outside its service area, and that 
premature commitment to QFs had an opportunity cost in the form of 
displacing potentially more cost-effective purchases from other 
sources. 

We aiel not specifically reject or endorse this "go shortW 

strategy, because we !ounel that SDG&E then had only noneleferrable 
resource additions in its resource plan. However, we noteel that 
wthe capacity made available for possible deferral by QFs ••• might 
be ~ than that suggesteel by use of the CEC's projections of 
supply and demand. w We might choose that strategy wif, after 
uncertainty analysis considering the risks and benefits, it. apP,ears. 
to optimize results for ratepayers. w D.8-6-11-071, ,:22 CPO'C 20..,:311." 
320. ' . 
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analysis De confined to' the ~ER"'process ,as part·:of,:the,"CEC.~s, .. ;"" :':.)i: 

integrated',assessment of need. ,,'If ,ehangesoccur followin9-::·adoption., 
of an ER,such ·that the analyses and eonclusions 'require, :,";'Y.~., .. " 

revisiting, then the CEC suggests-Ita cooperative ,process with." the 
CPUC" whereby the CEC could tailor its, consideration·, of:~ these 
changed circumstances "to meet the immediate needs.· of. ·the~·BRPU'~ 
acquisition process.. [But the CEC opposes] any procedure .. that . -', 
automatically and routinely. invites the[ER parties] to r~litigate", 
in the BRPU, the need. assessments and uncertainty issues: that" are
fully examined and. clecided in' the (ERJ .,H CEC Phase· lB Concurrent, 
Brief, pages 32-33. 

, . All 'other parties.·,takinga· position on thisissue~; .oppose.· 
the CEC. "PG&E puts. it most succinctly. in-advocating·:·that::-~any ;", 
COmInission which performs resource planning' analysis'. should ;also ... 
conduct: uncertainty analysis .. If· PG&E ,Phase '.lB: Concu:t:rent;.Brief" 
page lOl. 

We have decided to continue·· inelucling ·unc.ertainty", 
analysis and strategic preferences :in our consideration of·\ resource, 
plans in the 'Update. This decision could easilybe:miseonstrued., 
s~we begin by correcting two· faulty perceptions regarding our· 
relationship- with the CEC. 

First, the CEC and· the:CPUC .are not engaged. .in· c.a :,tug-o.f- '.' 
war over electricity resource· planning- The task::is·to,:coordinatc 
the two-agencies' resource planning efforts. Starting: with ., ';' " 
D.S6:"07-004~ the CPOC has committed to make final Btandard·Offer4. 
solieitations eonsistentwith the .CEC's ,assessment of need· in its';. 
current ER. Both agencies .agree .that achieving the~"cons.istencyH . 
we seek bas both procedural and substantive aspects.· For example,. ... 
CPOC determinations in various proceedings on utility :costs.and .. ~ .' 
rate design' must feed ,intO' the ERprocess, .j:ust ,as ·eEC proj actions,.:, 
of supply and demand in the ER must. feed. ... into .the BRPtT '"' ,:-:,We will 
have more to say :below about consistency .Tbe point· :for.now·. is 
that the present dialogue on this' sul:>j ect has' been going . on. for· .. 
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some time and has:beenactively·encouraged"by,both,~-ageneies:~ .. I.t", ::., 
has prociuced better understanding, ,increased :direct:, participation,'" 
and improved'information flows at both· agencies,.' and-California ." 
resource'planning is the better tor- it •. 

Second, we do, not intend., under the rubric of.uncertainty· 
analysis, to- undermine the ER-90 forecasts or somehow compensate, 
tor perceived deticiencies in the ER.' process.. ER-90', is the third" 
Electricity Report to involve coordination with final Standard. 
Offer 4. During that time, the CEC generally has been responsive 
to our BRPU decisions and has refined the ER.process in"ways:.:that 
answer many of our concerns. There are many examples: the. common, 
use of 1CEM at both agencies, improvements to the- analysis o·f aging 
power plants, the CEC's own analysis-of uncertainty,. and. the" ' , 
progress in evaluating non-price factors, to name a tew .. , Not- long, " 
ago, the CEC and the CPOCtreated ,resource planning:-; in di·fferent. 
ways using different terminology. Increasingly, the ER/BRPO.cycle 
uses shared analytical tools and a common'language to- address what 
both agencies believe to be the key 'issues. . ~ 

Nevertheless, the CEC and theCPUC perfornl different 
tunctions in relation to- resource planning. As long as' that. is-so·, 
the translation of ER findings into a final Standard,' Offer·, 4: ., 
solicitation can never be wholly ministerial. 

The CPUC' is charged with establishing just and·, reasonable 
utility rates. It projects. utilitycosts",'computes'the:;crevenue: 
requirement, and creates rate scheduleS:.to meet that,requ'ix:ement. 
These responsibilities explain' why the" CPUC and not· the: ,eEe; ,·has .' 
always conducted theQF program, since it ,is .the- CPOC"that~; 

determines·the marginal utility,costs.from which ,avoided cost 
payments to QFs are calculated. . It is also the CPUC,. ·and:-~only th~ 
CPoc, 'that can review the reasonableness of utility:expenses.;. 

Given'our obligation to ensure that utility, ra.tes..are 
just and' reasonable, we are also .. obliged to ensure that .. the, ... 
resource plans on, which. tinal Standard Ofter 4- sol·ieitationsare. 
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based inco.rporate 'appro.priate hedgingstrategie$~"Such::strategies::; 
will' . pro.tect . ratepayers front· undue' exposure' to,. increased costs" , .. :'" 
should, the future differ from our 'forecasts, as" it surely wi 1'1', to" 
some degree. (Cf. D.88:-09-026, 2'9·CPUC' 2d:.2:63, 272-73.:)" . 

We would want to do some analysis of uncertainty .. and 
consideration of hedging strategies· even were we to, agree. 'entirely,. 
with the ER "base case" resource planning assumptions and', . 
subsidiary findings. Here, we have reached different conclusions 
from ER-90 o.n several matters, most importantly, how to pay final 
Standard Offer 4 QFs and how to value air quality and fuel 
diversity. These are further reasons why the utility compliance 
repo.rts should contain uncertainty analysis that ' responds' to our. 
directions,' here as well as asswnptions from ER-9'O''; 

For several agencies to. perform so:mewhatover1appinq 
analyses is not a planning failure, it is inevitable in so.mething 
with as many complex ramifications as electricity resource' 
planning. Indeed, resource planning can be no one agency's. '. 
exclusive domain. Each o.f these entities--the CEC" through: 
forecasting' and energy efficiency stanc1ards·, theCPt1C 'through rate
setting, the Air Resources Board and local air management districts 
through air quality regu1ations--strongly and legitimately affects. 
reso.urce planning. Each agency has its own perspective,,", 
condi tionedby its own expertise and statutory :mission.: .As j:Ooint· 

problem solvers, we can ensure that: resource pl:an "sol'Utions'" are 
sufficient1yro'bust to. meet the many goals.: and' programs electric, ... ': 
utilities must satisfy. 

In conclusion, the utility compliance reports in the next, 
phase of the Update will reflect airections'inthis decision anCl in 
0.90-03-060 '(our Phase lA decision). to. the ertent ~such'·direetions.- , 
differ from ER"';90. We expect that :these ditferences.'maya:ffect;the 
type and timing o.f IORs and possi'blysu9gest d1f·ferent hedging 
strategies. However, we also. expect to meet our commitment to 
tailor the ensuing QF solicitation to ER-90's integrated assessment 
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of need~ , The NbJ1rel:>ones" analysilS:,. ,which", i&· ICEM's startin9"point"',, 
should. draw it.~ demand. and.' fuel.price,,:£orecasts for ,each:"utility , :,',\ 
from.. ER-9'0 (cf .. ;).90-03-060, J.6:CPOC",2d":2, 4'8--49),. and:::the, total:.MW, 
in the solicitation should. not exceedtbe needed capacity""", 
identified by the CEC for each utility overtbe next eight years in 
ER-90. (ct. D.86-07-004, 21 CPOC,2d,340·,. 373'1 and·O'.88:-99~O,2:6, 29,",. 

CPOC 2d 263, 272--73.) 

XIV. status of StAndard otter 2,·, 

We asked the parties in this phase of the BRPO to-:',make 
recoIlllnendations on the future role 0'£ Standard Offer", 2" •. , 'We agree· 
with the general consensus that, final Standard, Offer.4 should be 
our primary instrument for directly involving QFs in resource 
procurement. We do not l:'Ule" out reinstating Standard Offer 2, 

provided that such reinstatement is accompanied by certain, 
modifications, and is for a limited amount, of- time and ,capacity.· 
Standard Otfer Z may also: be useful as a model for some kinds of· 
nonstandard. contracts. We do, not envision making Standard; ,Offer. 2, 

available on ,an ongoing basis. 

A. »ackground 
Standard Offer 2 is a short-run ,offer inthati,t uses., 

short-run principles to determine energy and. capacity . prices, but· -

it has some important characteristics of,' a long-run of£ex:oo:. It is a 

long-term commitment by the OF. Standard. Offer 2, contracts. can be 

for as long as 30 years and. cannot be cancelled at the" QF's, 
election. " ' 

AlSo.,. in contrast to the other short-run, o£fersi the 
Standard ~fer 2 capacity price is proj·ected. at the time ,the 
contract is' s.igned·, using the full annualized. cost Qf" a. coxnbus.tion. ',' 
turbine,. and. fixed and levelized.for the whole term of the 

95 -, 
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contract. S~ The Stanciard· Offer 2:'QF,::deliyers. "fi:r:m'~ energy:·and·;~ 
capacity.. . It is penalized for failing, . to meet a s·:tr,ingent; 
availability requirement during the purchasing utilitY:'s: peak,.: .and:, '; 
it can also earn bonus payments by substantially exceeding: that .' 
minimu:m availability requirement. '" 

Originally, anew OF could sign a Standard. Offer, 2. 
contract at any time, and without regard eitherto,then\llIlber,:of OF 
megawatts already under contract or on-line, or to· the purchasing .. 
utility's need. for new capacity. These factors led us ::to;·suspend· 
the availability of the offer. SS ,We later reinstated Standard 
Offer 2 but only for SOG&E. We also limited the availability,.of 
the reinstated offer to a specified time and total capacity.o,!: new. :"; 
QFs. 59 

B. Final standard .Of:fer 4 Is Generally 
SUperior to standard Offer 2 

Standard ,Offer 2 was important in, the early dayso! ,the 

standard offers. It has a front-loaded payment structure with 
fixed capacity prices. Standard Offers, 1 and, J..have neither 
feature, so Standard Offer 2 was virtually the,only contract 
suitable for capital-intensive QFs both before the availability of 
interiln Standard Offer 4 and after we suspended the latter offer •. 

Unfortunately, Standard Offer 2 suffers. from the same·· 
deficiency as interim Standard Offer.4 in not being clearly. tied.: to 
a determination of. deferrable MW.. Another· disturbing, aspect,. of. 
Standard Offer 2 is that, although" it is a long-term cOI!llnitment: by. ' 

'r ,I, •. ". , .,-" , .',.' ,. 

57 The Standard Offer 2 QF also has the option of having its 
capacity price projected at the time it comes on-line, but most QFs 
choose to take the capacity schedule in effect at the time their 
eontract is signed. 

59 See 0.88-03-079 (27 CPUC 2d 559, 566-68). 
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the utility'and' OF, its onorqy' paymQnts'arotied'to: tho pJ~'chasing" 
utility' s short~run marginal cost. ,. This in' effect',incre'ases 'the'· P, •..• :::;, 

ratepayer's: exposure to- rising oil anc:lqas prices·'even'~:if':the.':QF is', 
not oil/gas-tired. ,' .. ' ~:' 

We have suggested previously that ,Standard Offe.X''.Z might 
have a role to play in acquiring non-tossil QFs,.·at least those 
that could meet the offer's requirement to provide firm, capacity.::
However, we believe that modifications, made in today"s'deeision,to)" 
final Standard Offer 4 have removeci any bias against such::QFs;. ~so 
thore is no longer a special "environmental" role tor Standard .. ' 
Otfer 2 to play.60 
c. FutureRole of. standard otter 2 

If final Standard Offer 4 works as intended, even a 
limited reinstatement of Standard' Offer 2 shoUld··bo'·unnecossary.. .' 
Nevertheless, we hesitate to rescind ;the ofter entirely,"Cjiventhe 
difficulty we've experienced in developing a satisfactory<long-run 
Offer. >, , 

Should we decide to, reinstate StandardOtferZ,for 
Whatever reason', we expect that the reinstatement would· ,be limited 
as it was for SDG&E. The ,limitations would include block'pricing: 
and caps on the time and the total capacity for which the" offer 
would be available.. Also, the fuel price risk' mentioned,- above 
should be mitigated by appropriate' indexing· o·f the. energy payment 
if the QF is not oil/gas-tired. Finally,' thG! 'queue'management, " 
rules should- be improved to resolve oversubscription,. as occurred 
during the SDG&E reinstatement. 

We also recognize that utilities will continue to receive 
requests for nonstandard contracts from QF developers for whom the 

•.••• ,' " \'"""j 

.,: " .,.'f', I." ' •. 
'·f". - <',' .. ",I,~: ',.. ~'." ". ,'.~. ; .. ,. ~:~ 

. ., ~ :,1 .. ~. ~ .~' 

60 Moreover, the payment structure of Standard Offer 2 mirrors 
that of a gas turbine; this· would: limit the.: usefulness-.of. \thc"; offer 
in acquiring capital-intensive QFs. See the analysis of payment 
structure in Section V above.-- "';:; "C ,., , 
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available' standard. ,offers are' unsui:table .. ·, One .example ''is::waste-to- : 
enorgy' QFs. Weare interGstedin' encouraging this,technolo9Y,.,' , 
which 'promises both energy· and environmental benefits'. 'However;;.', it 
is a eapital-intensive'teehnologythat our experience shows has ,a",:":, 

long and uncertain load timo. A nonstandard powerpurc:hasc; 
agreement drawing many of its provisions. from Standard O·~~er 2 may 
prove to be the :most appropriate contractual vehicle for such'QFs~ , 
Our pa~t docision& on nonstandard eontract~ should guide the 
utility and OF in negotiating suehcontracts. 

xv . EJ:@earing C9Jlf~ 

Many tasks await us in· the next phases of the 'BRPU ,and' in.~ 
our inVestigation of transmission wheeling serviceand'cost·· 
allocation. Consultation with the parties is appropriate to .' 
schedule and coordinate these tasks·. -The' assignedALJs"should 
promptly notice a joint prehearinq,conferenee for these:proceedings, 
for this purposo. The parties should consider the' following 
priorities in formulating their scheduling proposals. 

'Our top priority in the BRPtr is·to, :make changes to: final' 
Standard Otfer 4 and the auction'protocol consistont with:today's< 
decision. These conforming changes should not be' contentious.' In 
the past, the utilities, QFs, and ORA have drafted the .. precise 
contract language used in the final Standard Offcr"4 power:purchase' 
agreement, following general directions provided in 0.86-07-004 and 
other decisions. The product of these drafting efforts was 
reviewed in the same manner as other types of stipulations and 
settlements, with opportunity for objecting partiG~ to, be heard. 
The same process sho1.11<1 work. now. Interested .paXtie,s·shouid'b~ 
prepared at the prehearinq conference. to. suggest' a meeting 'schedule' 
to begin the jOint contraetdliafting effort. '., . 

Our second priority in the BRPO is to conduct the next 
phase of· BRPO reviewing utility, resource plans in~ response;- to. ·ER-9,0 

.. J, • ,'A ~" .'. •• I ':,"r' ",,' 
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("ER-90' phaseN
)., .That phase, wi-llcommence' with:util:ity:, x:esoux:ce , ," _' 

plan compliance reports£iled ,nine weeks. : after ,:the''':,effecti ve '.date·:~t 
of today's decision. (Cf.D.:88~09-026,Appendix. ]3:.+, We.; intend .to',':., 
complete the ER-9"O phase in time. fora final, Standard-Otfe:; .4 'j 

auction in early 19"92 .. 61 ""',<.":'; " "\,' 

The transmission investiga.tion, must be closely,., :,. 
coordinated with the ER-90phaseof theBRPU. We anticipate,:. ,".,.-. (. 

issuing an interim order in· that investigation soon.,., The.interim" 
order will analyze the initial and' reply comments and the > 

respondents' data production pursuant to the January 10, 1991 
Assigned Commissioner's Ruling.", We also,.anticipate the interim 
order will give general policy directions, from which the parties 
to the transmission investigation may ,rethink their own ,:proposals 
and begin discussion with other parties aimed at ,narrowing. the , 
issues. ;, I 

Our third priority in the BRPt1 is Phase 3"the;"",' 
methodology phase. We update a n\lllll:>er, of· things" in the BRF>U 

besides resource plans. (See generally 0.88-03-026.), ,Also" 
changes in natural gas regulation require some rethinking of our· 
method for calculating short-run marginal costs. On.the,other 
hand, we' do not intend Phase, 3 to open up, every question ,in the 
history of the OF program. In particular,. ll2" matter resolved in 
today's decision is sul:>ject to reconsideration in Phase 3, .. 62~ .. Any 
party proposing an issue for Phase 3 shall be expected a:t the 

~; : .. 

" , 
i , ' .• , ..... ",~.: .• ~' 

.' ,'. . , ., i"~ ,~ • .'. 1", '.',::' .~ .. :t' .' .,.... " .. ~, ' . :.: ,a .. -;'.;::,. ;.) ,""" 

61 SOG&E is presently. revising i ts J?il~t pro~ra~ fo; ,applying: -,~, 
lCEM to DSMcost-effectl.venessanalysl;s.' e PG&-E-ancl- Ed:Lson are,; :"" :."~" 
presently conducting, their' own pilots ,to-, investigate this- type", of,., ,. 
integrated planning. Each utilityshoula include its findings"in " 
its compliance report for the ER';'9-0' phase. ' ,:.:',,:' ,,',: "" "., 

62 An exception can be made. it progress in the'transmission 
investigation has reached the point where- we should,' consid.er' making" 
conforming changes to final Stand.ard Otter 4. 
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prchearing conference to justify. ·inclusion' ,of 'that iS$uc,..~, stating '" 
specific reasons . demonstrating,' its' timeliness andt:importanee.···· .',,;:':.::':~; 

" , 
,,~ ..... , , 

"\ '." 

XVI. Comments.:...on'fl::oposed,~gsion·,:: '·i. 

Pursuant to PUblic Utilities" Code' Section 3,11 and our' 
Rules of Practice and Procedure, the A'J.:].' $.' Proposed Decision' was: 
published on April 19, 1991; parties. thereafter had an'~opportunity 
to file comments and reply comments. 63, ,We. have considered. the 
comments and have changed or clarified the'ProposedDecisionin' 
various ways. All of the principles of the Proposed Deeision' are· 
affirmed, but we have ad.opted several suggestions that will make 
implementation of those princip,les easier or more precise'. 64 We 
address certain additional points below. 

SOme of the utility eommenters object to the discussion 
of the Ntransmission bottleneek" (Section III~A) . on~,the grounds. 

that transmission issues were rele9ated to I.90-09-050.This is 
inaccurate. Utility proposals regarding line losses and 
interconnection costs were properly deferred to I·.9'O-09'-050,l:>ut 
the discussion in Section III.A deals, not with those proposals:,. 

but with competition. Moreover, the discussion responds to utility 
advocacy of all-source bidding, an issue which the assigned A'J.:] 

ruled (over QF objeetions) was germane to this ,phase of: 'theBRPtT. 
The relevance of, transmission to competition in· electric generation: 

- .. ' ......... , 

"-,' '-,' 

" .. '. 

'\', c 

"'"' r'" . ""\' . .. ' ... ". ", 'I. ..... '" :. ;", '.. ..' " .~ ,,,' ,,~'" 
.... ,' '"" 

63. We received comments from. PG&E,., SDG&E, Edison,. CEC" ,DRA,_ '.' 
SCAQMO,. GRA/IEP,. CEERT, 'l"ORN,. Texa'co·,' 'and Powerex; We also"~ "'''' 
received . reply' comments from- PG&E, Ed'ison'r' DRA'r SCAQMO),.. ,TORN:,.'.; .. :,., 
G'AA/IEP,· CEER't, Texaco, and Chevron. 

~' , , 

64 We have also made other changes to-improve ... the discussi~n, ,add 
references to the record, or correet typoqraphieal'errors.' '" .' . 
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is well-established .and.has.:been,:oexhaustively::'reviewed:":by this,., ~ \':r., . . 
commission as"recently as its··decision··on':the· .proposed(:.merger, h': . . ;".: 

between SDG&E and Edison. (See generally 0.91-05-028.) 
We emphasize that ow:: remarks· in Section'. III .A go to the 

nature of bottleneck facilities in general. We do not find, nor 
should any inference :be drawn,. that any of the respondents has made 
improper use of its. transmission facilities."" ,. 

TO'RN, expresses concern that· .the rate, impacts .. o·f- today~s,~ ;': 
decision, especially the treatment" of residual emissions., .are not 
quantified. We think TURN is premature.··.: The rate .impactS: must .. be " 
quantified in the context ·of utility: ,resource· plans~: These/will :be· 

filed in the next phase of the Update. 
In the meantime, we have:many qualitatiye·assurances,;that. 

we are doing the right thing. for ratepayers. We stax:t with:, an 
optimal utility strategy for meeting energy and ,air. quality needs. 
We arrive at that strategy by considering uncertainy, and strategic 
preferences. Timing· will :be an issue. (e'-9-" are we· spendin9':too-. ' 
much too soon?) We then go through an· acquisition process,designed 
to secure for ratepayers equivalent benefits .at a cost:, that·.is. 
likely to be lower than' what the .. utility would· ·have t~spend,to 

provide those benefits on its own-. 
All parties must recognize, ,however , that. internali z.ing,. '.' 

envirorunental costs will have a rate:-. impac~_·: Many . things-, w,i,ll be', " 
necessary ·to minimize thatixnpact,.. most~ .. ixnportantly ,: ,coordina1:,·ion . 
between the utilities, the CPOC, the CEC, and the air quality 
regulators. 

Many commenters have asked that we expand on the proposed 
decision's discussion of workshops. We note, first, that .,the, .... ~ .. ".,~" 
workshops~'are: technical in 'natu:r:e;- : they are 'not':: for the:'purpose, ,O;f-' 

creating -p~licy but instead·. serve 'to·:.translate,· '·o~r ,pol~icies,.: set.' ~ ., 
forth in today's deCision, into. the'technical terms. necessary-to. '.' 
i:mplelnent those policies through the final Standard Offer 4 

contract anel bidding protoco.l> .. "' .... ~, ...... ,,"'/ .;'< 
". - .. , . ,.' .. " 
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seconci, we have. for, the,: most. part: cieclineci--: .. to-'! g~ into 
cietail on what contractual terms must be 'developed to: ,implement: 
tociay's decision; While we think ourpolicy.discussion:::is: clear,' . 
the parties uncioubtedly have: greater technical expertise-,..· which: is·· . 
why we are holciing workshops in the first place. 'Shoulci;' 
disagreements cievelop over.what our policy requires, the workshop 
participants can present consensus views .. where· consensus is·:: 
reached, and propose alternative.resolutions where disagreements 
remain. We can then review these results for consistency· with 
today's decis.ion. 65 At the prehearing .. conference' . (see', Section XV 
above), the assigned AL"J shoulci solicit.the parties'. suggestions 
for the timing and conduct ot the workshops. 

Findings or Fac:t 
1. Growth in QF capacity in california has . occurred .. :in· part 

because utilities are now legally· 'required to· interconnect. with QFs 
and to buy their output under terms and·.cond±tions supervised by 
this commission. . .. : .. :: '-

2. Much ot the utilities' market power in .relation ·to,QFs .. 
comes trom utilities" control over transmission. . " 

:3. For the foreseeable future,. the . transmission sector .of
the electric industry will remain a natural monopoly.· 

4. Wheeling of QF power ·is an· effective means .. ot .promoting 
competition in electric generation. Competitive markets have many 
buyers, .many sellers, and ready access'J~etween the -two~~·.·" 

, """, .... ", .,. 

',' .' 

..... ',' .. ' ..... .f .", 
! ,I, 

65 This is the process we. followed 's~ccessfullY in our ' ... , ' .. 
implementation of' the 1986' Update" decision, where'the '''parties', were:·':~: 
able to agree on 'lDOst contract. drafting; issues·,out·- where we, also 
heard and decided proposed alternative provisions supported by some 
of the parties •. See 0.88-03-079 (27CPUC"2d 559', 576-82). . ", 
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s.~ By quantifying the val-ue,: of fuel'diversity and,:.:, 
environmental quality, the CPUC can' expand the: ways: in which;:; 
different resource options· compete and can increase the,. ,likclihooc:l ' .' 
that the chosen options, allthingscons±dered, provid.e'the: 
greatest value to ratepayers~ 

&. We need to improve. the way we account for"the value, of 
OSM to ensure ,a fully competitive. resourceproc:urement',:process:.' 

7. For: supply options, both the' CPUC' and. the.CEC use·, lCEM~ 
for DSM, both agencies use' the StandardPrac.tice Manual for, the 
Economic Analysis of Demand-Side' Management Programs.. The,"" ," 
differing methods for quantitative analysis thwart efforts· ,to, 
directly compare supply options with DSM. 

8. We are committed to head-to-head comparison. of' DSM and 
supply options in the planning process ... 

9. All-source bidding isa necessary component of, a fully 
competitive resource procurement process,. but we' are not yet'ready 
for all-source bidding_ First, opening the auction to,non~QF·/: . 

. entities irrespective of the market power such entities may have 
will weaken competition, not increase'it. Second, the QF. category 
has not outlived its usefulness. . 

10. The electricity market structure has not yet changed so 
that future, QFproj eets . have .assurance-that they, can; compete , .', 
fairly. ' 

11. CPOC'poliey allows'.competition by all technologies, 
without setting aside any given amount of capacity for non-fossil 
technologies to further environmental or fuel diversity goals. 

12. The impact of new electric resources on water and land 
use should be addressed in tuture Updates and Electricity Reports. 

13. The value of fuel diversity depends on assessing the 
financial risks of relying too much on a given fuel, and onn 
calculating/how best to insure against ' those riskS.' 

14 •. The producers (including utilities) that create pollution 
have 9'enerallynot had to bear all the'costs 0:tpol1ution~buthave 

- 1,03<-- , 
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instead.;"'externalized.'" asul:lstantial :,part. of.: thos~':'costs.~to society 
as a whole. The utilities loqically should bear their. fair·::: share <., 

of such costs;. . '\ .' ... ~., ~ 

15. Acquiring "fuel diversity" for California.:·utilitiesmeans· 
increasing the proportion in their resource :mix'of electricity, 
generated by plants that 'do' %lot.re1Yion' oil, coal, or. natural gas 
as their primary fuel source. . Some technoloq ies burn small, I amounts 
of natural gas, e.g., gas-assisted'solar.A powerp'lant-usincl such: 
a technology would still be considered non-fossil, if, it" uses, 
natural gas for no more than 25% ot its. total energy input during a-: 
calendar year. '" . ':" .: 

16. Analysis of air quality impacts' bas-been. spurred by:. 
recent state and federal clean airleqislation. and' actions',by: local: 
air management districts. California utilities, along withy.other: 
maj or sources of air pollutants, are facing maj:or clean-up· costs 
now or in the near future. Air basins in california must: now," 
achieve· annual reductions in- total emissions of. specified' a-ir 
pollutants,. ancl this will inevitably affect how each electric 
utility plans and operates its system. 

17. Concentrations of criteria.. pollutants in.excess·ofAAQS 
are unhealthy. When the concentration of a given criteria 
pollutant in an air basin regularly vio'lates AAQS,' the air,basin"is 
designated. a non-attainment area. PG&E,. SOG&E', and. .Edison all 
serve major metropoli tan areas that are a1so-. non-attainment.'areas. 

18.' Many pollutants are prod.uced 'when fossi-l· fuels are "0 -. 

burned. In particular, burning. oil' ancl gas will produce'-NOx.. The .. ' 
CEC notes that in its lCEM ana1ysis;:- NOx was the. only .. pollutant 
whose' value actually affected: the timing of new resources,.\anci:NOx ... 
accounted for almost' half thetota~ . value attributed -to residual::,· 
emissions. 

19 ~ Air quality (and. the lack of it) hasmeasu:c:able ,impacts-., 
on productivity at work, enjoyment' ot 'leisure;.' and.:the l'enqth:of,~,:r 
life spans. 
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20.; : Electric generation . serving , California· continues .. .,to;be ".'.:' ., 
fuelec:l:.primarilyby oil;. natural.·gas,.; anc:l coal.' '". '.n .' ~ .. ".'. ,,: 

21. A resource plan is a Hlea::>t costH plan it (axnong:.,;other..; <:

things) it 'results inreasona1:)le costsunc:ler. the xnost,l'ikely ,future 
case ~·d.oes:'not result in unc:luly high costs under·alternative 
cases with: a signifieant likelihood o!;occurrence.; ;Foss~l fuels .. 
are currently c·b.eap anc:l plentiful~ but there' is short- and.·.·long~.· 

term risk in assuming that they will continue'to be .so. 
22. Developing resources that. rely on alternative and. 

renewable fuels will (1) cushion the impact of price shocks in 
fossil fuel markets, (2) help to avoid such shocks by lowering 
demand and' extending current supplies. o·f. fossil fuels, 'and 
(3) improve' thE~ . efficiency. and.' cost-competitiveness of non-fossil:· 
technologies. . . . ... 

23,. Assic;rning monetary values seems the. best way to- begin ..• 
analyzing how environmental quality.and fuel c:liversity should 
figure in the planning and. acquisition' of electric. resources .. -

24 _ Using a fuel diversity premium instead· of:' set-asides. in· 
acquiring non-f.ossil generation enables.' a better: aeeounting.~ for. the 
benefits and· costs of non-fossil generation than does set~asides. 

25. This process (using a fuel c:liversity premium·ins:teadof 
set-asides) differs from ER-9'O'.s,. but . the' purpose is identical. and" 
the result should be substantially the- same',. namely.,~illing:the 
generation portion of need with a mix .off03sil and.- non-foss.il 
resources. not exceeding the-total MW ·of·, new generati.onfound. needed 
for each. respondent utility in ER-9'O.,···, ,- ',,'. 

2& .. ' Where a 'utility~s: service: area overlaps: sevex:al· air· " ,. ," ..... ". ,.,. .,. -' ,-' '"" 

basins, values tor resic:lual emissions should come: fl:'om, the .. most ,'Y',; 

significant air management district :for that. service:' .area., ,:' ... :',', 
27. The air quality adder (subtractor) is an adjustm.ent to·, 

the QF'.s. energy payment and. is 'separately comPll:ted .for . each .' 
pollutant by comparing the QF'semission-,'rate·to: the ~DR.~s.;..:: .. 

", "# "". 

• '.. .' .' \ c, ". • ,'~ ~ .. 
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28. Society cannot reasonably expect to-.· get:·the·.clean a±x: 
that society values without. offering. to' pay for it. "In·<faet, 
offering to pay will stimulate· the competition that should 
ultimately drive down the cost of clean· air. 

29. If we value emissions for in-state projects J;:,ut'.not ·.for 
out-of-state projects, we confer an enormous competitive-~advantage; 
on the latter for no reason other than that they foul, someone., 
else's air. But a policy of "exporting" pollution would not work; 
if other states were to adopt .asimilar policy" and·. it . would not 
work in any case because pollution, once emitted,. does. not respect 
state lines., .. 

30. If more clean generation is added to an interconnected· 
utility system, the utility· can reduce. its reliance-on its dirtier 
plants. . . 

31. A set-aside,. compared to a single bidding:: arena:::for.all: :' .: 
technology types, will increase the cost. to ratepayers~. of acquiring. 
non-fossil resources...·::: 

32. Non-fossil QFs will have a substantial, value-based::. 
advantage in any. auction using a fuel.diversitypremium ... ~ 

. 33. Investment theory has reached· a point where·the.-value of; 
diversification ought to be calculable, and it ought to .. be,; 
incorporatec:1 intO' any kind of least cost resource planning,~whether· 
from the traditional or social perspective. 

34. The util i ties have minimal . experience- .wi thbuilding. non
fossil generation. The QFs themselves.' should be. a, better .. ·source 
for the capital costs O'f non-fossil. and' renewable .. technoloqies-:·; 

35. A co-qenerator that cleans up 120% O'f its emissions ,is-; .. ' 
cleaner, from. a social perspective, than a,non-fossil plant~ with " ,:: 
zero: emissions. ._ .. ( ,', ., '. :;', :' 

36. As the cheaper offsets are· bought up and·· offse:t-: sellers:' 
become better informec:1, the price of,: offsets .. should~rapidly 
approach the buyer's marginal cost of emission contrO'l.: .. ":;.::.·.~: 
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37. The prescribed lS-year ternvnowin,:t·inal standard Offer 4 
is not likely to bea good: deal for ratepayers. " Diversity':'is,' 

'jeopardized by a limitationorl contract length that'puts non-fossil, 
and renewable QFs at a disadvantage .. ',' " ' 

38. The utility may be considering 10-15 year.plant life 
extensions that involve energy-related capital costs ,or power 
purchases,of such length with ahigh'leveloffixed'costs;., There 
may be QFs interested'in deferring I DRs with such shorter,lives, 
and we want to explore this" at least until experience demonstrates 
a low-end threshold for Period Z. 

39. Levelization represents tar less front-loading,thanwe 
allow utilities' in their recovery of" capital investxnents~' 

40. The CEC's latest findings'on potential lORs suggest. that, 
the difficulty in financing capital-intensive QFs will be greater 
than we' anticipated when we chose to totally exclude· front-loading 
from final Standard Offer 4." 

4l. QFs have not demonstrated that their financing<reqg.ires,', ' 
levelization' of anything besides shortage costs."" 

42. Different power plants have different cost·streaxns:. Some 
have high fixed and' low vari~le costs, while others have low fixed 
and high variable costs. The latter category includes plants that' 
chiefly rely, on oil or gas~ all other plants fal,l into the. for:mer 
category. 

43.' The current auction, requires al'l, QFs ,to bid a capacity 
price expressed as a percentage' o,f, the'capi tal costs . of~ the :IDR. 
For non-fossil QFs, all other, costs.' are- recovered ,through' variable',' 
payments equal to the variable costs of the' lOR. '1'his'"puts " 
capital-intensive QFs at' a, disadvantage,relative'to, oil/gas-fired ", 
QFs, when bidding on an lOR, such as a combined cycle,.".with a loW' . 
fixed and'high variable cost strueture~ 

44. california utilities remain. h.ighly dependent on oil/gas- . 
fired resouroes~ . ,',f" ,JI ,;'.,,. 
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4 5:. Bidding, energy anet ' capacity:- has. ,many' . advantages~' •. :",:F.iX:S,t:, C:' 

it penni ts all types of QFs to bid a payment 'struoture ·appr_opriate ,; 
to. their technology _ The' ourrentbidd±nq" system favors:, QFs whese 
oost structure- is similar to that ef"the- IDR,:"Second,<such:b-idding' _ 
shields ratepayers frem., undue fuel.- prioe risks. ".Third I ',.haY'inq- a _, ' 
mere accurate picture of the QF's, energy, cost means ' that utilities 
can dispatch the system mere efficiently. 

4&_ Linkinq variable cost payments to' a.QF's own cost stream 
should enable the purchasing utility to make more' ,eff,icient ' 
curtailment deoisions' and should make QFs indifferent to such'_ 
decisions. In partieular" those QFs (e&q_ I' solar),.whose-fuel 
seurce makes it hard fer themtoourtail'should-benefit since. their 
lew variable,cests will virtually eliminate the . possibility of .. ,. 
economic curtailment. , , '. .- ", ,.,- ,.',' 

47. The unifonnpricinq in a second-priceauctien, conforms .. 
much more closely to the market-clearinq price of a cempetitive 
market than dees discriminative pricinq'in a first~p:r:ice,auction. 

48. The bidder in a second-price. auction has -a . streng~_ 
incentive to bid a price reflecting its-true marginal cost. The 
result is that the seoond-price auction reveals bidders' re-lative 
costs quite accurately and awards contracts to thelow7"cost., 
bidders. '. 

49. The bidder in' a first-price, auction' has a" strong 
incentive ,t~ bid ~ than its marginal cost. Thus,.,under',afi-rst
price auction, bids are higher than under a'second-price'auction. 
Also, thefirst-price-auction doesn't necessarily-award contracts 
to. low-cost ~iaaers, but rather to bidders who are-good at9Uess.ing 
how much- t~. inflate their bids and still win._ 

50. california policy-makers are .sensitive',to. the· problem of-, 
regulatory costs. The CEC, which. providesone-stop",sitinq for 
major thermal power plants, was, created in .part to'reduce--.o:t:, 
eliminate such costs; the Permit Streamlining Act is another 
legislative response to the problem. Our joint effort with the CEC 
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to coordinate' QF procurement with: ,the' CEC" s inteqrated,a;ssessment 
of need 'is' similarly motivated.. ,." " .', "', .:; ... ,,,', ", 

51. In the BRPO' we' are ,txy:inCJ~to·internaliz.e'po];lut1;on·costs ':;. : 
in the resource procurement process., This. is similar te>.,the .. 'r.ate·,':.' 
des:i.gn princ:i.ple that the person causin<J, specific costs ·should .bear.: . 
them. This principle is entirely consistent with .. amarket~oriented·,· 
philosophy ot regulation. . ,,'.' 

52. Regulatory costs are real eosts. that we .. fold .. into our 
resouree procurement process. The. IOR" s estimates inelude ." 
estimated costs tor permitting and enviroxunental ·mitiqa.tion.·!bose· 
estimates are known to the bidder in advance". and the bidder can '. 
make its own jUdgment of siting risks compared.tothose of.the lOR .. 

53. The second-price auction is tho.:logical extension ot !ull 
avoided cost, with the lowest losing QF replacing the: lOR:. as, the .. 
price benchmark whenever QFs offer more capacity than the:uti1:ity 
seeks. 

54. Our resource procurement process .is sufficiently~ flexible·· 
to consider differential'impaets of'various resource.options.on 
such. things a~ transmission costs, environmental quality,. -and: fuel 
diversity. All that is necessary is that theQF know before, 
bidding what costs it will be expected,to bear and h.ow·:thc:-bcnefits 
that it offers the ratepayer will be paid for by the utility. 

55. Exact estimates of lOR costs are critical,: but. the_ 
ER/BRPU cycle contains safeguards that may be adequate to-: ensure 
the credibility of the lOR benelunark. ' ... ~ _ .. 

.. 56-. We may be able to limit. controversy in· future: Updates by 
estal::>lishin9' a- set 'of cheek'points to; link specifiemodifications 
to tinal Standard Ofter 4 with. specific, achievements in pr.oviding 
transmission-only service and evaluating" non-price- fae~ors. 

57. It should be to. california utilities' advantaqcto- use 
QFs to prompt better termS from'non-QFsellers. 

· ... c· ." 

• I .~. 
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:SS. . The :ER/BRPU process'preserves', a;:niche' for QFs and," OSM., , ::,::.> 

without'disabling the utilities. from;' pursuinc;'the';universe of,' 
resource options. .. .,::-,-

59. Uncommitted OSM consists: of pro9X'alIls that':are"'not ' 
currently in place but that the': CEC· expects to receive requ:latory -:' 
approval during the forecast period. " 

60. This Commission's' ultimate;c;oal'is.- direct: competition 
among all generation options.· Eventually, generatioxi andOSM.'may , " 
also compete directly, and the basis for reserving,some'portion'of 
need for particular resource ca.tec;ories may vanish; Until then, 
rcc;ulators must ensure that traditional utility resources 'still 
retaininc; market power do not displace cleaner, smalJ:er,more' , 
efficient alternatives. "' ," 

6l. We propose the followinc; procedure for switching',:' QFs,and' 
invite comment on the, procedure in the next phase' ,of' the. Opdate .... "': 
Switching QFs would su:bmi t an energy price under seaL., After the ' :. 
utility announces the auction result, switehinc; QFs that choose'to. '. 
exercise their right would tell the utility to unseal 'the'ir 
submitted enerqy prices and compute a,capacity,price,using the same, 
calculation methods applicable to- winning QFs. A QFtha'ttchooses 
not to. switch after the announcement' would: so notify,theutility, 
which would immediately return theQF'si energy price submittal, 
unopened. If a QF that submitted an energy price'fails;i.within 30 
days of notification by the utility 'of the auction-result, .to 
notify the utility of its decision whether to switch, it would,lose 
its right to switch for purpose:s::,:of that auction' only; and the 
utilitywou-ld return the unopened energy price submittal.:"'" :: .. ':',.': 

62. Lower running costs are a maj:or element· ot', an IOR"s cost
effectiveness. Payments to QFsreceiving short-run'marqinal,cost
based energy payments are amaj"or" element ,of a' ut:i:lity's',runninc;:': 
costs. However, Standard· Otferl QFsare a, sma!l ,traction 'of the : 
QFs recEdvinc; such energy payments, and'there is noreason"'tothink 
that all Standard Offer lQFswould be successtul bidders;.::;'to-:::the .;' 
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Qxclu~ion of all othor bio.ders.in 0./ ,qivon,auction,.,even"assuming 
that they could satisfy the sul::>stantiallY,lnore arduous.per:tormance. 
requirements of final Standard Offer 4. .' ,:';(> .:::,>,)" ~: c,,::,': 

63. The participation, of Standard:Offer, ,1 QFs in-:,the second
price' auction could result in·" a, lower price, to,"'~ successful: 
bidders. , ... '; :,' :, 

64. The BRPU is' not suited to .. determining' the. ·value· to, ' 
ratepayers of demonstration projects' in" general or of· ,particular :, 
demonstration projects. 

, 65. Our past deci'sions on nonstandard contracts:,·, and, ' ~n.... ,', , 
utility/QF negotiations give ad.equate guidance for QF,dexnon5tration,: 
proj ect sponsors at this time. ' 

66. Our experience with long-run standard .. of:fers':.,teaches that. 
uncertainty should be doalt with oxplicitly in,thQplanning . 
processr- that known risks .should be quantified,. and that" strategic. 
elements should be built intO' the'resource plan to' respond to those:, 
risks., ' 

67. We do not intend, under the .rubric of uncertainty 
analysis, to' undermine theER-90 forecasts..orsomehow,eolnpensate 
for perceivod doficionciotJ in tho ER. procoss. 

68:. For several agencies to: perform· somewhat overlapping.: 
analyses. is·not a planning failure, .itisincvital:>lein something' 
with as ':manycomplax ramifications as, electricityr~source . " 
planning. ,Resource planning: CZln be no one agency's.exelusive ' .. 
domain .. 

69 .. ~ Standard Offer.2 is, a short.-x:un offer in ,that At ~uses, 
short-run principles to deterxn-ine, energy, and ,capacity:~ pr,i,~es,., }~ut~, ' 
it has some important characteristics. of a. long-run offer. 

70.. 'Standard Offer 2 suffers from· the same deficiency,as. 
interim Standard Offer 4 in not being, clearly, tied .. to, a '(,," 
determination of deferrable··MW •. :Also, ,although Standa:z::d,.,~ffer 2 is" 
a long-term commitment by, the utilityancl Q.F r energy .. paYl11~nts. are 
tied to' the ,purchasing utility's,·short-run mar9'inal.cost~",: :;; This 
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increases. the' ratepayer's' exposure. to . rising ~oil\,·.anci_qas. prices,· , . 
even if the OF is notoillgas-tired_" "., .. ,,:> '>\'. ':1 

71. If' ~inal Stanc:lard.o~ter4-wor:Ks as intend.ed.,.even a 
limited reinstatement of· stanciard,'·Offer 2 ,should ,be unnecessary., 

Should we decide to reinstate Standard Otfor 2tor.whatover::reason, 
we expect that the reinstatement would be limitecLas it was for 
SOGScE. ,AlsO-, the fuel price risk should be mitigated::by:' 
appropriate indexing of the energy pa:ymant it tho OF is not, , 
oil/gas-fired. Finally, the queue management rules ,should be 
improved to resolve oversubscription. 

72. Waste-to-enarqy QFs promi&Q both ~ne:rgy,and environmontal 
benefits. However, they use a capital-intensive ,technology , that, 
our experience shows has a long and uncertain lead time' .. ,' A -:", ' 

nonstandard pow~r purchase, agreement drawing many 0': . its provision$
from Standard Offer 2 may prove' to be the most.appropriate: 
contractual vehicle for such· QFs •.. Our past· decisions on, nonstandard. 
contracts should guide the utility and QF, in negotiating:sueh;: 
contracts. 

73. Energy bidding may require'certain changes; to existing- " ' 
curtailment provisions of tinal Standard Offor 4 ,so that these': 
provisions'- are consistent 'with: the: policy basis, for. energy bidding. 
Conelysions of' Law, : ' ":" 

!'. The category of non-utility power, proQucers' known'as QFs . 
was developed to implement PURPA and includes various restrictions' .. 
and requirements furtherinq the statutory intent. 

Z:- : ICEM should, re!lectthe H'residual exnissions".(those-· 
remaining after application, o!~ppropriate ,control: ,technology), 
associatea with the operation ot any resource beinq' tested tor 
cost-effectiveness. The (negative) value of such .emissions .-should 
be determined using the principle of "revealed, preference," ~hich 
means th~t the costs imposedl:>y relevantrequlatory agencies,.for· 
example, in- requiring certain pollution abatement actions,:" will: be,. 
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analyzed to calculate the' 'implieitmonetary , value',,, assigned:- to-, 
avoiding a given quantity of a given .. pollutant. >:, ,,' ",:" 

3 .. 'Residual emissions should :.f igure"throughout:t:he ' , 
procurement 'process, that. is,' in both. the 'planning, and:thc',., 

acquisition "of new resources.. . ':.1. ,,~,: 

. 4.. If any NoffsetsN are associated ,'with the deferrable or. 
bid resource,' the impact of such offsets should also. be . included' .. in';, 
the procurement process... '. , 

5. Some non-fossil IDRs,. because they, are generally:".clean" , ' 
technologies, are likely to appear simply:. through, inclusion in··IcEM, 
of residual emissions. Should that 'not occur, the utilities .,should 
impute additional value to non-fossil resources until· non-fossil 
candidate resources appear as the first'addition' during: the next 
eight years in their resource plans. This, will, effectively; 
quantify the size of any premium. necessary t~ secure non~fossil 
resources. We will decide in the next, Update' phase whether ,any 
such premium is reasonable. 

6. Air management districts have the ability to require 
retrofits. of power plants,. Also, air management districts may 
require new sources to apply BAC'X'.. . "", . ~ .' 

7. New sources may also have to acquire· "offsets"of.any .. 
residual emissions after application of BACT. Airmanag,~m.er1t,: ",", . 
districts innon-attainxnent·areas may. -require such, offsets in a 
ratio- greater than, one-to-one.,:. -::(' ',,' 

8. While electric generation is not the primax:y,;source of 
criteria pollutants, it is a major contributor .. Its:emissions 
impose costs on society that should .. be accounted for.~.,' ", I;" 

9.. To detennine j,ust and reasonable. rates,. this: ,Comm.ission..:,~:: 
must know how resource procurement decisions will, attec:t;,;r,ates •.... 

lO. The air management' districts ::are responsible tor", , 
developing 'programs to meet air ~ality.goals,. and-:the dis:tricts 
are :best situated to determine .values' for the costs. ,anc1, benefits of. . ", , 
those programs. 
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11. SCAQMD's recommenc1ed.: values. for. residu.al : emissions . shall····, . .. ~ . 

be ust',)d by Edison in performing ICEM analysis and shall "be ,applied·" 
in calculatinq ac1Clers (sul:>tractors). for auction winners... ., 

12. The San Diego APCD has proposed rules similar to:.·SCAQMD',s 
or even stricter. Pending: final action by the San· Die9'o~ APCD" the 
SCAQMD values are the :best availablo for San Diego·. 

13. ·ER-90 projects $13 per kilowatt (1987 .dollars) as. the 
cost to PG&E of retrofitting its plants for NOx control. ·PG&E~s 

compliance report in the next Update phase should convort,this cost 
to a dollars per ton figure, and should explain, how PG&E caleulated. 
the conversion. 
value for NO~. 

Alternatively, PG&E may use 29% of the'SCAQMD 
values for ROG should come from ER-90 ,(in-state) 

and other residual emissions on the PG&E system shou'ld eome.from 
the Pace University study. 

14. The emissions. values adopted today are interim-, values. 
They should be revised in subsequ~nt Updates to rotlect~omorgin9' 
abatement requirements of the relevant air management districts. 

15. An interim value for carbon emissions is prudent-: The 
utilities should apply the value adopted in ER-90 ($Z6/ton in.lgB7 
dollars) for carbon emissions. This value' will :be used in·,:,the·s.ame 
ways as the values for other residual emissions.' 

16. The environmental costs. of electric:ity.qenerated·from 
sources outside Calitornia or outside the service area,· ot·.the . 
utility acquiring that eleetricity should be calculated the .same as 
if the electrieity were qenerated'within·the utility'S .se.rvice 
area. 

17. For the next t1pc1ate phase,. eachutilitywil:l perform· lCEK 
analysis usinq values for residual emissions. . If a. non~fossil·lDR..: 
appe~.rs in' the If'deferral windowoN' (through 1999),. .a-:,fuel.diversity " 
premium will not be ealculated:~ Ita non-fossil 'lOR does not ,'. 
appear, the utility will calculate a value tor fuel ,diversity, 
sufficient to have a non-tossilcandidate'resourceappearas the 
earliest lOR in the deferral window. In making this cal~ulation, " 
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the utility will follow the approach. '., described' in section 'xv .. E· ... 4 of 
today'sdecision. ., ",.. . ':;: '. 

18. A OF that does not provide·-"fueldiversity". would. ,not get .. 
the fuel diversity premiwn.. . , 

19.' ' The term' of Period 2~', in final. Standard Offer,:;4 .. should .,be 
up to the :full projected . life of the lOR. 'this term-will be " , .. 
available to all QFs, irrespective of· their technology. The term 
may be less, at the QF's election,~ut xuust';be at',least lS."years 

(if the projected life of the lOR is 15 years ,ormore).,:or the, life 
of the IOR (if its projeeted life is. less than 15- years) ." , .:, 

20. Levelized shortaqe'costs·together with appropriate 
security provis.ions are reasonable for final Standard O,ffer· 4.. .A _ 

final Standard Offer 4 QF may choose either a ramped payment stream 
or a partially levelized payment stream. 

21 .. Levelization will be available to all.QFs, irrespective 
of their technoloqy.. This. is consistent with otherchang'es· ,in· 
today's' decision designed to achieve as far as possible', uniform 
treatment of all QFs .. 

22. The lOR should remain the benchmark for: QF' b-idding, but. 
avoided cost principles do· not require .QFs tcxuateh·. theIOR payment 
structure. Both capital-intensive .QFs and cog-enerators should 
benef:i:tfro:m bidding: a payment' structure that corresponds·to the 
cost structure of· the plant to be financed. 

23. Before the auction, .the utility should publish all 
pertinentphysieal and cost 'characteristics of the ,lOR ... :::These.·· 
include economic life, capacity factor and hours of operation, 
shortag:e and other capital costs (and allocation factor~ fo~ those 
costs), fuel type(s), residual emission rates, offsets·,op.eration.:. 
and maintenance 'costs,. first year fuel.price, .heat, rate, assWlled".,:, 
fuel priceesealator, GNP deflator, and all,.otherprojections.:or ... 
assumptions specific to the lOR used in calculatin9 its cost
effectiveness. Using: these. characteristics andan..,explicit 
xuethodoloqy, the utility will combine the- stream of proj:eetecl .fixed 
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and variable . costs into, a.: sing;le·first.-year cos:t.,expressed in:cents 
, ." • ~ - r ,~ 

per kilowatt hour. This numl:>er. will: be '.the .lOR benchmark-. "" ',"'.' 
•• "."'.' '," • w 

24_ Bidding QFs should analyze. their own: cost: characteristics·,· 
compared to the lDR. They will,. submit, a sealed bid· for.-:astated .. 
effective capacity and separately stated, variable, (enerqy).'::ancl~ 

fixed (capacity) prices. The QFs will know that: the ,utility will 
recoml:>ine their energy and capacity price into- a single; .. ,c.ents. per, ' 
kilowatt hour tirst-year cost, using the same methodology" ,used to 
calculate the IDR benchmark .. 'They will also know. that,.the.,~.inning 
biclders will be chosen under second~price rules by comparing. each 
bidder's and the IDR's projected first-:year cost. Finally, they 
will know what envirorunental adders/subtractors ,(and fuel div~rsity 
premium, if any) they will receive if they win .. 

2S.~ Once the winning bidders are chosen, Variable. pa:yxnents. 
will be based on tho bidder's energy price plus, anyenv,ironmen:t;al, 
adders/subtractors. Escalation wi·ll depend on. the .fuel ,typeo,f the., 
QF. va.riable payments to non-fossil and renewable QF~will .. 
escalate with GNP. Variable payments to.othe~ QFs will :c,scala'te 
based on tbesaxne fuel' index and price update schedule, alrea~y, , .' 
adopteel',for tinal Standard Offer 4. j ;,;;--

26, •. capacity payments will, be detorminedby . subtracting ,the, 
energy bid by the winninq' QF . (or the' converted energy price,.. .,where 

_ .0' .' " ,. r" 

the QF's energy bid was converted· to, qet ,.a common -escala,ti,on ):)asi,s.) 
from the· :total, first-year cost of the· .lowes.tlo$inq bid. ,'. The. 
remaining cents per kilowatt .hour .will- ,be . converted :to::,do.llars. per., 
kilowatt fixed- payments, will De divided Detween. shortage- and· . other 
capital costs, and will be paid, as already -adopted, ·on a .. time-
differentiated Dasis. " . ..~ .; I,",.! . ;"~:: .,' 1<>:' . 

27. 'rheprinciples supporting ,our adoption of -full :av.oided~, ,-, 
cost pricing for QFS also apply to our choice ~of •. auction_;,~~~at_ .. ' .~.~ 
The' second-price auction serves -our .. policies:in the.·,QF:.proqram and 
should' be retained -', ',', ,. .... , . - ,.. ~ ,." 

'''I .. ", 
",\' " 

" ,:' : .. : '.::' ~.,,-
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2S~ The next' phase of BRPU';should,":include,consideration::of' ~\'" 

proposals to'keep QF bids contidential:.'even atter they. areopenedL'<; 
The purpose' of such' confidentialtreatxnent would ',be to 'further "the 
cost";'revealinq'properties of the second-price auction 'by qu'arding' " 
possibly market-sensitive information~" ' 

29. The utility has the burden'of noting any inconsistency 
between resource ass'UInptions' it uses in the' BRPUand those it, uses·,'" 
in other proceedings. The utility must also explain and, justify, " 
such inconsistencies in these other proceedings. ' 

30. The utility is not' "committed'''' to· build the' deferrable 
resource as of the date it is'identified. 

31. Reasonableness review and' cost caps developed ,pursuant' to-, 
PUblic Utilities Code, §-100S.,S provide proteetion against, cost 
overruns' on utility construction proj:ects. If experieneeshows 
that cost estimates in theBRPU are unrealistic, we may reconsider 
the question of, whether and how to. hold the utilityto"the,~::" '," 
benchmark price. ", -' " , ' ' 

'32-. CUrrently, only QFs may bid, in the 'final, Standard Offer'4 
auction.,' We- will retain this limitation" for the time'being ,,'":.but,we~· 
intend to move toward "all-source'" bidding. This move depends, ,on-, 
making significant proqress in evaluating: :non-price: faetors and in 
allowing nondiscriminatory access to· ,elec.tric transmission',sery-ices 
("'wheeling"') tor nonutilitypower producers.. Absent these 
conditions, the results of all-source bidding would be, 'renewed 
reliance on traditional supply options. " ':,' ",:", 

33. When 'we aqain' take- up' the subj:eet of'expandinq,the-"kinds::
of entities that may bidl',we'expeet the'proponents'of such-,,: ,,' 
expansion also to take the initiative in proposinq~"appropriate .' 
regulations to ensure thatselt-dea:tinq does not :subvert theq,oal 
of enhanced competition. 

34. : Utilities may neqotiatepower purchase,:agreements_at any, ' 
time, but they may not modify a lonq-run standard,offer:durinq;,the:" 
three-month solicitation period. A utility considerinq a resource 
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opportunity'duringthesolicitation period:,must consider::whether , .... ,.: 
the opportunity is still ·attractivc'~assuxninq.tull::sul:)scription:ot. ':'. 
the solicitation at various price .. levels at:.or.less~than-the ,lOR 
:benchmark.· .... ... ... ::._ 

35. GRA/IEP may bring up- in Phase 3- -of this' proceeding their"':. 
proposal for a capacity payment"floor for a utility·'s.as-available,;:; 
QFs based'on short-term power purchases·made-by.thatutility 
between Updates. 

36. The fundamental purpose. of.· the. BRPO is to'ilnplement; a 
long-run standard" offer at· a level· of potential commi tment .. : t~ QF.s 
that both this commission and the CEC believe is consistent:.with 
the need for electricity in california.' SUch implementation: ._ 
requires us to make a coord:inated review of the' resource, :plans . of 
the :major investor-owned electric utilities ... The integrity of this 
process also requires, that. utility actions taken between'the., 
coordinated review be consistent with: the assumptions and. policies 
that form the basis of the utilities.' resource plans.", Thus" the-' 

utilities must either use the same·'assumptions or identify ,and 
justi:fy, in whatever forum such utilityaetions are reviewed,· any, 
departur~ from those assumptions. 

37. The reasonableness thresholds,for power purchases· 
proposed by PG&E, SOG&E, and ORA are 'unnecessary ancl undesirab-le'., 

38. Reasonableness review "of power purchases. should.' cover the 
timing of th~ utility commitment, incluainq the issue of- whether 
the price or other terms of the purchase were so .good as ,to j:ustify 
the utility'S decision not to risk the lapse or withclrawal. of the:,') 
offer by treating it as an lOR in .an Update;..' '., ,', 

39. The reasonableness· of a utility decision depends, on ;>. 
things known or reasonably knowable by the utility .. when _ the· :-:.. :: 
d.ecision was made. Our long-run avoided costprojectl:ons.made 
during the most recent BRPC' should not be ,.highlysensitive.,to 
short-term phenomena arising during the ER/BRPU .. cycle,.- but~we . 
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nevertheless require the utility to act on power purchas.e,,:;,: , "', .,' ... 
opportunities' based on the best currently' available .in.formation. 

40. QFsentitled to' switch· to· final Standard,Of:ter .4.do:not 
count against the MW limits and are not required to bid. They are 
affected by the second-price auctiononly.to· the extent"that, "like 
the winning bidders, their price is set by the lowest losing'bid_, 
If they are dissatisfied with the ,price, they need not·exercise 
their right to switch but can wait for later Updates. 

41. In the future, parties proposing changes to final , 
Standard Offer' 4 must indicate how switching QFs would", exercise ... 
that right· under their proposals. We will not entertain any. " .... 
proposal that would require such QFS to Su:bmit.competitive"bias. 

42. No environmental adder orsubtractor should apply to, 
payments under final Standard Offer 4· to- a switching", QF •. 

43. QFs currently under contract. may· bid" but only-after· they 
have fulfilled their obligations under their existing"power: 
purchase agreement. However, Standard Otter 1 QFs have tew"such 
obligations. They deliver was-availablew energy and , capacity, and 
they are contractually entitled to terminate their power purchase , 
agreement at any time without penalty. In cttect~ con$istent with , 
the eligibility rules,. a Standard' Offer 1 QF is free. to, bid in any 
auction and need only terminate its existing contraetif it wins.." 

44. To the extent that Standard· otter 1 QFs are: technically 
and otherwise able to provide firm energy and capacity,. "they should 
be encouraged· to do so and should have ·access . to appr,opriate .. 

contracts for firm power sales. ..: .. '. ," .. : ...... . 
45-. Standard Offer l·QFs. may participate in the. final 

Standard Ofter 4 auction,. so long as such a QFprovid.es new , 
capacity,· e.g .. , by -expanding its plant or committing to firm 
operation. If that QF is successful in the auction., the purchasing; 
utility should count the QFl's:capacity toward the MW ~lim.it,r_.:usin9.' 
the appropriate nameplate-to-effective capacity conversion ,factor _ 

- 119" ~ --
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when ·comparing,'the OF's system. contribution . under Standard: otfer 1 
and :final Standard otter 4'.::' .: ':'" ,,~ .. ' "'0' ," ,"," ",:.<~. 

46. Any demonstration··'project .. shoulci not: count against :':':neeci". 
for purposes of BRPU. ,,', ~:.' ;,'" '," .':': 

47. The potential under Texaco's cumulative allocation 
proposal for a huge number ot MW,in'asinglo ER cycle is risky and 
inconsistent with the CEC's recommendation. Any such allocation of 
MW for demonstration projects should be non-cumulative. ':. 

48. The CPO'C is chargedwithestablishinq'.j,ust:.and.reasonable 
utility rates. ' , " ... '. 

49. Given the CPUC's obligation' to ensure. that utility·: rates.:. 
are just and'reasonable, the CPUC' is also obliged· to ensure that.,', 
the resource plans on which final Standard Ofter4solicitations-. o· 

are based incorporate appropriate hedging .. strategies ... 
50. The utility compliance reports in: the nextphase'of·the 

Update 'will reflect directions in this- dee-is ion and· in J).90-03·-060 
to the extent such directions differ trom ER-90. We expect that. 
these differences may affect the type. and' timing- of· IDRs,. and .. 
possibly suggest different hedging strategies. . However, we" also" 
expect to meet our commitment to tailor the ensuing. OF. so'l:icitation 
to ER-90's integrated assessment ot need..·.,., 

51. Final' Standarcl~ Offer-4 should be our primary-instrument. 
for directly involving QFs in resource procurement. We do not rule 
out reinstating Standard Offer 2, provided that such reinstatement 
is accompanied by certain modifications, and is for a limited 
amount of time and capacity. Standard Offer 2 may also be useful 
as a model for some kinds of nonstandard contracts.. We do not 
envision making Standard Offer 2 available on an ongoing basis .. 

52. The Assigned AJ.:]s in this proceeding and in I.90-09-0S0 
should promptly notice a jOint prehearing conference to schedule . 
and coordinate tasks in the two proceedings, consistent with the 
discussion in Section XV of the foregoing opinion. 

- ];20':-·--' -,. 
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53. ~ Tbeutili tyshould .;not ':be ,:permitted. to,bid.~a9a.inst" its < :,- ',; 

ow:n lOR. If the utility could do better than: the IOR,,,:-ratepayers" ,- " 

are entitled. to have" that superi'Or ,resource used-" to,: set \the , 
benchmark price.' ' 

, " ,-.< ~,. ,," ,-". 

"1\' ,::.H ,".-:. 

XT XS"ORDERED~tbat:' ',,'f " 
'" ' .. 1. 

l. The uniform final.' Standard. : O~fer:4 power"purchase 
agreement and auction protocol sball be modified to conform-with 
the discussion, findings.,.; and conclusions in':this decision. _ The 
Assigned Administrative Law' Judge shall convene workshops to,: 

develop.- thesemodifieations.-'",!" 

. ..... 'e.' .... 

',' '~ , 

2. The Assigned Ad.ministrative, Law, Juclges, shall notice a 
joint prehearing conference in this proceeding ancl" in· ,Investigation 
90-09-050 to- coordinate scheduling and priori ties.consistent·,·with-
t:.his: opinion. . -, -.~ ~~ -' 

3. Nine weeks trom.' tbe e-ffective date ,of, this.: order,' ,
respondents Pacific Gas and· Electric Company,. San Diego--- Gas &_ 

Electric Company, -and' Southern California Edison- Company shall, f.i,le , 
their compliance reports containing their resource,p,lans follow:ing -' 
the 1990 Electricity Report and in conformity with-this· decision 

"" .. ' 

" ... , . ~ ." 

• .' ••.. ~. I .•. 

'"'.-
" ,,' 

.' , ," , . ,~ 
.-. ..... '., \.t .,r ,'" 

, -
, ~.' ' .. \ .,'. '." 
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and Decision 90-03-060. The reports shall also contain 
respondents' latest work on integrating demand-side and supply-side 
resources on a common analytical basis. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated June 5, 1991, at San Francisco, California. 
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PATRICIA M. ECKERT 
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JOHN :6.. OHANIAN 
DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
NORMAN D. SHUMWAY 

Commissioners 
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A. 
AAQS 
AI.:] 

BACT 

'SIc Ratio 
BRPTJ 

CEC 

CEER'l' 

Chevron 
CPUC 
D. 
ORA 
OSM 
Edison 
ER-90 
FERC 

GNP Deflator 

GRA/IEP 

I. 
ICEM 

IOR 
IER 
MW 

NOx 
NRRI 

ATTACHMENT J.e 
Page: 1 ,-, 

Table: of 'Acronyms and" Abbreviations 

Application 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 
Administrative Law, Judqe, 
Best Available Control Techno,logy 

", y' ."," 

. , , \ ~ . 

"t,'" 

,",-, 

" '. " 

Benefit/Cost Ratio (a;measure,of,cost-effectiveness) 
Biennial Resource Plan Update 
california Energy commission- " 
Coalition for Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Technologies , ' 

Chevron U.S.A~- Inc. 
california ,Public Uti-lities-, commission 
Decision 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates. (Part of CPUC staff) 
Oemand-side-Manaqement 
Southern California Edison Company 
1990 Electricity Report of the CEC 
Federal Energy Regulatory commission 
A measure of overall price changes in the economy, 
equal to the ratio of gross national product (GNP) 
measured in current, or nominal, dollars to' GNP 
measured in constant, or real, dollars. 

Geothermal Resources Association and Independent 
Energy Producers Association 

Investiqation 
Iterative Cost-effectiveness Methodology 
Identified Deferrable Resource 
Incremental Energy Rate 
Megawatt 
Nitroqen/Oxygen Compounds 
National Regulatory Research Institute 
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PG&E 
PM 

Powerex 
PORPA 
QF 
R. 
RD&D 
ROG 
RT 

San Diego APCD 
SCAQMD 
SDG&E 
SOx 
Texaoo 
TURN 

Update 

ATTACHMENT~ :1: ." .... 
Pagc.~2"· 

Pacifici Gas· and Electric Company . ,
Particulate Matter (suspended) 
British Columbia Power Exehange" Corporation 
Public TJtilityRegulatory Policies Act 
Qualifying Facility . 
Rulemaking 
Research, Development and Demonstration 
Reactive organioGases 
Reporter's Transcript·" 
San Diego Air Pollution Control District 
South Coast Air Quality Management District 
San Diego Gas & E'lectr.ie. Company' 
SUlfur/Oxygen Compounds 
Texaco Syngas Inc. 
Toward· Utility-Rate Normalization 
Biennial Resouroe· Plan update-

(END' OF ATTACHMENT: 1) 
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LandJllu'k CPOC Decisions on 
Avoided CQJ;t. Standax:Q QUen 

. '. ,'" 

the following list~ although not exhaustive, shows where 
to find answers to the key questions that the Commission has 
addressed regarding QFs.. the summaries are necessarily'terse and 
are not intended either to indicate each issue in any given 
decision or to substitute for review of the actualteX't o·t the 
opinion and order. In addition to these decisions, our general 
rate case decisions have been used in, the past to update certain 
standard offer terms. Finally, decisions in general rate case and 
fuel offset proceedings often contain analysis of marginal cost 
that is broadly relevant to QFpoliey. 

I. Foundational pecisions 

D.91109- - adopted lI'avoided. cost" pric:ing, f,or utility 
purchases from "private ener9Y producersII' . 

D.82-01-103 - guidelines for standard· offers 

0.82-04-071 - authorized ''hydro savings prices" during 
spill conditions 

0.85-07-022 - long-run avoided cost metho<iology 

II. Oecisions Implementing Variable 
Energy Payments and Standard Offers 1 
2. ans:i 3 -(the SD9rt-run Offers) 

0.82-12-120 
0.83-10-093-

D.84-03-092-
0.8'4-04-012 

0.88-07-024 
0.89-02-065-

III. Decisions on Interim Standard Offer 4 
.(the Interim LODg-run Offer) 

D.83--09-054 
D.83--12-050 
0.84-08-035 
D.84-10-098 
D. 85-01-04 0 
0.85-02-069 

0.85-04-075 
D.85-06-163 
0.85-07-12l 
D.86-10-038 
0.a6~12-013 
0.86-12-104 
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A'l'TACBMENT2 
Pag'e:,2 

IV. ~how Cause Pr2S(~ding 'CWt)·. 

0.84-03-093 

-. , ~ . ~. (' ~.' ~ ... :- I •. ' I • \ 

0.84-08-031 - Ngood faithN guidelines for utilities in 
neqotia ting ,'. with QFs 

V. Investi9ation of Transmission Constraints, 
Development of OF Milestone Procedure, and 
Administration of Transmission Priority 

0.84-08-037 0.8S-12-07S 0.87-08-028 
0.85-01-038 0.86-02-033 0.87-09-030 
0.85-01-039 0.86-04-053 0.88-04':"067 
0.85-08-045 0.86-11-005 0.8.9-01-044, 
0.85-09-058 0.86-12-017 0.89-07-058 
0.85-1l-0l7 0.87-04-039 

VI. Stan~ard O:fe~ 2: Suspen:;:ion and Reinstatement ., 

0.86-03-069 0.87-09-025 0.89--02-017 
0.86-05-024 0.87-1l-024 0.89-07-022 
D.86-11-071 0.87-12-056 1>.89-08-031 

VII. Development of the Resource Plan-~ased Offer 
(Final ~N)da~ OtfetA) , 

., 

'. 

0.85-07-022 
0.86-07-004 
0.86-10-030 
0.87-0S-060 

0.87-11-024 
0.88-03-026 
0.88-03-079 
0.88-09-026 

0.89-04-~7 ,(CUrtailment) 
0.89-07-045 
0.90-03-060 

VIII. NOtPhans,N NPioneers,w andJVjpstanda:d Contrac~s 

0.93035 
0.93364 
0.82-04-087 
0.82-07-02l 
0.83-05-043 
0.83-05-047 
0.83-06-l09 
0.84-05-057 
0.86-03-030 
0.86-06-060 

0.86-07-032'-
0.86-08-017 
0.86-09-040 
0.86-10-0:3-9 
0.86-10-044 
0 .. 86-12-01S' 
0.86-12-061 
0.86-12-062 
0.86-12-098 
0.86-12-100 

IX. Ener9Y Reliability Index (ERI) 
capacity ValyationMethods 

0.86-11-071 0.88-03-079 

0·.8:7-01-049 
0.87-03-068 
0.8·7:-05-065 , 
0.8'7-07-086 
0.87-08-047 
o. S.7-09~()'74 
0 .. 87-09-0$0 
0.87-10-038 
0.87-11-063 " 
0.88-03-036 

0.89-06-048 

'. 
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AT'l'ACBHENT' 2 
Page 3 

x. out-or-Service Area OFs 

0.88-04-070 0.88-09-067 

XI. Avoidable Gas Costs 

D.88-07-024 0.89-09-099 

XII. Contract Administration 

D.90-12-028 

D.88-10-032 in R.8S-06-007 (Guidelines) 

(END OF Arl'ACBMENT 2) 
, I 
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$V'Pary of standard '·offerSJJ·· ." . /':' "... ,.". 

STANPNW OF'FER 1: Variable Capacity and Energy 
The QF's 'energy and capacity are sold' on .an-as-availabl.e 

basis, meaning that the amount and time Qf delivery o,f .the energy 
is not guaranteed. The QF is paid ,full short-run.avoided energy 
cost, plus current shortage cost,. on-a per kilowatt-hour·basis" for 
all energy delivered to the utility. Energy and shortage':costs are 
updated quarterly and annually (respectively), with the ··energy cost 
based on the incremental energy rates established in the utility'S 
last fuel offset proceeding and the expected fuel costs for that 
quarter~ Shortage costs are based· on the utility's cost of,a' 
combustion turbine. This contract is used by all technologies,. but 
particularly wind,. due to the uncertain nature o,f, that resource . 
STANDARD OFFER 2: Firm capacity. and Variable- Energy 

The QF's· capacity is sold on a firm basis, mel!u~,ing that 
an amount of capacity is guaranteed to. be available to _ the: ,utility 
during its peak load period. The capacity' payments are based on
levelized, forecasted shortage costs, which are stated in;the 
contract and are fixed for the life of the. contract.. Energy prices 
are the same as in Standard Offer 1., .. Many cogenerators and, biomass 
QFs hold Standard. Offer· 2 contracts.: '.' 
STANDARD OPPER }: Variable Capacity and~~ Energy From QFs:' Not 

More Than 100 .. Kilowatts 

This otfer is the same as Standard Offer 1 in', practice" 
but the contract tex:ms and QF responsibilities are less involved,. 
due to the small size of the facilities. - . 

AI Source: 0.88-09-026 (in A.82-04-44 et al.), Appendix o. 
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., ,'" ,',. " .. "., ." .,' 

7N'l'ERXM STANDARD OFfER 4: - Long-term: 'Capaeity and. Energy, Based on 
Forecast of Short-run Marginal Cost 

This offer has fixed. paj'lDent rates. over long ·,time spans· -
(u~ to 10 years). There are three -energy payment. options and two 

capacity options. 
Energy Option 1) Energy prices are. fixed. and.are based 

on forecasted. avoided energy costs. _ The QF can .choose' ,.to have .a 
mix of forecasted' and current short-run avoided costs . for the·· 
energy price, with oil & gas-fired- cogenerators limited·tc>.:20,%, of· • 
the price being based on the forecasted·. prices --

Energy option 2) This is similar_,to Option 1" ,except 
that the forecasted energy prices are,levelizedand oil &: gas
fired cogenerators may not use this option at all. 

Energy option 3) Energy' prices are based on fixed" 
forecasted utility incremental energy rates and 'utility oil, &. gas'" 
costs. Payments are made based on short~run costs, then' adj usted 
at the end of the year to reflec-t the forecasted prices., This. 
option is used. by coqcnerators and is desi9%led to, ,have ,the .... energy , 
price reflect changes in fuel costs. 

capaei ty option 1-) . As-available-: The QF can ·,choose· ._
payments based. on either short-run shortage costs,or. fixed, 
forecasted shortage costs, which are- not, levelized.'- ,-, 

capacity Option Z) Firm:_., Payments are based 0n:f-ixed"., 
forecasted, levelized shortaqecosts. 
FINAL STANDARD Q~: 'LonCJ~term Capacity and, Energy""Sased on 

.. Avol.dable Resource 

See Attachment 3. 

(END OF AT'l'ACBMENT' 3) 
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A"l'TACBKENT,',4' , 
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How Final Standard 9tter 4 W9X~/ 
t" ... 

,!".'". 

Unlike the short..; run: standard offers and,·'the':i.ntcrim' 
long-run stand.ard offer,' final Standard. Offer 4' derives ':from the": 

respective utility's resource plan (including potential new plant 
construction, refurbishnlentsi power purchases, etc.);' as reviewed .
by the Commission in a biennial update'proceeding.' Pric'inq:'under 
final Standard Otfer 4 varies according to when the QFcomes 
on-line. During Period 2, the OF avoids a specific utility',' 
generation resource, and the QF receives payments based:' on the 
fixed and variable costs of the avoided resource. If the'Qr'comes 
on-line in Period 1, Le., before the date when the avoided ' 
resource would have begun delivery of eleetricity,the QF me'ets 
near-term demand growth, and therefore theQF' receives 'short-run' 
marginal cost-based payments until the start of Period' Z'. "The 
Commission considers uncertainties and procurement strategies' for' 
each utility in determining a megawatt (MW) limit at eaCh:update 
proceeding. Whenever the capacity of QFS' seeking final' 'standard 
Offer 4 contracts from a given utility exceeds" that' utilt1:'y's MW 
limit, the available contracts are allocated throuqh biddi'n9~ The' 
utilities are also authorized to' pay' QFs adtU tional sums for 
providing performance features (e.g~, downward dispatchability;at 
the utility's direction) not' otherwise' required under the stand.ard" 
offers.' 

We have'adapted the following chronological,overn.ewfrOltt) 
prior orders. We think the' details of the fi:nal Standard.' 'offer '4~':> 
resource planning process are xnoreeasily grasped" wi th the:t6tal' ',:, 

" '::~,' ;~: design in lllind. 

" 
'-" ' 

,~. " r 

_'.1,·,,1,'''' 

"'\,f \ ... , .,. '~~ c ' ' 

.'. "'1 '~i. 

lJ Source: 0.88-09-026 (in A.82-04-44 et al.), Appendix A. 
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Step 1: The utility application. Following the latest 
Electricity Report of the California Energy commis~ion.(CEC), the 
Pacific Gas ana. Electric Company, the San Diego Gas. ,& ,Electric, 
company, and the Southern California Edison Comp~ny each, file a 
resource plan. with a 12-year planning horizon. The plan identifies 
within the horizon those potential resource additions that .. the 
applicant believes are cost-effective for its system. The p~~n 
states the costs associated with each such resource ana 1:he 1?oin~ ... 
in the planning horizon when that resource becomes cost-effective. 

• • c , • .' " .T • 

The plan also states all relevant assumptions. , The applicant 
" , ~ , ., ' , 

presents its assumptions in internally consistent "scenarios." The 
" ,...1.,." , 

latest CEC Electricity Report forecasts give .the supply ana aemand . . . ,) .. \, " ," 

assumptions .for the base case scenario. The applicant may also ... 
file additional scenarios, or otherwise deal with the range of 

. ..,~. ~ 

uncertainties underlying the forecasts, in order to explain the .. . ,. 

applicant's preferred procurement strategy. 
step 2: Beatings on the utility aRPlicatism&- The 

Commission's staff and other participants critique ea.eh.resouree 
plan. They may note internal inconsistencies in a.ny of,~he 
applicants' scenarios, present alternative scenarios of, the.~r ?wn, 
criticize the applicant's assessment of uncertainty, ... andcha~len9'e 
the reasonableness of an applicant's assumptions.'I'hey als~·.check 
that the applicants have correctly implemented the Commission's,. 
cost-effectiveness methodol,ogy _ .' Finally, these participants may 
explain their choice of the. scenario ~est suitea. to the,. , ... , :.' .. 
determination of avoidable plants ...... 

-. 

step 3: £O.pission determination of a~oida:ble plants' .tor, 
". .. 

th~ respective utiliti~s. Avoidable plants are essentially the 
cost-effective baseload or intermediate resource additions 
appearing in the first eight years of the resource plan that is 
preferred by the Commission. This choice is the key commission 'act 

., <' 

'.' , 
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A1'TACBMEN'l':: 4 , " 
Paqe·3;.', 

','1.:."1 

in the long-rtm standard offer process .. ' The Commission . makes this 
choice according to the following . criteria ,. , among. others,:: ,kre 'the: ,', 

plan and underlying ass\UIlptions ,plausible (1.. e., internally ~~, ; 
consistent and reasonable, given known'forecast'uncertainties)? 
Does the plan expose ratepayers to unnecessary, risks, ,either of 
premature comxnitInents or of ~hortages? Is the plan consistent with 
energy regulatory goals and policies? The commission decision 
comes about five months after filing of the applications. 

step 4: The Uj::ilitics' solicitation p~css and OF 
aueti2Q.. After making any modifications ordered by the Commission, 
the utilities announce the availal:>ility of long-run standard offer 
contracts based on the capacity and the fixed and variable costs of 
the avoidable resource(s) .. QFs have a three-month solicitation 
period to respond.. Each interested QF indicates (1) the resource 
that the QF seeks to avoid, (2) the QF's own technology and 
capacity, and (3) the QF's bid, which is the lowest percentage of 
the resource's fixed oosts that the QF would be willing to' accept .. 
The bid cannot exceed the resource's fixed costs.. The utility 
opens the responses at the end of the solicitation period. If QFs 
seeking to avoid a resouroe do not oumulatively exceed the 
resource's capacity, all these QFs are offered contracts at the 
full fixed costs of the resouroe. If such QFs do exoeed the 
resource's capacity, oontracts up to that MW limit ,are offered to 
the low-bidding QFs, and they receive that peroentage of the 
resource's fixed costs bid by the lowest losing bidder. (This is 
known as a "second price" auction.) contract signing occurs after 
the winning bidder complies.with'.the prerequisites of the QF 
Milestone Procedure, roughly one year after the utility 
applications. 
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ATTACBMEHT:.:4'~···· 
Page':'4:, 

Step $: ;opdate to the· long-run ,·stgndard ofter ... :·~-. ·.~e·: 
update is scheduled every two years. and. 'follows' each. -CEC:.>~ ') 
Electricity Report. The utilities file' new-resource· ,plans, and 
Steps 1 through 4 are repeated, with.such ,Xllodificati:ons·.,to' the- ::; 
process as the parties may suggest.and the' commission, approves.. ,,:>. 
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AT'l'ACHKENT 5 

Public utilities Code section 701al 
Added. :by Asscml>ly Bill 3995 (Sber), 
in S'bGs. 1990. Ch. 1475. Sec. 2 

701.1 (a) The Legislature finQs and Qcclares that, in 
addition to other ratepayer protection objectives, a principal goal 
ot electric and natural gas utilities' resource planning and 
investment shall be to minimize the cost to society of the reliable 
energy services that are provided by natural gas and electricity, 
and to improve the environment and to encourage the diversity of 
energy sources through improvements in energy efficiency and 
development of renewable energy resources, such as winQ, solar, and 
geothermal energy. 

(0) The Leqislature further finds anQ Qeclares that, in 
addition to any appropriate investments in energy proQuction, 
electrical and natural gas utilities should seek to exploit all 
practicable and cost-effective conservation and improvements in the 
efficiency of energy use anQ distribution that offer equivalent or 
better system reliability, and which are not being exploited by any 
other entity. 

(c) In calculating the cost effectiveness of energy 
resources, incluQinq conservation and load management options, the 
commission shall incluQe a value for any costs anQ benefits to the 
environment, including air quality. The commission shall ensure 
that any values it develops pursuant to this section are consistent 
with values developed by the State Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission pursuant to Section 25000.1 of the 
PUblic Resources Code. However, if the commission determines that 
a value developed pursuant to this s~ivision is not consistent 
with a value developed by the State Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development commission pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 
25000.l of the Public Resources Code, the commission may 
nonetheless use this value if, in the appropriate record of its 
proceedings, it states its reasons tor using the value it has 
selected. 


